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1. Introduction 

This developer guide describes a common scenario for the integration between SAP systems and 
SharePoint using the Duet Enterprise Platform. The focus of this guide is on the SAP side of a Duet 
Enterprise landscape consisting of the SAP backend and the Service Consumption Layer (SCL) system.  

The document explains how to generate generic Microsoft Business Connectivity Services (BCS) based 
models derived from the exposed SAP model but does not cover detailed aspects on implementing UIs in 
SharePoint. For these topics refer to the relevant Microsoft documentation. 

The sample scenario used to explain the concepts is around the Sales Order scenario. All models and code 
samples shown are based on the Sales Order Business Object exposed by SAP backend systems via 
remote function modules. 

1. 1. How to use this guide 

This document starts with a general explanation of the architecture of Duet Enterprise. It describes the flow 
of data between the components in the landscape. In order to use the Duet Enterprise tools most efficiently a 
predefined Design Process should be followed. We explain and follow this process in the underlying Sales 
Order use case as well. So it is recommended to execute the sample use case step by step to get a full end-
to-end scenario running in your environment. 

2. Duet Enterprise Architecture 

The Duet Enterprise 1.0 Landscape consists of at least 3 separate systems or application servers. The SAP 
backend and a SharePoint installation usually exist in the landscape. An additional system – the Service 
Consumption Layer (SCL) system – is added to the landscape by the SAP System Administrator in your 
company. 

The following picture shows a typical Duet Enterprise 1.0 Landscape: 

 

The SAP environment in this sample landscape consists of 2 separate systems. The SAP Business Suite 
and the Service Consumption Layer are physically separated systems. If the backend system fulfils the 
requirements for the SCL system, then the SCL can be located on the backend system as well. 

2. 1. Microsoft SharePoint 2010 

Duet Enterprise uses existing core components and services provided by SharePoint 2010. SharePoint 
External Content Types are the counterpart to SCL Business Objects in the SCL system. With their data 
model and operations they define the behavior of the business objects. These business objects build the 
Duet Enterprise solution together with the SharePoint presentation services. 
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2.1.1. Business Data Connectivity (BDC) 

Duet Enterprise utilizes the SharePoint Business Data Connectivity (BDC) framework to connect to the SAP 
part of the system landscape. 

The SCL system exposes its business services as SOAP Web Services. The WCF/WebService connector of 
BDC communicates via http(s) with the SOAP Runtime of the SCL system.  

You can find more details on MSDN at http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee556407(office.14).aspx. 

External data

 

2.1.2. External Content Types and External Lists 

External List is a new kind of list in SharePoint 2010, and is used in context of BCS applications. External 
List data doesn't store in the content database but the External List is mapped to the external LOB system – 
in this case the SAP SCL system - and data is pulled on demand. External Lists can be made available 
offline in Microsoft Outlook and SharePoint Workspace.  

External Lists expose SAP data as a native SharePoint list. They have create, update and delete 
functionality for their items. They offer filter and sorting functionality and can be accessed via the common 
known SPList Object Model in SharePoint. Once SAP Business Objects are available as SharePoint lists the 
whole range of SharePoint features can be used to present them to the end users. The creation of External 

Lists is discussed as part of the use case in section 5. 11 Creating a SharePoint BCS Model and section 5. 

12 Creating an External List for External Content Type. 

The following picture shows the predelivered Customer SharePoint List: 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee556407(office.14).aspx
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The list is rendered as a table containing the attributes of the External Content Type as columns. Rows can 
be sorted by any column and any column can be made invisible. SharePoint users can create personalized 
views of an External List. 

2. 2. The Service Consumption Layer (SCL) 

The Service Consumption Layer (SCL) is a framework that connects business users to SAP systems. The 
SCL is used by Duet Enterprise as a gateway into SAP backend systems.  

The following diagram shows the relevant components in the SCL stack: 

 

The SCL stack is made of 3 layers, a Consumer Abstraction layer, a Generic Layer and a Backend 
Abstraction layer.  The concept of layers ensures a decoupling of backend from consumer – making the 
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provided solution flexible for future landscape changes and solution enhancements.  All the components in 
green color (Server Proxy, Consumer Abstraction Mapping, SCL BO Model, Backend Abstraction Mapping, 
and Backend Proxy) are created during the development process and are solution specific.  

2.2.1. Consumer Abstraction 

This layer receives requests from the connected Consumer system. The consumer in our case is a 
SharePoint 2010 server that sends out requests via Web Services. The requests are received by the Server 
Proxy and delegated further to the SCL runtime. The Mapping component is a service that can be used 
optionally to map fields in the Server Proxy‟s data structures to the field names in the SCL Business Object‟s 
data model. If the field names match the mapping service can be skipped. 

2.2.2. Generic Layer 

The Generic Layer is a container for SCL Business Objects that has interfaces to the Consumer Abstraction 
layer and the Backend Abstraction and ensures that they are replaceable.  It provides access to the payload 
of the business objects. The Generic Layer receives messages from the Consumer Adaption and delegates 
them further to the Backend Abstraction. It holds a data container where Consumer Abstraction and Backend 
Abstraction can create instances of SCL Business Objects. This container is the common data store for both 
layers.   

2.2.3. Backend Abstraction 

The SCL Runtime instantiates the corresponding backend adaption object. The main components within the 
backend adaption are the Mappers and the Backend Operation Proxy (BOP). The so called Mapping 
Specialist or Mapper adapts the data format given by the data model of the SCL Business Object to the 
specific format of the backend. Each Mapper holds a reference to a BOP. 

The BOP encapsulates single RFC calls or Web service operation calls to the SAP system. All SAP system 
calls are executed via BOPs.  

2. 3. SAP Backend 

The SAP backend exposes its data via remote enabled function modules (RFCs) or via Web Services. The 
SCL can connect to multiple backend systems. A SCL Business Object “Customer” would typically be linked 
to a CRM System where as a SCL Business Object “Employee” would be connected to an HR system. So 
depending on the type of information requested from SharePoint the corresponding backend system is 
called. It is also possible to aggregate data from multiple backend systems into a single SCL Business 
Object. For example a list of customers exposed to SharePoint could be retrieved from a connected CRM 
and a connected ERP system to build a universal list of customer instances. In this scenario the SCL system 
acts as an aggregation layer. 

Besides SAP backend system other non-SAP backend systems can be connected if the SCL can consume 
their data via Enterprise Services. 

2. 4. The Enterprise Services Repository (ESR) 

An ESR System is required during design time only. ESR provides an integrated modeling environment for 
defining enterprise services, data types, and other design objects for SOA-based business processes in a 
standards-compliant manner. For more details on ESR visit the SAP Developer Community at 
http://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/sdn/nw-esr. 

A NetWeaver PI system >=7.1 or a NetWeaver CE system >=7.1 can act as an ESR. In the Enterprise 
Services Builder, a tool provided by ESR, you define the Web Service Interface which will be exposed to 
SharePoint. The SCL system imports that definition and hosts the implementation of the Service. 

Side Note: Developing a custom solution without ESR 

There is also an option to develop your custom solution with a „RFC-based‟ web service instead of 
an „ESR-based‟ web service. This approach has a number of limitations and will result in a web 
service that is not completely standards-compliant. We do not recommend using a RFC-based 
web service for solutions intended for production usage. Nevertheless this approach might be 
useful in building prototypes.  

http://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/sdn/nw-esr
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2. 5. Authentication and Single Sign On 

2.5.1. How authentication works in Duet Enterprise 

Although SharePoint supports multiple authentication methods, such as Windows authentication and Forms 
authentication, claims-based authentication is the recommended authentication method for Duet Enterprise 
enabled Web applications. 

The following illustration shows a high-level view of how authentication works in a Duet Enterprise 
environment. 

 

This illustration assumes that a SharePoint user has attempted to access SAP information that is surfaced in 
a SharePoint External List. 

1. The SharePoint user’s identity is sent to the Business Connectivity Services Windows 

Communication Foundation (BCS WCF) Connector. 

2. The connector sends the SharePoint user’s identity to the SharePoint Security Token Service. 

3. The SharePoint Security Token Service returns a token that identifies the SharePoint user. 

4. The token is then sent to SAP NetWeaver – the SCL system – in a SOAP request packet. 

5. During the landscape setup, a trust relationship was created between the SAP NetWeaver and the 

Security Token Service. This enables SAP NetWeaver to use the token to look up the SAP user who 

is mapped to the SharePoint user. 

6. The SAP user account that is mapped to the SharePoint user is returned to SAP NetWeaver. 

7. Subsequent processing continues now in the SAP user’s context. 
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3. Duet Runtime Data Flow 

This section explains how a request flows through the layers in the SCL system to finally reach the SAP 
backend system.  

3. 1. How the SCL works 

SharePoint sends the request to the SCL Consumer Abstraction Layer, which exposes an inbound service 
interface as a web service. The implementation of this interface maps the message from the Web service to 
an internal format of the SCL Business Object. In addition, the interface calls generic functionality such as 
message store and log tracing APIs. The SCL Runtime processes the request by determining the correct 
SCL Business Object and delegating the request to a corresponding backend adaption implementation.  

The SCL Runtime uses a component called Instance Manager to instantiate the respective implementation of 
the backend adaption, and delegates the request to this implementation. The implementation adapts the 
request parameter to the SAP backend system format and delegates the request to the outbound Backend 
Operation Proxy (BOP). The BOP remotely executes the required operations in the SAP backend system. 
The result of the request is adapted to the SCL Business Object format. 

The SCL then inserts the results into a SCL Business Object which is then returned to the Consumer 
Abstraction Layer. Next the SCL system maps the SCL Business Object into a Web service structure and 
returns the results to the consumer server – SharePoint – which in turn returns it to the specific user. 

3. 2. Request Execution Control 

The following diagram shows how a request travels from the SharePoint system to the SCL system and the 
backend where it is finally executed. 

 

On SharePoint a user opens an External List. An instance of the related External Content Type (ECT) is 
instantiated and the ReadList operation is executed. The ReadList operation is mapped to the Query 
operation of an SCL Web Service. So the Web Service‟s query operation is executed in the Server Proxy.  
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The Server Proxy calls an API of the SCL Runtime to forward the Request to the Generic Layer. The SCL 
Runtime instantiates the corresponding SCL Business Object and the underlying data model. It passes the 
input parameters to the model. Then it instantiates the correct backend specific object and delegates the call 
further. The backend specific object receives the call and instantiates the correct Mapping to adapt the input 
parameters to the input parameters of the backend RFC. Then the backend specific object executes the 
backend RFC via the Backend Operation Proxy.   

3. 3. Response Execution Control 

The backend RFC executes its backend operation and returns the response to the calling SCL system. The 
Backend Operation Proxy receives the response. If the call was successful the backend specific object calls 
the corresponding Mapper to adapt the backend specific response to the generic format of SCL Business 
Object by creating instances of the SCL Business Object in the data container of the Generic Layer. 

The response is further returned to the calling consumer abstraction and mapped to the specific format of the 
SharePoint consumer. The SharePoint Server receives the response and instantiates the ECT with the 
results from the Web Service. Finally the External List renders the results from the ECT as a table.  

 

Be aware that all communication is synchronous with no caching involved. A refresh of the External List in 
the browser triggers the entire end to end flow again. The SCL framework has a built in Query result Cache 
(QRC) which will be discussed in a future version of this guide. 

3. 4. Why using the layered approach and the SCL Runtime? 

One could think why not connect the Server Proxy directly to the Backend Proxy and skip the layers and the 
SCL Runtime in between? What is the benefit of having a Generic Layer?  

Having a generic layer and a SCL Runtime brings in some very valuable benefits especially for SAP partners 
providing business content for Duet Enterprise. By decoupling the backend adaption from the consumer 
adaption having a generic SCL Business Object in between you increase the flexibility and sustainability of 
the Duet Enterprise solution.  

- You can change the backend without affecting the consumer by adding another backend adaption 

implementation matching the new backend requirements 
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- You can serve multiple consumers, like portals or mobile devices, using the same SCL Business 

Object and same backend adaption by having multiple consumer adaption implementations 

- Based on user roles different backend systems can be addressed (role based routing) 

- Partners can provide SCL Business Objects for several backend implementations (e.g. customer 

information provided by ERP or CRM backend systems) depending on the customer landscape 

- By implementing well defined user exits offered by the SCL framework one can extend existing 

Duet Enterprise solutions 

- The SCL Runtime provides logging and error handling capabilities to make the Duet Enterprise 

solution better supportable and easily integrated to a monitoring infrastructure 

- You develop in a well defined environment and implement well defined interfaces provided by the 

SCL framework where required 

4. The Duet Enterprise Design Process 

The Duet Enterprise package comes with a bundle of predefined business objects build around the “order to 
cash” scenario (e.g. Customer, Contact and Quotation). These business objects are ready to use 
functionalities. Some of them are implemented for Web Service enabled backend systems which require 
ECC 6.0 EHP4 as a backend release. Some of them are implemented for RFC backend. All of them use the 
same underlying framework and were developed using the same development process which will be shown 
in this document. They can be also used as examples to lookup coding or customizing. 

The development of a new Duet Enterprise scenario uses the well known ABAP Workbench for managing 
your project on the SCL side. On SharePoint you work with the SharePoint Designer tool. There is no coding 
required on SharePoint for our simple scenarios. 

One more system involved in the development process is the Enterprise Services Repository (ESR) which 
provides the Services Builder tool used to model your Duet Enterprise Web Service to be consumed by 
SharePoint. 

4. 1. Overview of the Development Steps  

The development process spans through several systems – ESR, SCL and SharePoint. For better 
understanding when starting your first development project on the Duet Enterprise platform it is 
recommended to stick to a defined sequence of steps, which we will outline in this guide. Some steps 
depend on each other but it is possible to perform the steps in another sequence. For a working end-to-end 
solution all steps are mandatory. 

The following diagram gives an overview of the steps and the recommended sequence. Each step will be 
explained in detail based on the use case in the next chapter. 
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The use case starts in the SAP backend system where you identify the available function modules (1). In 
ESR you create a Service Interface (2) for the Duet Enterprise Web Service to be consumed by SharePoint. 
The Service Interface is imported into the SCL system and a proxy generated (3). Based on the proxy you 
generate a data model for the SCL Business Object (4). You continue to generate a Backend Operation 
Proxy (5) and start writing some ABAP code for the Mapping (6).  Then you finalize the Server Proxy with 
ABAP coding (7). To make your development known to the SCL framework, next you create customizing for 
your SCL Business Object (8). Now you can test the Server Proxy in the ABAP Workbench before moving on 
to SharePoint. In SharePoint Designer you import the web service definition and create the External Content 
Type (9). As a last step you generate the External List (10) based on the External Content Type and test the 
end to end scenario via your web browser. 

The following chapter introduces the use case and each of the steps will be discussed in details. 

5. Use Case – Exposing SAP Sales Orders to SharePoint 

The best way to learn how to use the Duet Enterprise platform is by following our simple and well defined 
use case. The use case starts small just offering read-only functionality. We will enhance the use case by 
adding Create, Update and Delete operations in a later chapter of this guide. 

After completing this use case you will be able to see a list of Sales Orders presented in an External List in 
SharePoint. 

The required Software components for this end-to-end example are either generated by tools provided by 
Duet Enterprise or developed in the ABAP Workbench.  

As a prerequisite to perform the development steps the guide assumes that you have a fully configured and 
functional Duet Enterprise landscape and ideally have one of the Start Services (e.g. Customer, Contact, or 
Quotation) already working. 

5. 1. Business Object Sales Order in the SAP Backend System  

Before you start your development you need to have solid understanding of the Sales Order business object 
in your SAP backend system. You need to know which RFCs (or web services – not covered in this guide) 
are available to read, query, create, change or modify a Sales Order. You also need to know the input and 
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output attributes of these RFCs (e.g. which input parameters are mandatory for a query of Sales Order). This 
is the first step in the development process: 

 

When developing a solution based on Duet Enterprise, you have to think in „business objects‟. For our use 
case scenario we use only one business object – Sales Order. A business object typically has multiple 
operations: 

 Query (or search) operation: A way to retrieve instances of the business object. Many times 

there are multiple ways to search (e.g. search for a sales order by customer, searching by sales 

organization) so there might be multiple query operations. These operations normally return 

many results (more precisely 0..n). You have to have at least one query operation – it is 

mandatory in Duet Enterprise. 

 Read (or display) operation: This operation returns exactly one detailed record based on the 

unique key you provided as input. (This is based on the assumption that the query operation 

returns this keys and a small set of attributes.) You have to have a read operation – it is 

mandatory in Duet Enterprise. 

Important: The response of the read operation defines your business entity completely – 

meaning the list of all response parameters sufficiently describes the business object in its 

entirety for the purpose of your SharePoint development. In other words: All attributes of a 

Sales Order that you want to see or change or create in SharePoint need to be part of the Read 

response. 

This is in contrary to the response of the query operation, which does not have to contain the 

entire list of all attributes – this can be a smaller subset that is sufficient for the query. 

 Create, update, and delete operations:  A business object will normally have operations for 

creation, update and deletion. These operations are optional in Duet Enterprise. 
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 Other operations: You can think of these operations as helper operations which could serve 

many purposes, e.g. to retrieve a F4 help or to validate input prior to a creation operation. 

In SharePoint Designer (SPD) the business object is represented by an External Content Type. The External 
Content Type is defined by the same set of operations (with slightly different names): 

 Read List operation (in SPD): This is the equivalent of the Query operation 

 Read Item operation (in SPD): This corresponds to the Read operation 

 Create, Update, Delete operation (in SPD) 

 Association (in SPD) 

Hint: Many times your application will involve multiple business objects. Example: Your company might 
extend the business scenario to additionally include Purchase Requisitions – this would be an additional, 
new business object. This Purchase Requisition business object will have its own attributes and operations 
(e.g. create or delete a purchase requisition). To develop this additional business object you would follow the 
exact same steps as you are doing now for Sales Order. 

5.1.1. Identify Function Modules for Sales Order 

Your first task is to identify suitable function modules for the Sales Order business object in your SAP 
system.  

Optionally you can check the BAPI Explorer (transaction BAPI) to find out more details about the business 
object Sales Order and available function modules. 

 

Initially we will focus on the following two function modules 

• Query operation: BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST (as seen in the BAPI Explorer) 
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• Read operation: BAPISDORDER_GETDETAILEDLIST (this function module is not listed in the BAPI 

Explorer but both belong to the same function group) 

It is very important that you first familiarize yourself with these two function modules. Execute a test of both 
of them and learn what the required input parameters are as well as what are the output parameters. 

To implement this example your backend has to be of Release >4.6C and should contain the following 
remote enabled function modules: 

BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST 
This function module requires a customer number and a sales organization as input parameters. You can 
test the function module using transaction SE37. 
 

  

 Make sure you get proper Sales Order data returned: 

 

 

BAPISDORDER_GETDETAILEDLIST 

You have to provide a valid sales order document number in table parameter SALES_DOCUMENTS: 
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SALES_DOCUMENT = Enter a valid sales document number 

Additionally you set the following parameters in structure I_BAPI_VIEW to have the function module return 
the Header and Partner information: 

I_BAPI_VIEW-HEADER  = 'X'. 

I_BAPI_VIEW-PARTNER = 'X'. 

 

You should receive an entry in table ORDER_HEADERS_OUT and entries in table 
ORDER_PARTNERS_OUT: 

 

 

5.1.2. Business Object Definition 

Based on the available parameters of the backend RFCs and the desired output on SharePoint, a model for 
the SCL Business Object is required. Typically the information to be presented in SharePoint is a smaller 
subset of the information made available by the RFCs.  

The following aspects have to be answered: 

- Define the attributes that are part of the Business Object (which attributes of a Sales Order to you 

want to present in SharePoint) 

- Define the type of each attribute (string, number, date, binary) 

- Define which operations are needed (Query, Read, Create, Update, Delete) 

Hint: If you want a read-only scenario you have to define Query and Read operations – they are 

always mandatory when creating an External Content Type in SPD. If you implement an Update 

operation your item gets editable in the SharePoint External List – otherwise the edit function is 
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disabled. If you define a Create operation the “New Item” button gets automatically enabled in the 

SharePoint External List – otherwise it will be disabled. 

- Define the input and output structures of each operation. There are some constraints which will 

be explained in detailed in the chapter “Modeling the Service Interface” 

For our use case Sales Order we decided that the model should have the following attributes and operations: 

Attributes of business object SalesOrder 

SalesOrderSclKey  STRING  
SalesOrderNumber  STRING 
PurchaseOrderNumber  STRING, optional 
SoldToParty   STRING 
SalesOrganization  STRING 
DeliveryDate   STRING 
OrderType   STRING 
NetValue   DECIMAL 
Currency   STRING 

We randomly chose a number of attributes and types based on output of function module 
BAPISDORDER_GETDETAILEDLIST (see parameter ORDER_HEADERS_OUT). 

Normally the list of attributes is derived from the business case – which attributes of a Sales Order do you 
want to see in SharePoint – combined with your knowledge of which fields are available in the SAP backend 
system. Example: If you want to display the Requested Delivery Date in SharePoint then you have to add 
such a field to the attribute structure of you business object. 

Note: Names and Types reflect the names and types you will use later in the ESR Services Builder. 

Hint: You might be surprised to see an attribute SalesOrderSclKey in this list. In addition to the key attribute 
SalesOrderNumber you also need to include a Duet-specific key. More details on this will be provided later 
(see Side Note: SCL specific Key). 

Query Operation: 

Input: 

CorrelationId    STRING, mandatory 
CustomerId   STRING, mandatory 
SalesOrganisation  STRING, mandatory 
 
Hint: Earlier you explored the function module BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST and noticed that 
Customer ID and Sales Organization are mandatory parameters. Therefore we set these as Input 
parameters so you can enter Customer ID and Sales Organization in SharePoint as search criteria. 
Hint: Input parameter CorrelationId is also Duet-specific and will be explained in more detail later. 

Output:  

The query operation returns an array of SalesOrder instances. While the response of the query is a 
data structure that contains all attributes of the SalesOrder Business Object (as listed above), it is 
not necessary to fill all of the attributes – returning the key is most critical.  

Read Operation: 

Input: 

CorrelationId    STRING, mandatory 
SalesOrderSclKey  STRING, mandatory 
 
Hint: The SalesOrderSclKey is a input parameter in order for SharePoint to tell the SCL which Sales 
Order should be retrieved from the SAP backend system. 

Output:  
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The Read operation returns a single instance of a SalesOrder. Typically all attributes (as listed 
above) are filled. 

In a later chapter of this guide the model will be extended by a Create, Update and Delete operation. 

5.1.3. Recap 

Now you have a solid understanding of the Sales Order business object, the available function modules and 
their input and output parameters. Ideally you worked together with the SharePoint developer and the 
business analyst to decide on the Business Object attributes to be exposed to SharePoint. Here are some of 
the decisions we have taken so far: 

 Mandatory operations: Query and read operations are the only ones required for our Sales Order 

scenario 

 We decide which attributes of the business object should be shown in SharePoint. We determined 

the data types of each attribute (e.g. can all information be passed as strings) and the input and 

output parameters of each operation. 

Based on this information you will now model the Service Interface in ESR. 

5. 2.  Modeling the Service Interface 

This chapter describes how to model a Service Interface for the web service to be consumed by SharePoint. 
This is the next step in the development process: 

 

 

In general the way of modeling a Service Interface for Duet Enterprise is the same as modeling any other 
service interface – follow your company‟s general rules and guidelines. The documentation on the SAP Help 
Portal (help.sap.com) provides detailed information on service design: 
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nwesrce/helpdata/en/60/00623c4f69b712e10000000a114084/frameset.htm. 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nwesrce/helpdata/en/60/00623c4f69b712e10000000a114084/frameset.htm
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In this chapter you will create a new service interface with name ManageSalesOrder and model 2 operations: 
QuerySalesOrder and ReadSalesOrders. In a later chapter of this guide additional operations for update, 
create and delete will be added to the service interface. 

The service interface will be modeled in the Enterprise Services Builder, which is part of the Enterprise 
Service Repository and Registry (ESR). If your SCL system is already connect to an ESR system then you 
can skip the next two sections and start directly with the modeling of you Service Interface (go to 5.2.3 
Create the Service Interface). If your SCL system is not yet connected then go on to the next section. 

5.2.1. Enterprise Services Repository (ESR) 

If you want to check the connectivity between the SCL system and the ESR system you can use the ABAP 
Workbench (SE80). Alternatively you can use transaction SPROXY. 

In the ABAP Workbench make sure the view Enterprise Service Browser is enabled under Utilities -> 
Settings -> Workbench (General) tab. In the checkbox group Browser Selection the checkbox Enterprise 
Service Browser has to be checked.  

Switch to the view Enterprise Services Browser. If the connectivity is set up correctly you will see the URL of 
the ESR and a list of Software Components with their underlying Services. 

 

If you see in the status bar the message “Local Objects only (no Connection to ESR)” then proceed to the 
next section to configure the connectivity. 

5.2.2. Configuring connectivity to the ESR system 

1. Start transaction SM59 and create RFC destination SAP_PROXY_ESR of type G (HTTP Connection to 

External Server). Enter the following details: 

 Target Host: Host and domain for the ESR target host (e.g. pwdf6638.wdf.sap.corp) 

 Service No.: Port number (e.g. 51600) 

 Path Prefix: URI to the Web Application (e.g. /rep) 

 Navigate to the Logon & Security tab and select Basic Authentication (or as required by your 

organization‟s requirements) and provide a user id and password: 
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2. Save your changes and run a connection test:
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3. Start transaction SE38 and execute report SPROX_CHECK_IFR_ADDRESS. You should get the following 

success message: 

 
4. Next run report SPROX_CHECK_HTTP_COMMUNICATION. You should see the following result: 

 
5. Next run report SPROX_CHECK_IFR_RESPONSE:

 

5.2.3. Create the Service Interface 

For the benefit of developers who have not yet used ESR and the Services Builder in particular, the following 
steps will be covered in more detail but do not represent a complete discussion of the modeling options and 
features in ESR.  

To get to the Services Builder, log on to the SCL system and start the ABAP Workbench via transaction 
SE80 (or SPROXY). Click on the Exchange Infrastructure button. Alternatively you can use transaction 
SXMB_IFR. 
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A browser window will open. From here you can launch the Enterprise Services Builder by clicking the 
hyperlink. 

 

You will be prompted for your user id and password to sign into the ESR system. Once the Enterprise 
Services Builder tool is loaded you need to navigate to the Software Component Version where your 
development will reside.  

If you do not yet have an appropriate Software Component Version then you can create one in your SLD and 
import it. From the Object menu select the New menu item. Under the Work Areas you will find the option to 
create a new Software Component Version. 
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Inside your Software Component Version, you need to place your development inside your name space. If it 
is not yet available then you can create your own Namespace (similar steps as above). 

Now that you have located the right Software Component Version and Namespace you can start with the 
creation of your Service Interface. Here in this example we will develop in the Namespace 
http://xiTest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG/SalesOrder. Right-click on your Namespace and from the context menu 
select the New item. 

 

The Create Object dialog window opens. From folder Interface Objects select Service Interface. Provide the 
name of your Interface, here ManageSalesOrder. 

http://xitest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG/SalesOrder
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Click the Create button and a new Service Interface will be created. Make sure to set the Category of your 
Service Interface to Inbound. Accept the default values for all other fields. 

 

Before you continue with the definition of the operations, let‟s first create two data type that will be needed for 
the subsequent steps. 

5.2.4. Create new Data Types for Sales Order 

Next create two data types for Sales Order which will be used when later modeling the read and query 
message types: 

- Sales Order Header: This is going to be the response structure for the query operation and will 

contain only attributes that should be visible in the overview list of the External List 

- Sales Order Header Detail: This is the response structure of the read operation. It contains a full set 

of Sales Order attributes that need to be made available to SharePoint. This set of attributes will be 

visible in the detail view of the External List. 

Let‟s get started with the Sales Order Header data type. Create a new object and select folder Interface 
Objects and then choose Data Type.  Specify the  

- Name: SalesOrderHeader 

- Namespace: Chose the namespace for your development 

- Software Component Version: Make sure to use your SCV 

- Classification: Free-Style Data Type 
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Click the Create button. Add the following sub-element to the data type: 

Name Type Occurrence Max Lenth 

SalesOrderSclKey xsd:string 1  

SalesOrderNumber xsd:string 1 10 

PurchaseOrderNumber xsd:string 0..1 20 

SoldToParty xsd:string 1 10 

SalesOrganization xsd:string 1 4 

The list of elements is derived from the list of attributes of your business object – a smaller subset (see 

section 5.1.2 Business Object Definition where we define the attribute structure). In general you should 

choose elements from the attribute list, which you would like to see in the overview of the External List in 

SharePoint (which will be covered in chapter 5. 11 Creating a SharePoint BCS Model and subsequent 

chapter). You are free to include all available attributes – in SharePoint Designer you will have an option to 
determine which fields will be visible in the overview of the External List. 

Note: Ideally you should use the exact same names for the sub-elements as show above, since these 
names will later show up again in the ABAP coding we are providing and you might run into syntax error if 
your names differ from our sample coding. 

This data type should also have a key attribute for the SCL specific key, here we will use sub-element 
SalesOrderSclKey to hold this SCL key. Here a screenshot of how your data type should look like: 
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Hint: To restrict the maximum length of an element use the Details column to maintain such restrictions. 

Typing of attributes 

In this data type we have modeled all attributes of type xsd:string as the corresponding fields in the backend 
system are of type CHAR. You have to ensure type-fidelity between SAP and SharePoint. This is especially 
important if you implement the Create and Update operations. 

Next, create the data type for Sales Order Header Details. This data type will contain the full set of Sales 
Order attributes that should be displayed in the „detail view‟ of the External List in SharePoint. 

Create a new data type and name it SalesOrderHeaderDetails. 

 

Once it is created add the following sub-elements: 

Name Type Occurrence Max Lenth 

SalesOrderSclKey xsd:string 1  

SalesOrderNumber xsd:string 1 10 

PurchaseOrderNumber xsd:string 0..1 20 

SoldToParty xsd:string 1 10 
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SalesOrganization xsd:string 1 4 

DeliveryDate xsd:string (xsd:dateTime) 1 8 

OrderType xsd:string 1 4 

NetValue xsd:decimal 1  

Currency xsd:string 1 5 

 
This list represent the entire list of all attributes of the business object as agreed on earlier (see section 
5.1.2 Business Object Definition where we define the attribute structure).It will be used for the Read 
operation and will be displayed in the Detail view the External List in SharePoint. 
 
Hint: Use the same names as we do to avoid syntax errors later. 
 
Note: As the type for DeliveryDate we have chosen xsd:string instead of xsd:dateTime (see best practice 
recommendation above). We do this to keep the example simple. The attribute NetValue is typed 
xsd:decimal (based on the corresponding ABAP fields). Also note that attribute PurchaseOrderNumber has 
an occurrence of 0..1 as this is an optional field in the backend system. 
 
Your data type should look like this: 

 

Side Note: Flat versus Complex data structure 
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You will notice that we model our data structures in this example as flat structures, meaning there 
are no sub elements that contain structures or table. All our request and response message types 
are flat. This approach has been chosen for this use case to allow for out-of-the-box consumption 
within SharePoint and SharePoint Designer (e.g. flat results can be easily displayed in External Lists 
and other „out of the box‟ UIs). 

Now we can return to the Service Interface and finally create the request and response message types for 
the both operations. 

5.2.5. Query Operation 

When looking at the list of operations you might see a „default‟ operation with the same name as the Service 
Interface as seen here in this screenshot: 

 

Go ahead and rename the „default‟ operation to QuerySalesOrder.

 

Hint: In case you already saved your interface you will not be allowed to rename it. In this case add a new 
operation and then delete the „default‟ operation. 

Next set the properties of your operation: 

- Description: Enter a description, e.g. Query sales orders based on Customer ID and Sales 

Organization 

- Mode: Synchronous 

- Accept default values for all other fields 
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Next you have to model the Request, Response and the Fault messages for the Query operation. 

The query operation is mandatory for a Duet Enterprise web service (to be consumed by a SharePoint 
External Content Type). The operation retrieves a list of items of Sales Order entities.     

Request Message Type 

The following guidelines are essential for the request message type of the query operation (in the 
subsequent steps we will walk you through the necessary actions – here some theoretical information first): 

- Search Parameters: The Request has to contain all search parameters required as input parameters 

into your search operation. Here use the Customer ID and the Sales Organization as the search 

parameters, since these are mandatory input parameters for the function module 

BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST. 

- Correlation ID: Additionally the Request has to contain an element for a Correlation ID of type 

xsd:string. This is Duet Enterprise specific. The Correlation ID is a GUID (globally unique identifier) 

that is automatically generated by SharePoint BCS for every request that the SharePoint web server 

issues to SCL. Basically, it is used to identify a particular request, and it persists throughout further 

communications between the other servers in the SharePoint farm and the SCL server. Technically, 

this correlation ID is visible at every level in the farm, and on the SCL server from which the Duet 

Enterprise SharePoint site consumes its services. The Correlation ID facilitates troubleshooting and 

end-to-end tracing and will be attached to all transactions between the two systems.  

- Data Typing: Here a list of valid and tested data types: xsd:string, xsd:int, xsd:dateTime, 

xsd:boolean, xsd:float, xsd:decimal, xsd:double 

Now let‟s put this into action. Return to your Service Interface and select operation QuerySalesOrder. In the 
Messages area enter the following names and the proper namespace for each row: 

- Request row:  

o Type: Message Type 

o Name: SalesOrderByCustomerIDQuery_sync (we are following the naming suggestions from 

XI) 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

- Response row: 

o Type: Message Type 

o Name: SalesOrderByCustomerIDResponse_sync 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 
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- Fault row: 

o Type: Fault Message Type 

o Name: StandardMessageFault 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

Now your interface should look like the screenshot below where Type, Name and Namespace are filled in for 
each row: 

 

Next you need to define these message types.  In the Request row double-click on the name 
SalesOrderByCustomerIDQuery_sync. A warning message will indicate that this message type does not yet 
exist. Click on the Create button.  

Next you need to define this Message Type. In the Data Type Used field enter 
SalesOrderByCustomerIDQuery_syncDataType. (The naming conversion we are using here is to use the 
name of the message type and add „DataType‟.) Also specify your Namespace. 

 

In the Structure tab you now see one element automatically added. The type is 
SalesOrderByCustomerIDQuery_syncDataType and it is highlighted in red as it does not yet exist. Double 
click on this name – the name in red – to finally create a new data type that will be associated with this 
message type. 

Again a warning message will alert you to the fact that this data type does not yet exist. Click the Create 
button. Finally here you specify the sub elements for the request structure. Add the following: 
 

Name Type Occurrence Max Length 

CustomerId xsd:string 1 10 
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SalesOrganization xsd:string 1 4 

CorrelationId xsd:string 1  

Now the data type contains the mandatory input parameters for the search BAPI (Customer ID and Sales 
Organization) and the Correlation ID. 

Your data type SalesOrderByCustomerIDQuery_syncDataType should look like this: 

  

You have successfully defined the request parameter of the Query operation. Ideally you should now save all 
the new objects you created. 
 

Response Message Type 

The following guidelines are essential for the response message type of the query operation: 

- Sales Order items: The query’s response message must be a collection (or array of cardinality 0..n) 

of items of the Business Objects (all or at least a subset of the Business Object attribute structure).  

- Sales Order SCL Key: The response message must also contain a key field that uniquely identifies an 

item – a SCL specific key. The key is used by the read operation as an input parameter.  It should be 

of type xsd:string. 

- Here a list of valid and tested data types: xsd:string, xsd:int, xsd:dateTime, xsd:boolean, xsd:float, 

xsd:decimal, xsd:double 

Side Note: SCL specific Key  
Duet Enterprise assigns a specific key to each instance of a business object. Internally in the SCL 
runtime the key is a data structure of type /IWFND/S_COR_ID and consists of three components: 
value, scheme_id and scheme_agency_id. For right now keep in mind that Duet Enterprise has an 
own key concept. For external consumption in SharePoint this key will be flattened and turned into 
a string. In our example this key will be stored in parameter SalesOrderSclKey. A key has to uniquely 
identify a business object and the SAP backend where is ‘lives’. 

Return to the Service Interface. Make sure you select the QuerySalesOrder operation. In the Messages area 
locate the Response row and double-click on the response message type 
SalesOrderByCustomerIDResponse_sync to create the message type.  The steps are similar to the ones 
above.  
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Define the message type: In the Data Type Used field enter the name 
SalesOrderByCustomerIDResponse_syncDataType and also enter you namespace. 

 

Next define the data type by double-clicking on the name 
SalesOrderByCustomerIDResponse_syncDataType – it should be highlighted in red. Now define the data 
type by adding a sub element: 

- Name:  SalesOrder 

- Type:  SalesOrderHeader  

Hint: This is the data type you created earlier in section 5.2.4 Create new Data Types for Sales 

Order. It contains the attributes for the query response. 

- Occurrence: 0..unbounded 

It should look like this: 

 

Save all your newly created data types and message type. 

 

Fault Message Type 

Error messages are transferred back to the consumer of the service by a Standard Message Fault. Return to 
the Service Interface and make sure to select the QuerySalesOrder operation. In the Message area now 
locate the Fault row. Make sure that the type is set to Fault Message Type. Earlier you specified the name as 
StandardMessageFault. Double-click on the name StandardMessageFault. A warning message will pop up 
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and indicate that the object does not yet exist. Click the Create button. The new Fault Message Type opens. 
The structure will be automatically filled. You should see one sub element called standard. The type of this 
subelement is ExchangeFaultData. The name is shown in red as this type does not yet exists. 

 

Double-click on the name ExchangeFaultData to create it. Again there will be a warning message indicating 
that the type does not yet exist. Click the Create button. 
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You should see two messages indicating that two additional data types have been created. Now your new 
Fault Message Type is complete. Click the Refresh button and you should see the final setup of the Fault 
Message Type, which should look like this: 

 

This concludes the definition of the QuerySalesOrder operation. Ideally you should save all your changes 
prior to moving on to the next section. 
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5.2.6. Read Operation 

Next add the second operation for the Read operation. Click on the  button to add a second operation. 
Next change the name of the new operation to ReadSalesOrder. Then set the Mode to Synchronous. 

 

Now you need to determine the Request, Response and Fault message types. Enter the following settings: 

- Request row:  

o Type: Message Type 

o Name: SalesOrderByIDQuery_sync (we are following the naming suggestions from XI) 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

- Response row: 

o Type: Message Type 

o Name: SalesOrderByIDResponse_sync 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

- Fault row: 

o Type: Fault Message Type 

o Name: StandardMessageFault 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

You ReadSalesOrder operation should look like this: 
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Request Message Type 

The following guidelines should be followed for the request of the Read operation:  

- Sales Order SCL Key: Here you provide the key that was part of the response structure of the query 
operation as input into the read operation. This is Duet Enterprise specific. 

- Correlation ID: Additionally add an attribute for a Correlation ID of type xsd:token. This is Duet 
Enterprise specific.  

Similar to earlier steps create the Message Type SalesOrderByIDQuery_sync (by double-clicking on the 
name). For the Message Type enter the Data Type Used as SalesOrderByIDQuery_syncDataType and 
specify your namespace. 

 

Next create the new data type SalesOrderByIDQuery_syncDataType. Add the following sub elements: 
 

Name Type Occurrence Max Length 

SalesOrderSclKey xsd:string 1  

CorrelationId xsd:string 1  
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Response Message Type 

- Response: One (or no) record of a sales order (including all attributes of the Business Object) with 

cardinality 1. 

Return to the Service Interface. Make sure to select the Read operation. In the Messages area locate the 
Response and double-click on the name SalesOrderByIDResponse_sync to create the message type.  As 
for the Data Type Used enter name SalesOrderByIDResponse_syncDataType and your namespace. 

 

Next create the data type SalesOrderByIDResponse_syncDataType by double-clicking on the name. Add 
one sub element with the name SalesOrderHeader and type SalesOrderHeaderDetails and occurrence 1.  

 

Hint: Type SalesOrderHeaderDetails is the data type you created earlier in section 5.2.4 Create new Data 

Types for Sales Order. It contains the complete attribute structure of the Business Object. 

 

Fault Message Type 

Errors are transferred by StandardMessageFault. Return to the Service Interface and make sure fault 
message StandardMessageFault is assigned. There is no need to create it as you already created it earlier. 
You are re-using the same fault message type. 
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5.2.7. Activating the Service Interface 

Finally make sure that all objects are saved. From the Service Interface perform a consistency check. From 
the menu Service Interface select item Check.  Watch out for any warnings or errors. If there are none then 
proceed to activating your Service Interface and all other object. 

Navigate to the Change List. 

 

Here you will see the change list for your user. Drill down to the Standard change list and pull up the context 
menu via a right-click. Select the Activate… entry to activate all your objects. 

 

Wait for a success message. 

 

If you get any error or warning messages then correct the problem and return to activate the objects again. 
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5.2.8. Recap 

In the Enterprise Services Builder you modeled a new Service Interface for Sales Order. Your Service 
Interface has the needed operations (a query and a read operation) and proper request and response 
parameters for each operation.  

Here the final list of all objects you created: 

 

Here a screenshot of the final Service Interface showing the Query operation: 

 

Here the screenshot of the Service Interface showing the Read operation: 
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5. 3. Creating a Server Proxy 

In the previous step you modeled the Service Interface in the ESR system – the definition of the web service 
that SharePoint will consume. Now you will implement this service interface in the SCL system and turn it 
into a consumable web service. We have arrived at the next step of the development process: 
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5.3.1. Creating the Server Proxy 

Before doing so you should create a new Package (via transaction SE80). This package will be the container 
for all your ABAP development objects you will be creating during the course of your development. Here we 
will use a newly created package Z_DEVGUIDE_SALESORDER. 

If you plan to transport your development (e.g. from your development environment to your test environment) 
then also ensure to record all your development objects in a Workbench request. You can create a 
workbench request in transaction SE10. (Later we will perform some customizing steps. Then you will 
require a Customizing request as well.) 

Start the Enterprise Repository Browser (transaction SPROXY) and locate your newly create Service 
Interface. Right-click the service interface and select Create Proxy.  

 

The Proxy Generation Wizard starts and walks you through these simple steps: 
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Make sure to enter your package, a prefix (optional) and the request number (optional). Once the wizard 
finishes you will be presented the newly generated Service Interface. You have to save and activate the 
Service Interface. 

If you do not provide a Prefix the system will issue a warning. If you choose a prefix, please take a note of 

this prefix as you will need in a later step (see chapter 5. 4 Creating the GenIL Model for the SCL Business 

Object). 

Once the wizard completes the task then you will see your Service Interface. It should look similar to this 
one: 
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If it is not yet active, then activate it now. Next familiarize yourself with the Service Interface:  

The Provider Class (here ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER) has been automatically generated. After 
activating the Service Interface, you will notice that the class has methods that correspond to the operations 
you modeled in the Enterprise Services Builder. To see the methods double-click on the Provider Class 
ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER. The method implementations are currently empty. Later you will have to 

add coding here (in chapter 5. 7 Finalizing the Server Proxy).  

Also take a look at the Internal View definition (see tab called Internal View): 
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Inspect the importing and exporting parameters of each operation. They will match what you have modeled 
in the Enterprise Service Builder. The Proxy Generation Wizard has turned them into ABAP Data Dictionary 
objects. These data structures are the „internal‟ representation of the attributes of our Service Interface (and 
the Business Object Sales Order). 

Side Note: Web Service Endpoint and start of SharePoint development 

You have not yet created an Endpoint for this web service. It is ready for SharePoint consumption, 

but the Endpoint has to be created first. (You can jump to chapter 5. 10 Exposing the Server Proxy’s 

Endpoint if you want to create the endpoint now.) Once the endpoint exists the SharePoint 
Administrators can start with their work (e.g. create the External Content Type (ECT)). They will not 
be able to execute and test the ECT until all the ABAP development is finished. 

5.3.2. Recap 

Now you have a web service implementation in SCL based on the model you created in the Enterprise 
Service Builder. The coding for the operations is missing but will be added later. This web service will be 
consumed by SharePoint. You will create an External Content Type base on this web service. The external 
content type can then be used to create SharePoint objects such as External Lists, InfoPath forms to offline 
data into other Office products like Microsoft Outlook.  

5. 4. Creating the GenIL Model for the SCL Business Object 

So far you have seen the Business Object in the SAP backend (with its many attributes and many 
operations). Next we have defined the Service Interface, which is a SharePoint view of the business object 
(with a reduce number of attributes and operations optimized to the needs of the business requirements on 
SharePoint). Next we generate a Generic Interface Layer (GenIL) model, which is a SCL data container of 
the Business Object. This is the next step in the development process: 
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5.4.1. What is a SCL Business Object? 

A SCL Business Object is also referred to under the term Generic Service Data Object (GSDO). It is the 
center of your solution because it holds the data payload you return to SharePoint and the incoming data you 
receive from SharePoint. All traffic from consumer to backend and back goes via the SCL Business Object. It 
is the stable part of your solution that defines your data and the operations you can perform on it. The 
consumer and backend adaption can change, e.g. the backend is upgraded to another release or you want 
to serve additional consumers.  

The SCL Business Object consists of a data container which is the so called GenIL model and a backend 
adaption implementation. The consumer adaption (server proxy) is not controlled by the SCL runtime and 
therefore not a part of the SCL Business Object. That might change in future versions of the SCL. 
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In the following chapters you will recognize all of the terms shown in the above diagram as they make up 
most of your Duet Enterprise solution on the SCL side.  

The GenIL Model on the left is a data container that you use to store the data you receive from the backend 
system before it is passed on to the consumer. The box on the left is the implementation part of your 
business object. It contains the so called BSO (Backend Specific Object) which is registered in the SCL 
Runtime and acts as a central entry point for the Runtime into all backend specific processing. The SCL 
Runtime calls interfaces of the BSO at certain time points within the process cycle and the BSO delegates 
the calls further to its registered objects (Mappers and BOPs). 

All these parts make up the Business Object and are required. Fortunately most of the BSO coding is already 
provided in a super class you just inherit from. So you just implement your project specifics in a few methods. 

We start creating the SCL Business Object with generating the data container – the GenIL Model – in the 
following steps.  

5.4.2. Generate the Root Node 

The GenIL model is used to structure and encapsulate a Business Object so it can be utilized by the Duet 
Enterprise framework. A GenIL model is described using metadata. The metadata includes descriptions of: 

- Nodes, their attributes and access (e.g. read-only) 

- The relations between nodes and their cardinalities 

- Queries and select options 

Since the Service Interface is already implemented in SCL, you can use a tool to generate the GenIL model 
based on the Service Interface. The GenIL metadata can be derived from the data type which represents the 
Business Object attribute structure. Earlier you inspected the data types of the Service Interface in the 
Internal View. Return and navigate to the READ_SALES_ORDER method and take a look at the Exporting 
data structure of SALES_ORDER_HEADER.  

 

Note: The ABAP Name Ref (here ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_DETAILS is going to be used in the 
generation tool – it is the „internal‟ representation of the attribute structure of business object Sales Order. 

Start the generation tool via transaction SE38. The program name is /IWFND/R_IFL_TY_MODEL_GEN. On 
the selection screen you have to provide the following input: 

- Package: Enter the name of your development package 
- Request/Task: If you have a transport request, then make sure to provide the main request name, 

not the task name. 
- Component Name: This is the name of the component that will contain the GenIL model which will 

be created by the tool. The length of this field is 6 characters. 
Ideally first verify that this component does not yet exist – see section 5.4.4 Verify GenIl Model to 
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learn how you can look up existing component – as the tool will add or possible modify within an 
existing component without a warning leading to unwanted results. 
Hint: A component can contain multiple GenIL root objects – more details below. Example: You can 
have a Sales component, which would contain the Sales Order Header model as well as additional 
models like a Purchase Requisition.  

- Type Name: This is the data type which you retrieved above (ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_DETAILS) – 
the root attribute structure of the business object will be based on this structure. This structure has 
to completely define the attributes (payload) of your business object and typically matches with the 
response of the Read operation. 
Make sure this structure is “flat” and does not contain any complex types or tables  

- Root Object Name: This is the name of the root node of your GenIL object. Make sure the name is 
not yet used within this component, as the tool would overwrite any existing root object within the 
same component. 

- New prefix: Here we are using prefix ZMDL. The prefix you enter here will be used to create the 
data structure names in the model. The attribute structure to be generated by this tool will be 
called ZMDLZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_DETAIL, given the Type Name 
SALES_ORDER_HEADER_DETAILS and the New prefix ZMDL. (The letter S is truncated at the end due 
to the length limitation.) 

- Proxy type prefix: If you provided a prefix during the Service Interface generation (via the SPROXY 
transaction, see section 5.3.1 Creating the Server Proxy), then you need to specify this prefix here. 
In this case the ‘old’ prefix will be removed and will be replaced by the New prefix. It will result in 
shorter names for the generated data objects.  

Side Note: Why to use these prefixes and generate a new structure for the model? 

The Server Proxy contains an input and an output structure (e.g. 
ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_DETAILS) for each operation. The input structure contains the query 
values received from SharePoint and the output structure contains the response values passed to 
SharePoint. The GenIL Model uses different structures for its data container. 

In this example the output structure of the Read method in the proxy is 
SALES_ORDER_HEADER_DETAILS the generated structure used by the GenIL Model is 
ZMDLZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_DETAIL. The prefix ZMDL indicates that this structure belongs to the 
model in the generic layer. You could think why not use the proxy structure in the model as well? Doing 
this would break the layered approach because you create dependencies between both layers. 

 

Fill in the required input fields as shown in this screenshot: 
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Press F8 or click the Execute button, and a new GenIL Model called DEVGSO will be generated. The 
warning message “New prefixes are longer than the old/replaced one. It can cause problems”) is displayed 
due to the fact that there is no old prefix. It can be ignored in this case by clicking the Enter key. Verify that a 
success message is being issued. 

 

Result: At this point the model has been created. It contains a root object (called 
SALES_ORDER_HEADER). The root object consists of a key structure (of type /IWFND/S_COR_ID as 
discussed earlier) and an attribute structure (ZMDLZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_DETAIL derived of type 

SALES_ORDER_HEADER_DETAILS as specified on the selection screen). In section 5.4.4 Verify GenIl 

Model we will examine the model in more detail. 

5.4.3. Generate the Query Object 

As a next step, you will need to execute this program again, this time with a slightly different input. In this 
second run, you will add a data container for the query operation definition to the GenIL model. Therefore, 
alter your input fields as follows: 

- Package: Enter the name of your development package 

- Request/Task: If you have a transport request, then make sure to provide the main request name, 

not the task name. 

- Component Name: This is the name of the previously generated GenIL model which now will be 

enhanced by the tool. Use the same name as in the first run of the tool. 
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- Type Name: This is the request (or input) data type which you modeled in ESR and which was 

generated via the SPROXY transaction for our query method. The name of the structure is 

ZSALES_ORDER_BY_CUSTOMER_IDQUE. It contains the CUSTOMER_ID and SALES_ORGANIZATION 

(and CORRELATION_ID) which are needed as input for the query. 

 
- Root Object Name: This is the name of the root node of your GenIL model. Use the same name as 

in the first run of the tool.  

- Operation to access SCL: Select X from the list of available options. X stands for Complex Query 

(supporting intervals). 

- Query Object Name: This is the future name of the Dynamic Query Object node of your GenIL 

model 

- New prefix: Use the same name as in the first run of the tool.  

Here a screenshot (changes circled in red): 
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Press F8 or the Execute button. Wait for a success message to be displayed at the bottom of the screen. 

Result: The second run of the program added a Dynamic Query Object to the GenIL model. The name of the 
query object is QUERY_BY_CUST_SALESORG (as specified in the selection screen). The attribute 
structure of this query is derived from data type ZSALES_ORDER_BY_CUSTOMER_IDQUE. In the case of 
a query object, think of the attribute structure as the INPUT structure of your query. The result of the query is 
assumed to be the Root Object SALES_ORDER_HEADER. 

5.4.4. Verify GenIl Model 

To verify the model use the GenIL Object Model Editor. Start transaction SIMGH and display IMG structure 
Service Consumption Layer Development. 
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All the important development steps are contained within this IMG structure. Navigate to folder Generic 
Service Data Object (GSDO) and execute step GenIL Object Model Editor. 

 

Alternatively, you can use transaction GENIL_MODEL_EDITOR to start the editor. Enter the component 
name, DEVGSO, and then click the Display button. 

 

Now let‟s highlight a couple of elements of GenIL model DEVGSO. First take a look at the Root Object 
folder. Here you find the root object SALES_ORDER_HEADER, which represents our business object Sales 
Order. It contains a key structure of type /IWFND/S_COR_ID, which is a Duet Enterprise specific key used 
internally inside SCL (not for SharePoint). Take a look at the attribute structure. It contains the list of all 
attributes of your business object derived from the structures of the server proxy. Also take a look a folder 
Relations, which contains relationships to dependent objects if your data structure is of a complex nature. In 
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our example this folder is empty since the data structure is a flat one and therefore no relationship and no 
dependent object are required.  

 
 
Side note: Multiple root objects 

The model can contain multiple root objects. You could insert additional objects that belong to the 
same business scenario, e.g. purchase requisitions. This is beneficial if there are relationships 
between these objects. 

Now examine the query object. Open the folder Dynamic Query Object. Here you should find the query 
object QUERY_BY_CUST_SALESORG, which was generated by the second run of the generation tool. The 
attribute structure ZMDLZSALES_ORDER_BY_CUSTOMER_I should reflect the input parameters of your 
query. The Result Type of Query indicates that the results returned by the query will be of type 
SALES_ORDER_HEADER – the root object. 

 

5.4.5. Recap 

You created a GenIL model, which is based on data structures derived from the Service Interface in ESR. 
The GenIL model is the data container of the Sales Order business object in SCL. The Duet Enterprise 
framework will use the GenIL definition of the Sales Order for all its internal processing. Later when 
implementing coding it is important to keep in mind that when interacting with the framework in the backend 
adaption you have to use the data types and definitions as defined in your GenIL model (e.g. the framework 
“knows” the attribute PURCHASE_ORDER_NUMBER of type string as defined in GenIL opposed to 
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PurchaseOrderNumber of type xsd:string in ESR and opposed to PURCH_NO of type NUMC in the SAP 
backend).  

5. 5. Adding the Backend Implementation 

We have defined GenIL Model which is the data container of our SCL Business Object. Now we move on to 
the implementation part. 

Earlier we examined the two RFCs to query and read a Sales Order in the backend. You will use the 
following two backend RFCs: 

- Query:  BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST 

- Read:  BAPISDORDER_GETDETAILEDLIST 

In this chapter you will create the necessary proxy objects to communicate with these RFCs. This takes us to 
the next step of the development process: 

 

5.5.1. Creating a Backend Operation Proxy for the Query Operation 

At this point, we need to take care of actually calling the BAPIs that will deliver the list of sales orders and the 
details for a single sales order to SCL. The way to do this on the SCL server is via a so called BOP, a 
Backend Operation Proxy. A SAP Backend Operation Proxy (BOP) encapsulates a single function module 
(or RFC) call. The BOP is a wrapper that handles the calling of the RFC and knows the required importing, 
exporting and changing data structures of the RFC. In this example, you will need two BOPs, one for each 
function module we want to call. 

 
Side Note: Why creating an additional BOP “Wrapper”? 

Creating an additional BOP wrapper or layer between the SCL Runtime and the backend RFC has 
some benefits. The wrapper contains error handling functionality for low level errors, e.g. RFC 
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communication failures. The BOP derives the RFC destination (defined in SM59) from the SCL 
System Alias. In your code you deal with logical SCL System Aliases and do not have to care if 
physical destination parameters like the host name or the authentication mode of the backend 
system changes. The low level connectivity is hidden from your application and is taken care of by 

the SCL Runtime. In chapter 5. 8 SCL Business Object we will explain the necessary customizing for 

the connection to a SCL System Alias. 

 

Side Note: Web Service 

A BOP can also call a Web Service operation in a SAP backend system, which will not be discussed 
in this guide. 

In order to create these BOPs, you will use a code generator that is provided by Duet Enterprise. Go to 
transaction SIMGH and select the IMG structure “Service Consumption Layer Development”. Navigate to 
folder Backend Operation Proxy (BOP)  RFC and execute step Generate RFC BOPs. 

 

You have to provide the following input for the generator: 

- RFC Name: Provide the name of the function module. Let’s start with BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST, 

which will be used for the query operation. 

- RFC destination for signature: Provide a name of a RFC connection which points to the actual SAP 

backend system where the RFC reside. This destination is only used at design-time to retrieve the 

RFC signature. (How to configure the run-time connection you will learn in chapter 5. 8 SCL Business 

Object.) 

- Base Class prefix: Enter a name prefix of the BOP classes that will be generated.  Apply a naming 

convention to distinguish between different BOPs. E.g. here we use the name ZCL_SOH_Q_BOP, 

where the Q stands for Query. (Later we will generate the Read BOP with name ZCL_SOH_R_BOP.) 

- Additional parameters:  

o Target Package and Transport: Add your object to a development package and transport 

and select the checkbox Add to transport request. Makes sure you specify the main change 

request, not the task.  

o Node in the SCL CCMS Context: Accept the default value 

o Generate context: Do not select the option Generate content.  
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Press F8 or the Execute button, and the first BOP will be generated. In case you encounter error “Error 
occurred when analyzing the remote signature of the RFC” you need to verify the RFC destination 
configuration (SM59) as well as authorizations assigned to your user in the destination system. 

The BOP consists of a set of 3 classes. You can check your package for the newly created classes using 
SE80: 

 

The Query BOP consists of three classes. There is a BOP Data Object (BOP DO – named with a _DO 
suffix) class per BOP. This class is used for all data types and structures that are transferred to and from the 
SAP backend system. It holds the request and response parameters based on the RFC signature. There is 
always at least one proxy class – look for the _D suffix – that performs the actual SAP backend system call 
using the BOP DO. This proxy class has the default implementation for calling the RFC. The Execute method 
in this class calls the RFC and sets the RFC response in the DO class. 

Do not change these classes. If the RFC interface changes in the SAP backend system, then re-run the 
generator to update the classes so they reflect these changes. The newly generated classes are activated 
automatically by the generator tool. 

5.5.2. Creating a Backend Operation Proxy for Read Operation 

Next we generate the second BOP for the read operation. Switch back to the BOP generator and alter your 
input: 

- RFC Name: Provide the name of the Read BAPI, now use BAPISDORDER_GETDETAILEDLIST 

- RFC destination for signature: Provide a name of a RFC connection which points to the actual SAP 

backend system where the RFC reside 
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- Base Class prefix: Enter the name prefix of the BOP classes that will be generated. Here in this 

example we are using name ZCL_SOH_R_BOP, where the R stands for Read operation. 

 

Press F8 or the Execute button, and the second set of BOP classes will be generated. Again, you can check 
your package for the newly created classes with the name ZCL_SOH_R_BOP*: 

 

5.5.3. BOP Review 

Now that you have generated both BOPs, let‟s take a look at one of them to better understand how those 
BOPs are working. Pick one of your BOPs which end with _D (BOP proxy class) and navigate to the 
EXECUTE method: 
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Here you will find the ABAP code which actually calls the RFC in the SAP backend system (this is generated 
code and listed here for your reference, no need to implement this manually): 

 

At runtime, the variable mv_rfc_name will hold the name of the function module, and mv_destination will hold 
the name of the RFC destination where the function module will be called. Note that this RFC destination is 
not necessarily the one you provided when you generated the BOP classes (at design time). For the code 
generator, the RFC destination is only used to retrieve the RFC signature of your function module in order to 
generate the code and the data types within your BOP. How the RFC destination at runtime will be picked up 
is something we will see later on. 
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5.5.4. Recap 

Early on in this document we identified two function modules in the SAP backend system which will be used 
to query sales order information (BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST) and to read sales order details 
(BAPISDORDER_GETDETAILEDLIST). Now you created Backend Operation Proxies (BOPs) for each of 
these function modules. These BOPs are wrappers that handle the calling of the function modules and know 
the required data structures to properly pass the data to and from the function modules. 

5. 6. Backend Service Object and Mapping 

Next you implement a so called Backend Service Object (BSO) and a so called Mapping Specialist in the 
SCL system. This is the next step of the development process: 

 

A Backend Service Object (BSO) is a class that adapts an SAP system specific format to the canonical or 
simplified SCL format. In other words, it adapts the format of the Sales Order object from your BAPI to the 
GenIL model format. To perform this adaption the BSO employs the help of the Mapping Specialist (or 
Mapper). 

A Mapping specialist is a class which takes care of two mapping scenarios: 
- PRE RFC call: Mapping of GenIL model attributes to the input parameters of the function module 

before the RFC call to the backend is executed. In other words moving query parameter data from 

GenIL into the input parameters of the RFC. 

- POST RFC call: Mapping of RFC return parameters to the GenIL model attributes after the RFC 

call has finished. In other words move RFC return parameters to GenIL model. 

- There are separate mapping specialists for each operation. In our example there will be Query 

Mapper and a Read Mapper. 
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- Example: The query Mapper PRE method will be utilized to fill the required input parameters of the 

BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST function module. The POST method will then take the result from 

the BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST function module and submit them as Sales Order Root Objects 

into the instance of the GenIL model. 

- In order to define which mapping specialist should be used for which operation you have to redefine 

the following BSO methods: 

o GET_BOP_MAP_QUERY_BY_ELTS: Here you specify which query mapping specialist 

should be used 

o GET_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJECTS: Specify the read mapping specialist 

o GET_BOP_MAP_GET_CREATE, GET_BOP_MAP_GET_UPDATE, and 

GET_BOP_MAP_GET_DELETE: Redefine these methods if you have specific mapping 

specialists for create, update and delete operations. 

5.6.1. Creating a BSO Class and Mapper Classes 

Go to transaction SE80, choose your package and create a new class in that package. This class is your 
BSO class (here we named it ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO). Make sure your class is derived from 
the super class /IWFND/CL_SRD_BSO_ADAP_BRW_ABS. This way, your class becomes a BSO and 
inherits all implementation of the interfaces required by the SCL Runtime. We just create an “empty” class at 
this point in time and will implement the missing methods later. 

 

 Next create new classes for each Mapping Specialists within your package – one class for the Query and 
one for the Read operation. 

Create a new class ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER to act as the Mapping Specialist for the Query operation. In 
order to become a Query Mapper it has to implement the interface /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_QUERY, go 
ahead and insert the following interface: 

- /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_QUERY – this interface defines the mapping methods needed for the 

query operation. (Interface /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP is automatically inherited when adding the 

QUERY interface.) 
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Next create a new class ZCL_SOH_R_MAPPER to act as the Mapping Specialist for the Read operation. In 
order to become a Read Mapper it has to implement the interface /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJ, 
go ahead and insert the following interface: 

- /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJ – this interface defines the mapping methods needed for 

the read operation. (Hint: Sometime terms like „get object‟ or „get specific‟ mean the same as Read 

operation.) The second interface /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP is automatically added. 

 

 
Hint: In case you want to create Mapping Specialists for other operations, there are also interfaces 
for create, update and delete. Search for /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP* and you will find them. 

Hint: Use a naming convention to identify your Mapping Specialist classes. We add a Q for Query 
and R for Read to the name of the Mapper class. 

Save and activate the 3 new classes. 

5.6.2. Implementing the required methods in BSO Class 

Return to the BSO class and start adding code to the method GET_BOP_MAP_QUERY_BY_ELTS for the 
query scenario. You do this by locating this method name in the list of methods, and then press the Redefine 
button. To redefine a method you need to open your class, navigate to the Methods tab and then switch to 
Change mode. Select the method GET_BOP_MAP_QUERY_BY_ELTS by placing your cursor on the 
method name and then click the Redefine button. 

 

Once you click the Redefine button you will be taken to the method to enter your own coding. Here is the 
sample source code for the method implementation: 

method get_bop_map_query_by_elts. 

    data: lo_mapper type ref to zcl_soh_q_mapper. " reference to a query mapper instance 

 

    create object lo_mapper. " create a new instance 

* a BOP is instantiated using a factory method 

* create a BOP using the factory method and store the instance reference in the Mapper 

    lo_mapper->/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~mo_bop = me->create_rfc_bop( 

        iv_bop_id           = 'ZCL_SOH_Q_BOP' "this is the class name of the BOP 
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    ). 

 

* append it to the return table containing the BOPs, you can 

* create multiple BOPs if the operation requires multiple backend 

* calls 

    append lo_mapper to rt_bop_do. 

  endmethod.                    "get_bop_map_query_by_elts 

 

This method‟s job is to take care of two things: 

- Instantiation of your RFC BOP which will eventually call your function module – you do this by 

calling the factory method CREATE_RFC_BOP, passing the class name of your BOP (here 

ZCL_SOH_Q_BOP). This is the BOP that you generated earlier for the Query operation in section 

5.5.1 Creating a Backend Operation Proxy for the Query Operation. 

- Instantiating and returning the Mapping Specialist used in combination with that RFC BOP in order 

to perform mapping before the BOP and after the BOP execution. The Mapping Specialist, here 

variable lo_mapper, is defined as type reference to class ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER, the Mapper class 

you created earlier. The reference to the BOP is stored within an attribute of the Mapping Specialist. 

The return type of this method is a table which means you can create multiple Mapping Specialists 

which will be processed in the sequence in the table. In this example we only use one Mapper so 

the returning table has only one row. 

Next redefine the method GET_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJECTS, which will take care of instantiating the BOP for 
the read operation, as well as returning the Mapper for the read operation: 

method get_bop_map_get_objects. 

data: lo_mapper type ref to zcl_soh_r_mapper." reference to a query mapper instance 

 

* a BOP is instantiated using a factory method 

    create object lo_mapper. " create a new instance 

 

* create a BOP using the factory method and store the instance reference in the Mapper 

    lo_mapper->/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj~mo_bop = me->create_rfc_bop( 

        iv_bop_id           = 'ZCL_SOH_R_BOP' "this is the class name of the BOP 

    ). 

 

* append it to the return table containing the BOPs, you can 

* create multiple BOPs if the operation requires multiple backend 

* calls 

 

    append lo_mapper to rt_bop_do. 

endmethod.                    "get_bop_map_get_objects 

 

This completed the work for the BSO class. Save and activate your BSO class. 

5.6.3. Implementing Methods of Query Mapping Specialist Class 

Now that you have the BSO part of the SCL Business Object implemented, let‟s focus on the implementation 
of the Mapping Specialist classes. You need to implement mapping code for each operation, in this case for 
the query operation as well as for the read operation. The way to do this is to implement two methods for 
each operation – the PRE RFC and the POST RFC method. 

Get started with the Query Mapper. Switch to the query Mapper class ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER. From the 
interface /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_QUERY, you will first implement the method 
MAP_PRE_QUERY_BY_ELEMENTS. In this method you will fill the input parameters of the BOP. Here‟s the 
implementation code: 
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method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~map_pre_query_by_elements. 

 

*---------------------------Data Declaration----------------------------* 

    data: 

    ls_parameters               type /iwfnd/s_ifl_selection_par, "input parameter table 

    ls_request_rfc              type zcl_soh_q_bop=>_params_request, "BOP interface 

    lo_bop_do                   type ref to zcl_soh_q_bop_do. "reference BOP data object 

*---------------------------Data Declaration----------------------------* 

 

* find the query parameter sales organization 

    read table it_parameters into ls_parameters with key attr_name = 'SALES_ORGANIZATION'

. 

* if found 

    if sy-subrc = 0. 

* fill the sales organisation RFC input parameter 

      ls_request_rfc-sales_organization = ls_parameters-low. 

    else. 

      "******************** 

      " error handling here 

      "******************** 

    endif. 

 

* find the query parameter customer id 

    read table it_parameters into ls_parameters with key attr_name = 'CUSTOMER_ID'. 

* if found 

    if sy-subrc = 0. 

* fill the sales organisation RFC input parameter 

      ls_request_rfc-customer_number = ls_parameters-low. 

    else. 

      "******************** 

      " error handling here 

      "******************** 

    endif. 

* set additional mandatory parameters of the RFC, e.g. transaction_group 

* needs a default value of 0 

    ls_request_rfc-transaction_group = 0. 

 

* if input parameters were filled 

    if ls_request_rfc is not initial. 

      lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* initialize the BOP with the input parameter 

      lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request_rfc ). 

    endif. 

  endmethod. 

 

In SharePoint the user specifies search parameters for Customer ID and Sales Organization. In this method 
the input from SharePoint is now being mapped to the mandatory input parameters of the function module 
(remember the CUSTOMER_NUMBER and SALES_ORANIZATION input parameters) and put into the 
corresponding BOP request structure. The BOP will then call the BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST using the 
provided Customer ID and Sales Organization as an input parameters. In general, you map the generic 
query parameters to the Backend (RFC) specific query parameters.  

 
Side Note: Typing ls_request 

Variable ls_request has been typed as zcl_soh_q_bop=>_params_request. Class zcl_soh_q_bop is 
the BOP you generated earlier. The generator created type definitions within this class, which you 
can now reuse here in your coding to type the input parameter (ls_request). Take a closer look at 
your BOP class, especially at the Types that have been generated. There you will also find a 
_params_response, which is the type you will use next to capture the result of the RFC call (see 
variable ls_response in the POST method – see below). 
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From the interface /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_QUERY, you will now implement the method 
MAP_POST_QUERY_BY_ELEMENTS. Here‟s the code: 

 

  method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~map_post_query_by_elements. 

 

    data: 

    ls_response_rfc               type zcl_soh_q_bop=>_params_response, "Backend RFC resp

onse 

    ls_response_rfc_sales_order   like line of ls_response_rfc-

sales_orders,"Backend RFC response Sales Order structure 

    ls_key                        type /iwfnd/s_cor_id,"key for a new instance 

    ls_mdl_sales_order_header     type zmdlzsales_order_header_detail,"GenIL model attr s

tructure 

    ls_parameters                 type /iwfnd/s_ifl_selection_par,"query parameters 

    lo_bop_do                     type ref to zcl_soh_q_bop_do,"BOP data object 

    lo_gsdo                       type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo,"GSDO instance 

    lo_gsdo_root_node             type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node,"Model root node 

    lv_previous_sd_doc            type char10. 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface do to the specific generated BOP 

    lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* get the RFC response 

    lo_bop_do->get_response( importing es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 

* if there were results returned 

    if ls_response_rfc-sales_orders is not initial. 

      sort ls_response_rfc-sales_orders by sd_doc ascending. 

* loop through the results 

      loop at ls_response_rfc-sales_orders into ls_response_rfc_sales_order. 

* to avoid duplicate sales order in the query list check that sales order 

* number differs from previous record, otherwise skip record 

       check ls_response_rfc_sales_order-sd_doc <> lv_previous_sd_doc. 

       lv_previous_sd_doc = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-sd_doc. 

**-> Populate the GSDO key structure, every GSDO instanc requires a unique key like this 

        ls_key-value            = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-sd_doc. "Sales Order Number 

        ls_key-scheme_id        = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER'. "this is the GSDO type name 

        ls_key-

scheme_agency_id = iv_system_alias." this is the System Alias to the Backend 

 

**-> Create a new GSDO instance based on Sale Order ID as key 

        lo_gsdo = io_request_data->/iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_list~add_object( 

           is_object_key = ls_key ). 

**-> get the root node of the newly created instance 

        lo_gsdo_root_node = lo_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

 

**-> Populate Sales Order header attribute structure 

* fill the model structure from the RFC response 

* convert the key structure to a flat string and store it in the model's attribute struct

ure 

        /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_key_to_string_id( exporting is_key = ls_key 

                                                     receiving rv_id = ls_mdl_sales_order

_header-sales_order_scl_key ). 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_order_number  = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

sd_doc."sales order number 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-currency            = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

currency."currency 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-delivery_date       = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

doc_date."order date 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-net_value           = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

net_value."net value 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-order_type          = 'unknown'. "order type 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-purchase_order_number = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

purch_no. "purchase order number 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_organization  = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

sales_org."sales org 
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        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sold_to_party       = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

sold_to."buyer party 

 

**-> Set the Sale Order Attributes structure in the GSDO instance 

        lo_gsdo_root_node->set_attributes( 

          is_attributes =  ls_mdl_sales_order_header ). 

      endloop. 

    else. 

      " some error handling here 

    endif. 

 

  endmethod.                    "/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~map_post_query_by_elements    

 

This method is called after the BOP has called the function module in the SAP backend system. Now you 
need to map the RFC results – which are provided to you in the BOP – back to your canonical GenIL model 
representation of the Sales Order. In other words, the POST Mapper maps the RFC response to the generic 
format of the GenIL Model. 

First of all you use the method get_response of the BOP DO in order to get the list of sales orders that the 
RFC returned. Then loop over the table of sales orders, and within the loop create each and every single 
Sales Order as a Root Object according to our GenIL model definition. Remember that the GenIL model has 
a key structure and a attribute structure. Internally the key is of type /IWFND/S_COR_ID and consists of 
three components: value, scheme_id and scheme_agency_id. You have to fill those 3 key fields accordingly 
via the following command: 

… 

** Populate the GSDO key structure, every GSDO instanc requires a unique key like this 

    ls_key-value            = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-sd_doc. "Sales Order Number 

    ls_key-scheme_id        = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER'. "this is the GSDO type name 

    ls_key-scheme_agency_id = iv_system_alias." this is the System Alias to the Backend 

… 

 

The scheme_id has to hold the name of the SCL business object. You have not yet defined the SCL 
business object. We will do this later in chapter “GSDO”. The scheme_agency_id holds the name of the SAP 
system alias, represented by the variable iv_system_alias. 

The next big part is filling the attribute structure, in other words filling the actual values of the Sales Order 
object in the section of the code which starts with  

 

**-> Populate Sales Order header attribute structure 

* fill the model structure from the RFC response 

* convert the key structure to a flat string and store it in the model's attribute struct

ure 

/iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_key_to_string_id(  

      exporting is_key = ls_key 

      receiving rv_id = ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_order_scl_key ). 

 

The variable ls_mdl_sales_order_header is of type zmdlzsales_order_header_detail, which can be directly 
derived from the GenIL model definition. If you are not sure about the data types then return to the model 
editor (transaction GENIL_MODEL_EDITOR) and look up the attribute structure of your Root Object.  

Hint: Whenever reading from or writing to the data container of the SCL Business Object in the Mappers you 
need to use data types as set out in the GenIL model definition. 

Also note that the „external‟ key sales_order_scl_key is being transformed from the „internal‟ key by using the 
utility method convert_key_to_string_id. Here an example of how such an external key will look like:  

1019_0000000198_ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_E05_400 
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- 1019: This is technical information to help processing the key. (If you are interested: The first two 

digits indicate the length of the Sales Order ID. The third and forth digit indicate the length of the 

SCL business object name). 

- 0000000198: This is the Sales Order ID returned from the backend. This value should uniquely 

define an instance in the backend because it is used in subsequent calls like Read 

- ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER: This is the SCL business object name (GSDO)  

- E05_400: This is the system alias (System E05 and Client 400). Configuration of the alias will be 

explained later in this document. 

As a last step you have to submit the new object to the root node: 

… 

**-> Set the Sale Order Attributes structure in the GSDO instance 

lo_gsdo_root_node->set_attributes( 

             is_attributes =  ls_mdl_sales_order_header ). 

… 

 

In summary: In this method you map (or copy) the RFC return result and create Sales Order objects and 
submit them to the SCL framework. 

5.6.4. Implementing Methods of Read Mapping Specialist Class 

Now that you have implemented the mapping coding for the query operation, let‟s move on to the Mapper 
coding for the read operation. Open class ZCL_SOH_R_MAPPER. From the interface 
/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJ, you will first implement the method MAP_PRE_GET_OBJECTS. 
The main task here is to fill the input parameters of the BOP prior to making the RFC call to the 
BAPISDORDER_GETDETAILEDLIST function module. 

 

method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj~map_pre_get_objects. 

*---------------------------Data Declaration----------------------------* 

    data: 

    lo_bop_do                type ref to zcl_soh_r_bop_do, "BOP data object 

    lo_gsdo                  type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo, "GSDO instance 

    lo_gsdo_list             type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_list, "list of GSDO instances 

    lo_gsdo_root_node        type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node," root node of the GSDO 

instance 

    ls_request_rfc           type zcl_soh_r_bop=>_params_request, "input structure of the

 Backend RFC 

    ls_key                   type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, "gsdo key 

    lt_sales_order_ids       type zcl_soh_r_bop=>_params_request-

sales_documents. "RFC input structure for 

*---------------------------Data Declaration----------------------------* 

 

* cast the request data into a GSDO list interface 

    lo_gsdo_list ?= io_request_data. 

* get the GSDO instance 

    lo_gsdo = lo_gsdo_list->get_first( ). 

* the framework has created at least one instance 

* if the instance is not null 

    if lo_gsdo is bound. 

      "get the root node 

      lo_gsdo_root_node = lo_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

      " get the instance key 

      call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_key importing es_key = ls_key. 

      " key contains a sales order number ? 

      if ls_key-value is not initial. 

        " fill the RFC input structure with default values. We want header and partner in

formation back 
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        "get back the the sales order header information 

        ls_request_rfc-i_bapi_view-header =  'X'. 

        " get back the partner information 

        ls_request_rfc-i_bapi_view-partner =  'X'. 

        " add the sales order number to the input structure of the RFC 

        append ls_key-value to ls_request_rfc-sales_documents. 

        " cast the generic BOP interface to the interface of the generated BOP 

        lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

        "set the RFC input structure 

        lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request_rfc ). 

      endif. 

    else. 

********************* 

* error handling here 

********************* 

    endif. 

  endmethod.  "/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj~map_pre_get_objects 

 

What happens in this method is that the parameters needed for the RFC call are put into the corresponding 
BOP request structure (ls_request). This time ls_request is based on the type _params_request of class 
zcl_soh_r_bop, which is the READ BOP. Also note that ls_key is of type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, the key structure of 
our GenIL model. The BOP will then call the BAPISDORDER_GETDETAILEDLIST using the provided Sales 
Order IDs as input parameters. 

From the interface /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJ, next implement the method 
MAP_POST_GET_OBJECTS. Here‟s the implementation code: 

 

method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj~map_post_get_objects. 

 

    data: 

    lo_gsdo_list                  type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_list, 

    lo_gsdo                       type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo, 

    lo_gsdo_root_node             type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node, 

    lo_bop_do                     type ref to zcl_soh_r_bop_do, 

    ls_response_rfc               type zcl_soh_r_bop=>_params_response, 

    ls_response_rfc_soh           like line of ls_response_rfc-order_headers_out, 

    ls_partners                   like line of ls_response_rfc-order_partners_out, 

    ls_key                        type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, 

    ls_mdl_sales_order_header     type zmdlzsales_order_header_detail. 

 

*-------------------------End   of Data Declaration--------------------* 

 

* cast generic BOP data object to specific generated BOP data object 

    lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* get the specific RFC response 

    lo_bop_do->get_response( importing  es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 

* cast request data to gsdo list 

    lo_gsdo_list ?= io_request_data. 

* get the gsdo instance generated by the framework 

    lo_gsdo = lo_gsdo_list->get_first( ). 

 

* if the instance was created 

    if lo_gsdo is bound. 

      " get the root node 

      lo_gsdo_root_node = lo_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

      " get the key 

      call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_key 

        importing 

          es_key = ls_key. 

      " if the response has some records 

      if ls_response_rfc-order_headers_out is not initial. 

        " read first row 
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        read table ls_response_rfc-order_headers_out index 1 into ls_response_rfc_soh. 

        " convert the the structured key to a flat string understood by SharePoint 

        /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_key_to_string_id( exporting is_key = ls_key 

                                                     receiving rv_id = ls_mdl_sales_order

_header-sales_order_scl_key ). 

        " fill the other values, this is the mapping here 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_order_number  = ls_response_rfc_soh-doc_number. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-currency            = ls_response_rfc_soh-currency. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-delivery_date       = ls_response_rfc_soh-req_date_h. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-net_value           = ls_response_rfc_soh-net_val_hd. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-order_type          = ls_response_rfc_soh-doc_type. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-purchase_order_number = ls_response_rfc_soh-purch_no. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_organization  = ls_response_rfc_soh-sales_org. 

 

        " check if there is a orresponding partner record and get the details 

        loop at ls_response_rfc-

order_partners_out into ls_partners where sd_doc eq ls_key-

value and itm_number eq '00000' and partn_role eq 'WE'. 

          ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sold_to_party = ls_partners-customer. 

        endloop. 

        " set the attribute structure in the gsdo 

        lo_gsdo_root_node->set_attributes( is_attributes =  ls_mdl_sales_order_header ). 

      else. 

        " do error handling here 

      endif. 

    endif. 

  endmethod.                    "/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj~map_post_get_objects 

 

This method is called after the BOP has called function module BAPISDORDER_GETDETAILEDLIST. You 
need to map the BAPI results – which are provided to you in the BOP – back to our canonical GenIL model 
representation of a single Sales Order. The implementation is similar to the one of the Query Mapper code, 
the main difference is that there is only one Sales Order returned, and there is no need to populate any key 
fields. 

5.6.5. Recap 

Let‟s step back and see where we are. Earlier you generated BOPs which handle the RFC calls to the SAP 
backend system. In this chapter now you created a BSO class which instantiates these BOPs for each 
operation triggered from SharePoint – read and query in this case. Next you created Mapper classes which 
take care of preparing the input parameters for the RFC calls as well as mapping the RFC results back to the 
model representation of a Sales Order. 

5. 7. Finalizing the Server Proxy 

Now we return again to the Server Proxy to finally implement the read and query methods. This is the next 
step in the development process: 
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5.7.1. Implementing the Provider Class 

Earlier you created the Service Interface (via transaction SPROXY) including a Provider Class with empty 
methods for each operation you modeled in ESR. Now you have to implement the coding for these methods. 

In the ABAP Workbench, open your package and navigate to the Server Proxy ManageSalesOrder. There 
you will see the name of the Provider Class (here ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER ). Open the Provider 
Class and implement the query method QUERY_SALES_ORDER:  

 

method zii_manage_sales_order~query_sales_order. 

 

    data: "table of sales orders for output 

          lt_output    like output-sales_order_by_customer_idresp-sales_order, 

          "tmp structure that contains the query parameters           

          ls_input     like input-sales_order_by_customer_idquer, 

          "response structure contains one sales order item 

          ls_output    like line of output-sales_order_by_customer_idresp-sales_order,  

          ls_interface type /iwfnd/s_coc_esi_objects. "control structure for the SCL runt

ime 

 

* fault message class to be thrown in case of an error. Must match the exception class in

 the 

* signature 

    ls_interface-exception_class_name = 'ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT'. 

 

* copy values from the server proxy to a local structure 

    move-corresponding input-sales_order_by_customer_idquer to ls_input. 

 

* call the SCL runtime 

    /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>complex_query( 
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      exporting 

        iv_request_uuid       = ls_input-

correlation_id " unique request id provided by SharePoint 

        is_interface          = ls_interface " control structure containing the fault msg

 class 

        iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' " GSDO type as defined in SIMGH 

        iv_gifl_object_id     = 'QUERY_BY_CUST_SALESORG' "dynamic query object name of th

e GenIL model 

        iv_max_hits           = 100 " max hits value, not used, must be implemented in th

e mappers 

        iv_last_id            = space " not used 

        iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code "SHAREPOIN

T_INT, used gor logging 

      importing 

        et_output             = lt_output 

      changing 

        cs_input              = ls_input ). 

 

* move the response of the complex query into the server proxy output 

    loop at lt_output into ls_output. 

      append ls_output to output-sales_order_by_customer_idresp-sales_order. 

    endloop. 

 

  endmethod.       

 

First, you need to tell the SCL runtime which exception class to use in case something goes wrong. Provide 
the name of your exception class via the ls_interface structure. Error handling will be explained in more detail 
later. 

As a next step, you need to move the input parameters for the query. Those are part of the provided input 
structure, and you have to move the values (CUSTOMER_ID, SALES_ORGANIZATION, 
CORRELATION_ID) to your own structure ls_input. Variable ls_input is defined like type input-
sales_order_by_customer_idquer, which is the input structure of the server proxy. 

There is a built in mapping component to map the content of this structure in the server proxy to the GenIL 
Model structure. In our example we use the implicit mapping approach. So the field names in both structures 
have to match. This is here the case because we generated the model‟s structure from the server proxy‟s 
structure. That guarantees that the names match. If the names do not match there is an option to use explicit 
mapping where you specify a dedicated field mapping for each field (not covered in this guide).  

In order to start the query operation, call the SCL class /IWFND/CL_COC_INBOUND_FACADE via method 
COMPLEX_QUERY, and provide the following input: 

- iv_request_uuid: This is the Correlation ID coming in from SharePoint, which we modeled as part of 
our input structure 

- is_interface: This is the way to provide the exception class name to the SCL runtime 
- iv_cor_gsdo_type: This is the name of our SCL Business Object. You have not yet defined this. See 

chapter 5. 8 SCL Business Object. 
- iv_gifl_object_id: This is the name of the dynamic query object of our GenIL model. Return to the 

GenIL Model Editor if you are not sure anymore about the name of the Dynamic Query Object. 
- Iv_max_hits: Here we are setting a fix number. Alternatively the number could be passed from 

SharePoint or could be skipped all together. 
- Iv_last_id: This parameter could be used if your search can work in ‘increments’, meaning that you 

continue fetching more results starting from this  
 

… 

* call the SCL runtime 

    /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>complex_query( 

      exporting 

        iv_request_uuid       = ls_input-correlation_id  
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                                " unique request id provided by SharePoint 

        is_interface          = ls_interface  

                                " control structure containing the fault msg class 

        iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER'  

                                " GSDO type as defined in SIMGH 

        iv_gifl_object_id     = 'QUERY_BY_CUST_SALESORG'  

                                " dynamic query object name of the GenIL model 

        iv_max_hits           = 100  

                           " max hits value, not used, must be implemented in the mappers 

        iv_last_id            = space " not used 

        iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code  

                                " SHAREPOINT_INT, used gor logging 

      importing 

        et_output             = lt_output 

      changing 

        cs_input              = ls_input ). 

… 

Using this input, the SCL runtime can determine the GenIL model, the BSO class, the Mapper classes and 
the BOPs to use in order to get the list of Sales Orders.  

At the end of the method, once the complex_query method returns, take the results – the list of Sales Orders 
– and transform the result into the output structure of our Web Service method.     

Next implement the read operation, using the method READ_SALES_ORDER: 
 

method zii_manage_sales_order~read_sales_order. 

 

    data: ls_interface  type /iwfnd/s_coc_esi_objects, 

          lt_ids        type /iwfnd/t_cor_id, " table of keys to pass to the SCL Runtime 

          ls_key        type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, " key required by the runtime 

          ls_output     like output-sales_order_by_idresponse_sync-sales_order_header, 

          lt_output     like table of ls_output. 

 

    try. 

        " the runtime expects a key of type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. SharePoint provides a flat s

tring 

        " there is a conversion utility 

        /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_string_id_to_key( 

            exporting iv_string = input-sales_order_by_idquery_sync-sales_order_scl_key 

            importing es_key = ls_key ). 

      catch /iwfnd/cx_cod. 

        " error handling here, exceptions occur if the format of the SharePoint key is in

valid 

    endtry. 

 

* add the key to the table of keys. There should be only one row in the table 

    append ls_key to lt_ids. 

 

* this is the fault message type. Should be exactly the same name as the exception 

* parameter in the signature 

    ls_interface-exception_class_name = 'ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT'. 

 

* the method is a bulk read but we provide only one key because the response can only con

tain 

* one result in a SharePoint Read operation 

    /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>bulk_read( 

       exporting 

         iv_request_uuid       = input-sales_order_by_idquery_sync-

correlation_id "unique request id 

         is_interface          = ls_interface " control structure 

         iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' " GSDO type name as configured in 

SIMGH 

         iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code " not use

d, for logging only 
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       importing 

         et_output             = lt_output " response table, should contain only one row 

       changing 

         ct_input              = lt_ids " key table, should contain only one row 

     ). 

* we expect only one instance as a response. If the mapper provides 

* multiple instances we should raise an exception 

    read table lt_output into ls_output index 1. 

    move-corresponding ls_output to output-sales_order_by_idresponse_sync-

sales_order_header. 

 

endmethod.                    "zii_manage_sales_order~read_sales_order 

 

Again, this method implementation is similar to the QUERY_SALES_ORDER method. The difference is that 
this time, you call the method BULK_READ of class /IWFND/CL_COC_INBOUND_FACADE. 

Important to notice here is that the bulk_read() method expects a table of IDs and returns a table of results. 
However SharePoint just delivers one ID and expects one result item. The code in the read method here has 
to take care of that. 

Ensure that you save and activate your changes. 

5. 8. SCL Business Object 

In this section, you configure a SCL Business Object for Sales Order. This business object defines which 
BSO class is instantiated, which SAP backend system to use via the SAP System Alias and some other 
request routing options. This is the next step in the development process: 
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5.8.1. Configure the SCL Business Object for Sales Order 

Now you will create the configuration for the SCL Business Object. You need to provide the following piece 
of information: 

- Link to your GenIL Model DEVGSO and the Root Object SALES_ORDER_HEADER (see GenIL Model 
Editor if not sure about the name of the model and root object) 

- Link to the BSO calls ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO 

Hint: Another name for SCL Business Object is Generic Service Data Objects (GSDOs). 

Go to transaction SIMGH and choose the IMG structure “Service Consumption Layer Development”. Browse 
the structure until you find an entry called “GSDO Types & GSDO Contexts & GSI Implementations”.  

 

Execute the IMG step, and create a new entry by providing the following input: 
- SCL Business Object: Enter a name of your GSDO, here ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER 

- KompName: The name of the GenIL Model you generated earlier. Use the value help to retrieve the 

name of your model, here DEVGSO. 

- SCL Business Object Node Name: Use the value help to find the name of your Root Object of 

your GenIL model, here SALES_ORDER_HEADER 

 

Save your changes, then select the newly created entry and double-click on “GSI Implementation” folder. 
Here create a new entry and specify the BSO class. Provide the following input: 

- GSI Impl ID: You can freely choose a name (here ZSO_HEADER) 
- Type: Choose Adaption BSO, which is used in the case when there is a 1:1 relationship between the 

Web Service operations and the backend RFCs. (There are other types of BSOs like 
MULTIDESTINATION BSO which can collect data from multiple Backends and merge the data 
together in one common SCL Business Object which we created for the model.  

- Software Version: Choose DEFAULT. Note: As a prerequisite we assume that you have already 
configured a System Alias for software version DEFAULT in IMG Service Consumption Layer 
Administration and step Manage SAP System Aliases.  

- Class: Enter the name of the BSO class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO 
- Consumer Type:  Empty 
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Click Save. You might be prompted for a Transport Request.   

5.8.2. Manage business object group 

SCL business objects are grouped together in Business Object Groups. These groups are used for routing 
(to a SAP backend system) and can be activation or deactivated. 

Business Object Groups have to be assigned to SAP System Aliases. With this assignment, an inbound 
request from SharePoint can be routed to the corresponding SAP system. That is, the SCL system can 
determine via this configuration, which backend system is responsible for processing the request. 

Go to transaction SIMGH and choose the IMG structure “Service Consumption Layer Administration”. 
Browse to the entry called “Manage Business Object Groups”: 

 

Execute the IMG step and create a new Business Object Group by providing the following input: 

- SCL Business Object Group: Enter a new name for your business object group, here ZSALES_ORDER 
- Active: Mark this checkbox so that your Business Object Group can actively be used 

 

Press Save, select the newly created entry and double-click on “Assign SCL Business Objects”. Assign your 
business object ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER (which you have created in the previous step) to this group and 
press save again.  
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Note: Here we are adding only one Business Object. Here you would group together all business objects 
required for your solution – if you have multiple Business Objects. If you enhance the scenario and add later 
a business object for Purchase Requisition then you would add it to the same business object group. 

Navigate to the “Assign SAP System Alias” folder. Assign your business object group a SAP system alias. In 
the User Role field enter the role you want to assign to the SAP system alias. Alternatively leave the User 
Role field empty to have all roles assigned to the SAP system alias (here we assign to system alias 
E05_400). 

Note: As a prerequisite we assume that you have your SCL system already configured and Roles and 
System Aliases are already customized. 

 

Save your changes. 

5.8.3. Recap 

To ensure that the SCL runtime utilizes the correct GenIL model, and backend adaption implementation for 
your Sales Order scenario, you had to perform some configuration. You created a SCL Business Object and 
assigned the GenIL Model and its Root Object. Then you assigned a BSO class that implements the 
backend adaption via the Mappers and the BOPs. Furthermore you assigned the SCL Business Object to a 
Business Object Group and connected it to a System Alias. 
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5. 9. Testing the Service on SAP side 

You are done with the SAP development steps, and ready to test your implementation. Before you do that 
though, let‟s see what it is that you are actually testing. These are the logical steps that will be executed once 
you test the query scenario: 

Service Consumption Layer (SCL) 

- The server proxy receives a query request (either from SharePoint or from the testing tool of the 
ABAP workbench) 

- The server proxy invokes the SCL Runtime method complex_query and passes the query parameters 
CUSTOMER_ID and SALES_ORGANIZATION and the name of the SCL Business Object 

- The SCL Runtime instantiates the SCL Business Object Sales Order which contains the GenIL Data 
Model 

- The query parameter structure is mapped to the Business Object Model 
- The SCL Runtime instantiates the backend specific Sales Order Object – the BSO 
- The BSO instantiates the BOP and the Mapper, and the Mapper maps the Query Parameters from 

the BO Model to the Backend specific query parameters in the PRE RFC method 
- After the Mapping the SCL Runtime calls the BOP to execute the BAPI 

 

SAP Backend  

- The SAP Backend receives the query request from the SCL system 
- The SAP Backend executes the query via BAPI_SALESORDER_GETLIST and returns the requested 

data 

 
Service Consumption Layer (SCL) 

- The SCL Runtime invokes the mapping of the response – the POST RFC method. The Backend 
specific response data is mapped to the Generic Model of the SCL Sales Order Business Object 

- The SCL Business Object Data Container now contains the list of Sales Orders 
- The SCL Runtime maps the returned data from the generic Model to the SharePoint specific 

response structures 
- The server proxy returns the data which is now in consumer specific format to SharePoint Server 

5.9.1. Testing the Service Provider 

Go to transaction SE80 and find the server proxy within your development package. 

 

Open the Service Proxy and press F8 in order to test the proxy. From the Popup window, select the method 
to test, QUERY_SALES_ORDER, and press F8 again.  
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Switch to the XML Editor mode and provide a valid CustomerId (here C6120), a valid SalesOrganization 
(here BP01) and a CorrelationId (you can freely make up a value, e.g. 11111111).  

 

Press F8 to execute the method. If all goes well, you should see a list of sales order, similar to this 
screenshot: 
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To test the Read operation, go ahead and copy one of the key values of SalesOrderSclKey, for example 
1019_0000000198_ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_E05_400. You need this value in order to test the 
READ_SALES_ORDER method. 

Again, select the server proxy in SE80 and press F8. Choose the method READ_SALES_ORDER. In the 
XML Editor mode, provide a CorrelationID and your SalesOrderSclKey: 

 

Press F8 to execute the method. You should see your sales order data for a single sales order with the sales 
order id 0000000198, similar to this screenshot: 
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By setting session breakpoints in the following classes, you will get a better understanding of what happens 
in your generated and implemented code, as well as in the SCL runtime: 

- Server proxy method QUERY_SALES_ORDER, before the complex_query method is called  

- BSO class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO method GET_BOP_MAP_QUERY_BY_ELTS 

- Mapper class ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER method MAP_PRE_QUERY_BY_ELEMENTS 

- BOP class ZCL_SOH_Q_BOP_D method EXECUTE 

- Mapper class ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER method MAP_POST_QUERY_BY_ELEMENTS 

- Server proxy method QUERY_SALES_ORDER, after the complex_query method is called 

5. 10. Exposing the Server Proxy’s Endpoint 

Now that you successfully tested the SAP implementation, it‟s time to consume the Web Service from 
SharePoint. We assume that you have a fully working Duet Enterprise landscape and that the SAML 
configuration has been successfully performed. Ideally you should have one of the Start Services working 
between SCL and SharePoint. 

5.10.1. Configuring the Web Service Endpoint 

In order to enable the consumption of the newly implemented Web Service, you need to create a so-called 
endpoint via transaction SOAMANAGER. You can do this in two different ways: 

- If you already configured the Starter Services in your landscape you will already have created a 
business scenario to generate endpoint for the Starter Services web services. In this case the best 
approach would be to simply add you newly created ManageSalesOrder web service to the existing 
business scenario and generate the endpoint via the business scenario.  
Hint: Make sure to assign the pre-delivered profile DUET_ENTERPRISE_SAML to your web service to 
ensure that the endpoint is using SAML as the authentication mechanism.  
This approach will not be discussed in this document. You can find more information in the SAP 
Installation Guide. You can skip this section and go to section Retrieving WSDL and Endpoint URL. 

- If you haven’t configured the Starter Services and the corresponding business scenario then you 
can manually create the endpoint. The process is described below. 

In SOA Manager, go to the Service Administration tab and choose “Single Service Configuration”.  
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Search for your implemented Web Service and highlight the row in the search results table and click on the 
Apply Selection  button. 

 

Navigate to the Configurations tab and click on Create Endpoint, to allow an external system like SharePoint 
to connect to this Web Service. 

 

Accept the default values in the popup window and click on Apply Settings. Alternatively you could change 
the Binding Name to „saml‟ to make it more easily identifiable. 

On the subsequent screen in the Provider Security tab specify the settings as depicted below. 

- Communication Security: SSL  
The configuration for SSL, was done by the Landscape Administrator by exporting and importing 
certificates between the SCL server and SharePoint 

- Authentication Security: Message Authentication - Single Sign On using SAML  
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- Secure Token Service Settings – Token Issuer: Click on the value (F4) help for the “Token Issuer” 

The Token Issuers should have been configured by the Landscape Administrator. 

 
 

Make sure to fill the Token Issuer by selecting from the value (F4) help. Here an example: 
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Save your changes. 

5.10.2. Retrieving WSDL and Endpoint URL 

As a next step, you need to get the WSDL URL and the endpoint URL, which are needed for the creation of 
the External Content Type in SharePoint Designer. 

Navigate to the Overview tab and press the button “Show WSDL options” and mark the following 
checkboxes: 

- WSDL Document Type: Selected Binding Only 
- Binding SOAP Version: SOAP 1.2 
- Meta Data Protocol: HTTPS (or HTTP) 
- Endpoint Protocol: HTTPS  
- Accept the default values for all other parameters 
- Also make sure that in the Selected Binding field your newly created binding is shown 

 

 

Now select the hyperlink “Open WSDL document for selected binding or service” 

 

A new browser window will open up. Copy the URL of this WSDL document from the browser address bar. It 
will look similar to this example: 
https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/wsdl/bndg_005056B46F7A1EE085FFAC6DC6194A48/soap1
2/wsdl11/allinone/ws_policy/document?sap-client=100 

https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/wsdl/bndg_005056B46F7A1EE085FFAC6DC6194A48/soap12/wsdl11/allinone/ws_policy/document?sap-client=100
https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/wsdl/bndg_005056B46F7A1EE085FFAC6DC6194A48/soap12/wsdl11/allinone/ws_policy/document?sap-client=100
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In the WSDL document, there is a tag which holds the actual Endpoint URL, it is 

<wsdl:service name="ZMANAGESALESORDER"> 

  <wsdl:port name="binding_SOAP12" binding="tns:binding_SOAP12"> 

    <wsoap12:address 
location="https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/xip/sap/zmanagesalesorder/100/zmanagesale
sorder/binding" />  

  </wsdl:port> 

</wsdl:service> 

 

Both URLs, the WSDL URL and the Endpoint URL, are needed later on in SharePoint Designer and should 
be handed over to the SharePoint developer. 

This concludes the development of our business application on the SAP side. 

5. 11. Creating a SharePoint BCS Model 

This chapter guides you through the process of creating an External Content Type and a Business Data 
Connectivity (BDC) Model in SharePoint 2010. The BDC Model connects to the web service you have 
created and exposed in the previous chapters. This is the next step in the development process: 

 

If you already have experience in creating BDC models then you can skip this chapter. The following steps 
have been provided for the benefit of SAP developers who not very familiar with SharePoint, but want to 
perform an end-to-end testing from SharePoint. Ideally you should work together with your SharePoint 
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Administrator for this exercise. For more details visit Microsoft MSDN (http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ee556826.aspx).  

5.11.1. Prerequisites 

In order to connect the BDC Model to the web service it has to be exposed and you have to both URLs – 
WSDL and Service Endpoint URL – available. Here examples of both URLs: 

- WSDL URL: 

https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/wsdl/bndg_005056B46F7A1EE085FFAC6DC6194A4

8/soap12/wsdl11/allinone/ws_policy/document?sap-client=100 

- Service Endpoint URL: 

https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/xip/sap/zmanagesalesorder/100/zmanagesalesorder/

binding 

You need SharePoint Designer 2010 and a SharePoint site to execute the next steps. Ensure that the BDC 
service is active on the corresponding web application where the site resides. 

5.11.2. Using the SharePoint Designer 

Open SharePoint Designer, and click on “Open Site” button and enter the URL of site (here 
http://vmw3685.wdf.sap.corp:10000/sites/Duet): 

 

 

The SPD will show your site. Click on the External content Types link Navigation area on the left hand side: 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee556826.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee556826.aspx
https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/wsdl/bndg_005056B46F7A1EE085FFAC6DC6194A48/soap12/wsdl11/allinone/ws_policy/document?sap-client=100
https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/wsdl/bndg_005056B46F7A1EE085FFAC6DC6194A48/soap12/wsdl11/allinone/ws_policy/document?sap-client=100
https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/xip/sap/zmanagesalesorder/100/zmanagesalesorder/binding
https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/xip/sap/zmanagesalesorder/100/zmanagesalesorder/binding
http://vmw3685.wdf.sap.corp:10000/sites/Duet
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In the New ribbon click on button External Content Type to create a new External Content Type: 

 
 
Now provide the following details: 
 

- Name: Sales Order Header 
- Display Name: Sales Order Header 
- Namespace: Choose a namespace (here we used SAP.Office.DuetEnterprise.DevGuide.SalesOrder) 
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Locate the External System property and click on the hyperlink Click here to discover external data sources 
and define operations. 
The Operation Designer view opens. Here you define your external system. Click on the Add Connection 
button to define a new connection. 

 
 
A dialog pops up to enter the type of the External System - select WCF Service. All remote content is 
retrieved using the Web Connection Framework (WCF). 

 
 
In the next dialog you specify the connection properties. Here you will use the WSDL URL and Server 
Endpoint URL (see introduction of this chapter).  
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- Service Metadata URL: Provide the WSDL URL. Here we use 
https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/wsdl/bndg_005056B46F7A1EE085FFAC6DC6194A4
8/soap12/wsdl11/allinone/ws_policy/document?sap-client=100 

- Metadata Connection Mode: WSDL 
- Service Endpoint URL: Specify the Service Endpoint URL. Here we use 

https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/xip/sap/zmanagesalesorder/100/zmanagesalesorder/
binding 

- Name (optional): Give a name describing your External System (here SCLManageSalesOrder) 
Hint: Even though the filed is labled optional we recommend to provide a name. Furthermore the 
name should not contain special characters (possibly characters like ? or ! might cause errors). 

- WCF Service Authentication Settings: Select Connect with User’s Identity. The Windows/ 
SharePoint user’s identity will be transferred to the SCL system and will be used to authenticate 
against the web service. 

- Use the same connection settings for Metadata retrieval: Uncheck and select option Connect with 
Impersonated Custom Identity 

- Secure Store Application ID: WSDL (Note: This secure store application has been configured as part 
to the installation of Duet Enterprise. Please refer to the Installation Guide if you do not have this 
configured yet.) 

 

 
 

https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/wsdl/bndg_005056B46F7A1EE085FFAC6DC6194A48/soap12/wsdl11/allinone/ws_policy/document?sap-client=100
https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/wsdl/bndg_005056B46F7A1EE085FFAC6DC6194A48/soap12/wsdl11/allinone/ws_policy/document?sap-client=100
https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/xip/sap/zmanagesalesorder/100/zmanagesalesorder/binding
https://vmw3686.wdf.sap.corp:8001/sap/bc/srt/xip/sap/zmanagesalesorder/100/zmanagesalesorder/binding
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SharePoint Designer connects to the SCL system and retrieves the WSDL and Endpoint information. Be 
patient. You should see a progress dialog: 

 
 
If successful, the list of Web Service Operations is being displayed: 

 
 
Here you see the Query and Read operation of your web service. In the next step you will define each of 
these operations in SharePoint Designer. 

5.11.3. Modeling the Read Item Operation 

In the next steps you will model the create the Read Item Operation and configure the input and output 
parameters in order for the External Content Type to be able to communicate with the SAP web service. 
 
Locate the ReadSalesOrder operation and do a right-click on it and select New Read Item Operation from 
the context menu. 
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A wizard walks you through the required settings for the Input and Output Parameters of the Read Item 
operation. For the initial screen accept the default values.   

 
 
Click the Next button to advance to the Input Parameter screen. You will see the input parameters of the 
ReadSalesOrder operation. You now map SharePoint fields to the fields of the web service operation.  

 

1. In the Data Source Elements window select the SalesOrderSclKey field, which acts as the identifier 

(primary Key) of the Sales Order Header object. In the Properties window select the checkbox Map 
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to Identifier. 

 
2. Next select parameter CorrelationId. In the Properties window add a filter. Click on the Click to Add 

hyperlink. The Filter Configuration window pops up. Select the New Filter radio button and there 

the name CorrelationId. As for the Filter Type choose Activity Id then click the OK button. 

 
3. Verify the settings of the CorrelationId parameter. Make sure that the Filter now is set and links to 

filter type Activity Id.  
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Hint: The CorrelationId, used in all operations, is used for end-to-end single activity tracing.  This 

field is stored into a log entry by the Business Connectivity Services (BCS) as well as transferred as a 

Parameter to the SCL system.  The SCL logs the incoming calls and adds the CorrelationID to the log 

as “External ID”. So Log Entries from SharePoint can be linked to entries in the IWF via the 

CorrelationID.   

4. Click on the Next button to advance to the Return Parameter screen. 

5. Next select the structure SalesOrderHeader parameter and then click on the button Set Operation 

Return Element. This should finally select all the return parameters underneath the header 

structure. 
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6. Select the parameter SalesOrderSclKey and in the Properties window turn on the Map to Identifier 

option. 

 
7. In the Error and Warnings section make sure that no error messages are left. It’s ok if there are still 

warnings, but carefull evaluate the warning messages. 

8. Click the Finish button. 

Now the Read Item is completely defined and you can move on to the Read List operation. 

5.11.4. Modeling the Read List Operation 

Next you model the Read List operation which ties to the QuerySalesOrder operation of your SAP web 
service. 

Do a right-click on the QuerySalesOrder and from the context menu select New Read List Operation. 

 

A wizard opens. Accept the default values on the first screen and click the Next button to advance to the 
Input Parameter screen. Here you see the three input parameters of the QuerySalesOrder operation. In the 
next steps you will make the CustomerId and the SalesOrganization available as Data Source Filters so a 
end user can filter the list of Sales Orders by customer number and a sales organization. 

1. Make sure you are on the Input Parameter screen. 
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2. Select parameter CustomerId and in the Properties window navigate to the Filter and click on the 

hyperlink Click to Add.  

 
3.  In the Filter Configuration window set the new filter name to Customer ID and set the Filter Type to 

value Comparison, then click on OK. 

 
Note: Another filter of interest is the wildcard filter. This would allow you to perform wildcard 

searches. This will be useful in case your query RFC supports wildcard searches. 

 

4. Verify that parameter CustomerId now is correctly assigned to a comparison filter. 
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5. Next set a Default Value for parameter CustomerId. In the Properties window specify a valid 

customer number. If you are not sure about which number to choose then return to chapter 

Backend: Identify Function Modules for Sales Order where you tested the BAPI function modules to 

learn which customer number you can use. Here we are using customer number C6120. 

 
6. Now select the SalesOrganization parameter and also add a comparison filter (same steps as 

above). Verify that the parameter is assigned to a comparison filter (as seen in the screenshot). 

 
7. Next set a Default Value for SalesOrganization. We are using value BP01, but you have to check 

which sales organization is available in your SAP backend system. 

 
8. Select parameter CorreleationId and assign a filter of type Activity ID. 
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9. Click the Next button to advance to the Return Parameter screen. 

10. Make sure that all fields are selected beneath the QuerySalesOrderElement header structure. 

11. Select parameter SalesOrderSclKey. In the Properties window select the Map to Identifier option. 

 
12. In the Error and Warning section make sure that no more error message appears. 

13. Click on the Finish button to finalize the Read List operation. 

Your Read List operation is now defined. 

5.11.5. Finalize the External Content Type 

Perform the following steps to finalize your External Content Type. 

Save your changes. The Save button can be found at the very top left of the screen. 

  

Be patient and wait until the ECT is successfully saved to the BDC service of your SharePoint system. 

Next you need to turn on Claims Based Authentication. Return to the Summary View of your ECT.  

 

Next open the Edit Connection Properties dialog. 
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The Connection Properties window opens. Here you need to turn on Claims Based Authentication by 
selecting the checkbox Use claims based authentication. 

 

Click the OK button. Your change will be saved immediately. 

5. 12. Creating an External List for External Content Type 

Next you will create an External List based on the newly created Sales Order Header ECT – the final step in 
the development process: 
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Click on the Create List & Form button.  

 

The Create List window opens. The Create New External List radio button should be selected. Provide a 
name for your new External List. Here we use the name Sales Order Header.  
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Click the OK button. A progess bar is being displayed while the new External List is being generated. If 
successful you will see the list in the External Lists area.  

 

Doulbe-click on the list name to open the Sales Order Header list.  
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From the ribbons you can now open the external list by clicking the Preview in Browser button. 

 

This is how your Read List result should look like: 
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Here a screenshot of the Read Item result for Sales Order Number 198: 

 

6. Supportability and Troubleshooting End to End Flow 

During your development process you already tested the Duet Service in the ABAP Workbench. There are 
quite a few pieces involved in the process to create an end to end solution and it is quite common to run into 
errors and warnings. 

This chapter explains best practices to resolve these issues during the design process. It does not cover the 
support and operation of the solution in production. This topic would involve additional aspects like CCMS 
monitoring and alerts. Please check the Duet Enterprise Operations Guide delivered in the standard product 
documentation. 

6. 1. Prerequisites 

For troubleshooting you depend on the logging features of SharePoint and the SCL. Logging on both 
systems should be at an appropriate log level that gives you all the information you need. During the 
development process it is recommend to configure logging to an info level. 

6.1.1. Setting the log level on SharePoint 

The article Configure Diagnostic Logging (SharePoint 2010) http://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ee748656.aspx describes in detail best practices and walk through for diagnostic logging.  

 

- Log on to the SharePoint 2010 server and launch the Central Administration 

- Go to Monitoring -> Configure Diagnostic Logging 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee748656.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee748656.aspx
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- Set the Log levels for Business Data Connectivity to Medium or Verbose   

 

 

6.1.2. Setting the log level in the SCL system 

To set the log level in the SCL system do the flowing: 
1. Log on to the SCL system and go to transaction SIMGH. 

2. In the Edit IMG Structure screen, place your cursor in the IMG Structure field and press F4 to 

search. In the Title field, enter ‘Service Consumption Layer Administration’. Click the Execute icon. 

3. Select Service Consumption Layer Administration, and click the Display IMG Structure icon. In the 

Service Consumption Layer Administration structure, expand Logging Settings 

 

The three Customization activities Set Log Level for All Users, Set Log Level for Specific Users, and Set 

Display of Sensitive Information allow you to specify the settings for log and trace files. 

 

4. Start Set Log Levels for All Users and create a new entry with the following setting. Save the setting. 
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Detecting the root cause of an error 

When you open an External List in SharePoint you trigger a Web Service call to the SCL system that is 
routed through several layers and components. If there is an error happening during the lifetime of the 
request it could happen on SharePoint, SCL or the SAP backend. For successful troubleshooting it is 
essential to first find the system that caused the error. 

The best entry point to start troubleshooting is the SharePoint Log as it contains all information to identify the 
error directly or give enough information to route you to a subsequent system. 

 

1. You first look at SharePoint trace files and use the correlation ID to find the corresponding trace 

entries. Use the ULSViewer or SPDiag to do this. 

2. Then determine if this problem is on the SharePoint or SAP side. 

3.  If the problem is on the SharePoint side, find out the cause of the error in SharePoint and resolve 

the problem. 

4.  If the problem is on the SAP side, log on to the SCL server, go to transaction /IWFND/VIEW_LOG, 

and use the correlation ID to open the log viewer. 

6. 2. Troubleshooting Example 

If you have a running end to end scenario we can demonstrate the troubleshooting process by doing a small 
miss configuration in the SCL. Change the Business Object Group where your SCL Business Object is 
assigned to be inactive. 

1. In the IMG (transaction simgh) select Service Consumption Layer Administration -> General Settings 

-> Manage Business Object Groups 

2. You get a list of your current Business Object Groups including the ones from the starter services, 

workflow and reporting 
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3. Uncheck the Active checkbox of your Business Object Group (here ZSALES_ORDER) 

 
 

Re-run the External List. You will get the following result: 

 
You get the following error: Object Type 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' ('Dev Guide Sales Order Header') not 
active. It is not in any active Object Group. 

6. 3. Isolating the error in the logs 

The ULS trace file is a text file in the special ULS format. To get more details on ULS go to the following 
sources: http://code.msdn.microsoft.com/ULSViewer 

 

1. Start the ULS viewer 

2. File -> Open From -> ULS 

http://code.msdn.microsoft.com/ULSViewer
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3. Select Use the ULS feed from the default log directory 

 
4. Execute the External List that caused the error 

5. Stop the logging 

 
 

6. Search for the error message “Application Exception occurred” 

7. You will get the log entry that caused the error 
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8. Double click on the entry to get the details 

 
 

9. Copy the Correlation to the clipboard 

10. Logon to the SCL system and start transaction /iwfnd/view_log. You will get a selection screen 

where you can filter log entries. There is a field External ID of the log. The SharePoint correlation is 

passed to the SCL system and considered to be the external id of a request.   

11. Paste in the correlation id from the clipboard and execute 

 
 

12. In the output you will see all log entries that match the external id. There should be only one entry 

matching the filter criteria. Errors are indicated in red. So open the first sub branch that has an 
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error and check the details in the error message 

 
In this case there is an error message Object Type 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' ('Dev Guide Sales 

Order Header') not active. It is not in any active Object Group. It indicates that the object group of 

the SCL object ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER is not active or that the object is not in a group at all. 

13. Click on the Long Text icon (the question mark) to get more details on the error 

 
The long text usually gives a root cause of the error and potential solutions 
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6. 4. SCL framework logs 

The SCL runtime already writes log entries for each component that is involved in processing the request. 
For a successful request / response roundtrip the result in the logger should be green and the detailed log 
entries should look like the following: 

1. Make sure in the selection screen you select All logs and the log setting for the user is configured to 

All (see chapter Setting the log level in the SCL system) 

 
2. Execute and you will get all requests - successful and unsuccessful . Double click on a green entry 

and check the detailed trace 
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The trace gives you important information on which layers from consumer abstraction to backend 

abstraction layer were processed successfully. In case of an error the processing is stopped and 

subsequent layers are skipped by default. But you can change this behavior by setting processing 

control flags. 

6. 5. Adding Code for Logging 

As seen above there is quite some extensive logging done by the SCL Runtime. These messages cover 
information about the generic flow of the request but of course do not include any scenario specific 
messaging. You should include log messages into your code especially in the pre mapping and the post 
mapping to support application specific troubleshooting. 

A very important location for logging information is the post mapping because after the execution of the 
backend process a lot of issues could have happened. 

- There could have been a low level communication failure or authentication / permission issue 

between SCL and backend system 

- The query could have returned no results due to invalid query criteria 

6.5.1. Prerequisites 

In this document we use message classes to define our message texts.  

Create a message class with the name ZDUET_SCL_SO (transaction SE91) and add the following 
messages: 

000 Post Mapping started for Sales order Header Query 
001 Pre Mapping started for Sales order Header Query 
002 Post Mapping finished for Sales order Header Query 
003 Pre Mapping finished for Sales order Header Query 
004 Query for Customer Id &1 and Sales Org &2 returned no results. 
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005 Read for Sales Order &1 returned no results. 
006 &1 Sales Order instances created 

 

 

Define 2 constants in the Mapper class zcl_soh_q_mapper.   

protected section. 

 

constants gc_log_agent_name type /iwfnd/sup_iw_agent value 'Dev Guide Sales Order'.  

constants log_msg_id type symsgid value 'ZDUET_SCL_SO'. 

 

6.5.2. Logging Messages 

We will add some logging calls into the query post mapping. 

1. Logon to the SCL system and open the ABAP Workbench (SE80) 

Open the post mapping method (class ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER, method 
MAP_POST_QUERY_BY_ELEMENTS) and overwrite your post mapping method with the following code, 
which is now enhance with logging and error handling: 
 

  method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~map_post_query_by_elements. 

 

    data: 

    ls_response_rfc               type zcl_soh_q_bop=>_params_response, "Backend RFC resp

onse 

    ls_response_rfc_sales_order   like line of ls_response_rfc-

sales_orders,"Backend RFC response Sales Order structure 

    ls_key                        type /iwfnd/s_cor_id,"key for a new instance 

    ls_mdl_sales_order_header     type zmdlzsales_order_header_detail,"GenIL model attr s

tructure 

    ls_parameters                 type /iwfnd/s_ifl_selection_par,"query parameters 

    lo_bop_do                     type ref to zcl_soh_q_bop_do,"BOP data object 

    lo_gsdo                       type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo,"GSDO instance 

    lo_gsdo_root_node             type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node,"Model root node 

    lv_msg_handle                 type balmsghndl,"handle to log entry 

    lo_logger                     type ref to /iwfnd/cl_logger,"logger singleton 

    lo_message_container          type ref to /iwfnd/if_message_container,"message contai

ner 

    lv_message                    type bapi_msg, 
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    lv_log_sales_organization     type symsgv, 

    lv_log_customer_id            type symsgv, 

    lv_instance_counter           type i, 

    lv_previous_sd_doc            type char10. 

 

* Get logger 

    call method /iwfnd/cl_logger=>get_logger 

      receiving 

        ro_logger = lo_logger. 

* initialize the post mapper log step 

    lo_logger->log_step_init( 

    exporting 

      iv_msg_number   = 000 "Post Mapping started for Sales order Header Query 

      iv_msg_id       = gc_log_msg_id " message class 

      iv_system_alias = iv_system_alias "Backend System Alias 

      iv_agent        = gc_log_agent_name "Dev Guide Sales Order 

    receiving 

      rv_msg_handle   = lv_msg_handle ). 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface do to the specific generated BOP 

    lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* get the RFC response 

    lo_bop_do->get_response( importing es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 

* if there were results returned 

    if ls_response_rfc-sales_orders is not initial. 

     sort ls_response_rfc-sales_orders by sd_doc ascending. 

* loop through the results 

      loop at ls_response_rfc-sales_orders into ls_response_rfc_sales_order. 

* to avoid duplicate sales order in the query list check that sales order 

* number differs from previous record, otherwise skip record 

       check ls_response_rfc_sales_order-sd_doc <> lv_previous_sd_doc. 

       lv_previous_sd_doc = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-sd_doc. 

**-> Populate the GSDO key structure, every GSDO instanc requires a unique key like this 

        ls_key-value            = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-sd_doc. "Sales Order Number 

        ls_key-scheme_id        = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER'. "this is the GSDO type name 

        ls_key-

scheme_agency_id = iv_system_alias." this is the System Alias to the Backend 

 

**-> Create a new GSDO instance based on Sale Order ID as key 

        lo_gsdo = io_request_data->/iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_list~add_object( 

           is_object_key = ls_key ). 

**-> get the root node of the newly created instance 

        lo_gsdo_root_node = lo_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

 

**-> Populate Sales Order header attribute structure 

* fill the model structure from the RFC response 

* convert the key structure to a flat string and store it in the model's attribute struct

ure 

        /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_key_to_string_id( exporting is_key = ls_key 

                                                     receiving rv_id = ls_mdl_sales_order

_header-sales_order_scl_key ). 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_order_number  = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

sd_doc."sales order number 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-currency            = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

currency."currency 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-delivery_date       = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

doc_date."order date 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-net_value           = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

net_value."net value 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-order_type          = 'unknown'. "order type 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-purchase_order_number = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

purch_no. "purchase order number 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_organization  = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

sales_org."sales org 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sold_to_party       = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-
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sold_to."buyer party 

 

**-> Set the Sale Order Attributes structure in the GSDO instance 

        lo_gsdo_root_node->set_attributes( 

          is_attributes =  ls_mdl_sales_order_header ). 

 

        lv_instance_counter = lv_instance_counter + 1. 

      endloop. 

 

      lo_logger->log_message( 

      exporting 

          iv_msg_type      = /iwfnd/cl_logger=>info    " Message Type 

          iv_msg_id        = gc_log_msg_id    " Message Class 

          iv_msg_number    = 006    " Message Number 

          iv_msg_v1        = lv_instance_counter    " Message Variable 

          iv_system_alias  = iv_system_alias    " System Alias 

          iv_agent         = gc_log_agent_name    " IW Agent 

        ). 

 

    else. 

* read through the input parameters for logging query parameters 

      read table it_parameters into ls_parameters with key attr_name = 'SALES_ORGANIZATIO

N'. 

      lv_log_sales_organization = ls_parameters-low. 

 

      read table it_parameters into ls_parameters with key attr_name = 'CUSTOMER_ID'. 

      lv_log_customer_id = ls_parameters-low. 

 

* get the message container to add messages 

      lo_message_container = io_request_data->get_message_container( ). 

 

* set the request result code to failed so a fault message can be created 

      call method io_request_data->set_result_code 

        exporting 

          iv_result_code = /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-

failed_permanent. 

 

* add the message to the message container, this will create an error log entry automatic

ally 

      call method lo_message_container->add_message 

        exporting 

          is_object_key         = ls_key 

          iv_msg_type           = 'E' "Error 

          iv_msg_id             = gc_log_msg_id 

          iv_msg_number         = 004 "Query for Customer Id &1 and Sales Org &2 returned

 no results. 

          iv_msg_v1             = lv_log_customer_id 

          iv_msg_v2             = lv_log_sales_organization 

          iv_is_leading_message = abap_true 

          iv_message_creator    = gc_log_agent_name. 

 

* set the process code to failed so no other Mappers are processed 

      ev_process_code = /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

    endif. 

 

* end this post mapper log step 

  lo_logger->log_step_completion( exporting 

    iv_msg_type      = /iwfnd/cl_logger=>info 

    iv_msg_id        = gc_log_msg_id 

    iv_msg_number    = 002 "Post Mapping finished for Sales order Header Query 

    iv_system_alias  = iv_system_alias 

    iv_agent         = gc_log_agent_name 

    iv_msg_handle    = lv_msg_handle ). 

 

  endmethod.                    "/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~map_post_query_by_elements 
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All logging is done using the provided SCL framework APIs. The logger is implemented as a singleton. 

 

… 
* Get logger 

    call method /iwfnd/cl_logger=>get_logger 

      receiving 

        ro_logger = lo_logger. 

… 

 
This gives you a reference to a logger object which you will use for all logging calls. 

 

6.5.3. Initializing the logger 

Before you can use the logger to write log entries you must get a reference to it. 

1. Define a local object reference  
Data: lo_logger               type ref to /iwfnd/cl_logger. 

2. Get a reference to the logger 
call method /iwfnd/cl_logger=>get_logger receiving lo_logger = lo_logger. 

6.5.4. Initializing the logging step 

It is recommended to structure your log into steps. So you can clearly indicate which step in the request 
response cycle causes the issue. The troubleshooter can easily drill down the steps. 

To initialize a new step a special method log_step_init in the logger is called: 
 

… 

* initialize the post mapper log step 

    lo_logger->log_step_init( 

    exporting 

      iv_msg_number   = 000 "Post Mapping started for Sales order Header Query 

      iv_msg_id       = gc_log_msg_id " message class 

      iv_system_alias = iv_system_alias "Backend System Alias 

      iv_agent        = gc_log_agent_name "Dev Guide Sales Order 

    receiving 

      rv_msg_handle   = lv_msg_handle ). 

… 

6.5.5. Creating a log entry 

To create a log entry use the method log_message 

Pass the message class in export parameter iv_msg_id and the severity in iv_msg_type.  You can pass 
variables to the message in the parameters iv_msg_v1 … iv_msg_v4  
 

… 

lo_logger->log_message( 

      exporting 

          iv_msg_type      = /iwfnd/cl_logger=>info    " Message Type 

          iv_msg_id        = gc_log_msg_id    " Message Class 

          iv_msg_number    = 006    " Message Number 

          iv_msg_v1        = lv_instance_counter    " Message Variable 

          iv_system_alias  = iv_system_alias    " System Alias 

          iv_agent         = gc_log_agent_name    " IW Agent 

        ). 
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… 

In this example we fill the instance counter (=number of Sales Order instances created) into the variable 
parameters before we call the log method. So we can add business specific details to the log message. 

The logger provides more methods to create log entries check the public methods of /iwfnd/cl_logger. The 
most used is LOG_BAPI_RETURN 

6.5.6. Completing a log step 

Completing the log step helps to structure the logging. This is the method to use: 
 

… 

* log step ends successfully 

      lo_logger->log_step_completion( 

      exporting 

        iv_msg_type      = /iwfnd/cl_logger=>info 

        iv_msg_id        = gc_log_msg_id 

        iv_msg_number    = 002 "Post Mapping finished for Sales order Header Query 

        iv_system_alias  = iv_system_alias 

        iv_agent         = gc_log_agent_name 

        iv_msg_handle    = lv_msg_handle ). 

… 

 

This is how the result looks like in the log viewer: 

 

 

6.5.7. Adding code to return fault messages to SharePoint 

After having written the necessary log entries we should also decide what to return back to SharePoint. It is 
the decision of the application developer to decide how processing of a request proceeds and what is 
returned as a service response for every business related issue. 

There might be business reasons where an empty list is not acceptable. In such case you can alter the 
processing and return an error message as detailed below. 

6.5.8. Getting a reference to the message container   

If you want to return messages back to SharePoint utilizing the Web Service Fault Message you define a 
local object variable and get a reference to the message container first: 
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data: 

… 

*message container 

lo_message_container          type ref to /iwfnd/if_message_container, 

… 

* get the message container to add messages 

      lo_message_container = io_request_data->get_message_container( ). 

… 

Now you can start adding messages to the container. 

6.5.9. Adding messages to the container 

The message container interface offers some methods to add messages: 

- ADD_MESSAGE_FROM_EXCEPTION 

- ADD_MESSAGE_FROM_LOG_ITEM 

- ADD_MESSAGE_TEXT_ONLY 

You can also check interface /iwfnd/if_message_container. 

 

… 

* add the message to the message container, this will create an error log entry automatic

ally 

      call method lo_message_container->add_message 

        exporting 

          is_object_key         = ls_key 

          iv_msg_type           = 'E' "Error 

          iv_msg_id             = gc_log_msg_id 

          iv_msg_number         = 004 "Query for Customer Id &1 and Sales Org &2 returned

 no results. 

          iv_msg_v1             = lv_log_customer_id 

          iv_msg_v2             = lv_log_sales_organization 

          iv_is_leading_message = abap_true 

          iv_message_creator    = gc_log_agent_name. 

… 

There are several signatures for this method. You can pass the following: 

• Standard T100 format  

• BAPIRETURN2 table  

• SOA Web service Log Item  

• Exception object 

 

6.5.10. Setting the result code in the Request Context  

Adding messages to the container does not influence the execution of the process unless you explicitly 
declare the result of the request to be failed. Use the following method: 

… 

* set the request result code to failed so a fault message can be created 

      call method io_request_data->set_result_code 

        exporting 

          iv_result_code = /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-

failed_permanent. 

… 

The following result codes are available: 
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OK Success 
WA Processed with warnings 
FP Not processed successfully – Permanent 
FT Not processed successfully – Temporary 

 

6.5.11. Setting the processing code in the Mapper 

Besides the overall result of the request you can set a processing code that influences further processing of 
the request. You return a process code as the message result. If the process code is failed issue the 
following command: 

ev_process_code = /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

As a result, if there are additional Mappers registered, these subsequent Mappers will not be processed. 

6.5.12. Transferring error messages back to SharePoint 

After we added a message to the message container and set the overall status of the request to failed the 
system creates a fault message which looks like this: 

 

We find the message we added into the container in the fault detail section. In SharePoint the leading 
message appears in the External List: 

 

Now you can see your custom error message in the SharePoint External List. 
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You might see a generic error message instead of your custom message. It might look like the following error 
message: 

ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT:An exception has occurred..An exception with the type 
ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT occurred, but was neither handled locally, nor declared in a RAISING 
clause.Application Error 

In this case you should verify the exception class that has been generated by the Server Proxy generation 
wizard (in transaction SPROXY).  

 

Note down the proxy name of the class in case it diviates from the standard name 
ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT. You class might have name ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT4 
in case there are already previously existing classes with the same name.  

Return to the Provider Class of your Server Proxy, here ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER, and take a look at 
the method ZII_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER~QUERY_SALES_ORDER. There you will find a reference to the 
StandardMessageFault class.  
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Change the coding in line 13 if your fault message class name diviates from the standard name 
ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT. Make the same change for all other methods. Run a test again. 

6. 6. Recap 

Basic Logging and Error Handling is provided by the SCL Runtime for infrastructure errors like missing 
connectivity to backend system, invalid customizing etc. Business specific error handling and logging is 
provided by the application developer. Most of this coding is done in the Mapper classes as this is the 
location where business errors are usually detected. 

You can add a leading message to the message container and in case of an error a SOAP fault message is 
created by the SCL Runtime which is passed back to the SharePoint consumer. SharePoint BCS is able to 
handle fault messages and creates .NET exceptions accordingly which are passed back to the calling 
presentation layers, e.g. an External Lists. 

7. Use case – Adding Create, Update and Delete Operations 

So far we implemented a read-only scenario with query and read operations. Before SharePoint 2010 only 
read-only operations were possible within the SharePoint Business Connectivity Services. Now with the 2010 
release BCS has the capabilities to trigger the missing Create, Update and Delete operation. We will explain 
how to set up the External Content Type in SharePoint Designer at the end of this chapter. 

To enable SCL for „write‟ operations we have to add these operations to the service interface.   

It is very important to be familiar with the interfaces of the backend function modules – the import and export 
values – before you start implementing the SCL layer. Also make sure you have test data available. 

Test the function modules “stand alone” before connecting to them in the SCL to make sure they are 
executable and your test data is adequate. 

In this chapter we use a flat business object model. That means your Create, Update and Delete operations 
in the SharePoint BCS model only have attributes but not complex structures or tables within the input and 
return parameters.  

7. 1. Identify Function Modules for Sales Order Create, Update, Delete 

Your first task is to identify suitable function modules for the Sales Order business object in your SAP 
backend system.  
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Optionally you can check the BAPI Explorer (transaction BAPI) to find out more details about the business 

object Sales Order and available function modules. 

 

7.1.1. Create 

For the create operation we will use the function module BAPI_SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDAT2. 

BAPI_SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDAT2 
This function module requires sales order header information as well as sales order partner information. 

You can test the RFC by providing the following data: 

ORDER_HEADER_IN 

 order_header_in-purch_no_c     = Purchase Order Number (e.g. 12345) 

 order_header_in-sales_org      = Sales Org (e.g. BP01) 

 order_header_in-req_date_h     = Delivery Date (e.g. 22.05.2011). 

 order_header_in-doc_type       = Document Type (e.g. TA)

 order_header_in-currency       = Currency (e.g. USD) 

 Note : The net value can’t be set. It is derived from the items.  

 

ORDER_PARTNERS 

Row 1:  

order_partners-partn_role      = 'AG'.      "Sold-To 

order_partners-partn_numb      = Customer Number (eg. C6120). 
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Executing the RFC should result in the following: 

 

Note: A BAPI COMMIT is required to finally commit the changes to the DB. You can test via the function 
module but keep in mind your changes will not be commited to the DB. 

7.1.2. Update 

For the update operation we will use the function module BAPI_SALESORDER_CHANGE. 

BAPI_SALESORDER_CHANGE 
This function module requires a sales document (sales order number).  

Scenario: For simplicity reasons we only update the Sales Order delivery date in this use case. The coding 
provided in the later sections will only update the delivery date in the ERP system. 

You can test the RFC by providing the following data: 

Sales Document: Use a valid sales document number e.g. 168 

 

Delivery Date: Provide a valid delivery date for field ORDER_HEADER_IN-REQ_DATE_H: 
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Update Control Flags: Set the control flags properly: 

 Set Field ORDER_HEADER_INX-UPDATEFLAG = ‘U’ 

 Set Field ORDER_HEADER_INX-REQ_DATE_H = ‘X’ 

 

Execute the function module and you get the following result in the RETURN structure: 
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Note: A BAPI COMMIT is required to finally commit the changes to the DB. You can test via the function 
module but keep in mind your changes will not be commited to the DB. 

7.1.3. Delete 

For the delete operation we will use the function module BAPI_SALESORDER_CHANGE. 

BAPI_SALESORDER_CHANGE 
This function module requires a sales document (sales order number) and a control flag. You can test the 
RFC by providing the following data: 

Sales Document: Use a valid sales document number e.g. 168 

SALESDOCUMENT: 168 

ORDER_HEADER_INX 

 ORDER_HEADER_INX-UPDATEFLAG    = D 

Executing the RFC should result in the following entry in the RETURN structure: 

 

Note: A BAPI COMMIT is required to finally commit the changes to the DB. You can test via the function 
module but keep in mind your changes will not be commited to the DB. 

7. 2. Adding operations to the SCL Service Interface 

7.2.1. Modify Data Type SalesOrderHeaderDetails 

There is a dependency in SharePoint Designer between the Read response structure and the Create request 
structure and the Update request structure. The list of attributes in all three operations should be identical. 
This will avoid errors when generating the External List later on. In any case you should avoid to list 
attributes in the Create or Update request that do not exist in the Read response. In this case the SharePoint 
BCS service cannot fill the Create or Update operation‟s request values.   

Before adding the new operations we will change the data type SalesOrderHeaderDetails to accommodate 
all operations. Currently it has been modeled to suite the Read operation. For example: The field 
SalesOrderNumber is currently a mandatory field (occurrence is 1..1). In the case of a Create operation the 
SalesOrderNumber will be generated by the SAP system and therefore it is obsolete in the Create operation. 

Return to the Enterprise Services Builder and open the data type SalesOrderHeaderDetails in edit mode. For 
elements SalesOrderSclKey and SalesOrderNumber change the occurrence to 0..1 (as shown in the 
screenshot). 
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Save your changes. This data type will serve the following operations: 

- Response: Read operation (possibly also for the Query operation) 

- Request: Create and Update operation 

7.2.2. Adding the Create operation to the Service Interface 

Now let‟s add new operations to our existing Service Interface ManageSalesOrder. Launch the Enterprise 

Services Builder and open your Service Interface ManageSalesOrder and add the operation 

CreateSalesOrder. Set the Mode to Synchronous. In the Messages table enter the following names and the 

proper namespace for each row: 

- Request row:  

o Type: Message Type 

o Name: SalesOrderCreate_sync 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

- Response row: 

o Type: Message Type 

o Name: SalesOrderCreateResponse_sync 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

- Fault row: 

o Type: Fault Message Type 

o Name: StandardMessageFault 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 
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Now your interface should look like the screenshot below where Type, Name and Namespace are filled in for 
each row: 

 

 

Request Message Type 

Next you need to define these message types.  In the Request row double-click on the name 
SalesOrderCreate_sync. A warning message will alert you to the fact that this message type does not yet 
exist. Click the Create button. In the Data Type Used field enter SalesOrderCreate_syncDataType. Also 
provide your namespace. 

 

In the Structure tab you now see one element automatically added. The type is 
SalesOrderCreate_syncDataType. It is highlighted in red as it does not yet exist. Double click on this name – 
the name in red – to finally create a new data type that will be associated with this message type. 

Again a warning message will alert you to the fact that this data type does not yet exist. Click the Create 
button. Finally here specify the sub-elements for the request data type structure. Add the following sub-
elements: 

Name Type Occurrence Max Length 

CorrelationId xsd:string 1  

Input SalesOrderHeaderDetails 0..1  
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For the Input of the Create operation we use the data type SalesOrderHeaderDetails, which we prepared 
earlier to accommodate all operations. The newly created data type SalesOrderCreate_syncDataType 
should look like this: 

 

Save all your changes (menu Object  Save All). You have successfully defined the request parameter of 

the CreateSalesOrder operation.  

Response Message Type 

Return to the Service Interface. Make sure you select the CreateSalesOrder operation. In the Messages area 
locate the Response row and double-click on the response message type SalesOrderCreateResponse_sync 
to create the message type.   

Define the message type. In the Data Type Used field enter the name 

SalesOrderCreateResponse_syncDataType and also enter your namespace. 
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Next define the data type by double-clicking on the name SalesOrderCreateResponse_syncDataType. Now 
define the data type by adding one sub-element: 

- Name:  SalesOrderSclKey 

- Type:  xsd:string 

- Occurrence: 1 

It should look like this: 

 

So the response of the Create operation only contains the key field that uniquely identifies the newly created 
instance. 

Make sure you save and activate all newly created objects. 

7.2.3. Adding the Update operation to the SCL Service Interface 

Now let‟s add the Update operation to the Service Interface ManageSalesOrder.  

Open your Service Interface and add the operation UpdateSalesOrder. Set the Mode to Synchronous. In the 

Messages area enter the following names and the proper namespace for each row: 

- Request row:  

o Type: Message Type 

o Name: SalesOrderUpdate_sync  

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

- Response row: 

o Type: Message Type 

o Name: SalesOrderUpdateResponse_sync 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

- Fault row: 

o Type: Fault Message Type 

o Name: StandardMessageFault 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

Now your interface should look like the screenshot below where Type, Name and Namespace are filled in for 
each row: 
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Request Message Type 

Next you need to define these message types. In the Request row double-click on the name 
SalesOrderUpdate_sync. In the Data Type Used field enter SalesOrderUpdateResponse_syncDataType. 
Also specify your Namespace. 

 

In the Structure tab you now see one element automatically added. The type is 
SalesOrderUpdate_syncDataType and it is highlighted in red as it does not yet exist. Double click on this 
name – the name in red – to finally create a new data type that will be associated with this message type. 

Again a warning message will alert you to the fact that this data type does not yet exist. Click the Create 
button. Finally here you specify the sub elements for the request structure. Add the following sub-elements: 

Name Type Occurrence Max Length 

CorrelationId xsd:string 1  

Input SalesOrderHeaderDetails 0..1  

For the Request of the Update operation we use the structure we prepared earlier – data type 
SalesOrderHeaderDetails. 

Your data type SalesOrderUpdate_syncDataType should look like this: 
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Save your changes. You have successfully defined the request parameter of the Update operation.  

Response Message Type 

Return to the Service Interface. Make sure you select the UpdateSalesOrder operation. In the Messages 
area locate the Response row and double-click on the response message type 
SalesOrderUpdateResponse_sync to create the message type.   

Define the message type. In the Data Type Used field enter the name 
SalesOrderUpdateResponse_syncDataType and also enter you namespace. 

 

Next define the data type by double-clicking on the name SalesOrderUpdateResponse_syncDataType. Now 
define the data type by adding a sub-element: 

- Name:  result 
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- Type:  xsd:string 

- Occurrence: 0..1 

It should look like this: 

 

We have to define a result data type that contains at least one field otherwise we cannot activate it. However 
it is not used by SharePoint. SharePoint does not expect a result for an update operation. If there is an error 
in the SCL system during the update operation a fault message is raised. 

Make sure you save and activate all newly created objects. 

7.2.4. Adding the Delete operation to the Service Interface 

The last operation to add is the Delete operation. Open your Service Interface ManageSalesOrder and add 

the operation DeleteSalesOrder. Set the Mode to Synchronous. In the Messages area enter the following 

names and the proper namespace for each row: 

- Request row:  

o Type: Message Type 

o Name: SalesOrderDelete_sync 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

- Response row: 

o Type: Message Type 

o Name: SalesOrderDeleteResponse_sync 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

- Fault row: 

o Type: Fault Message Type 

o Name: StandardMessageFault 

o Namespace: Choose your namespace 

Now your interface should look like the screenshot below where Type, Name and Namespace are filled in for 
each row: 
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Request Message Type 

Next you need to define these message types.  In the Request row double-click on the name 
SalesOrderDelete_sync.  

In the Request row double-click on the name SalesOrderDelete_sync. In the Data Type Used field enter 
SalesOrderDeleteResponse_syncDataType. Also specify your Namespace. 

 

In the Structure tab you now see one element automatically added. The type is 
SalesOrderDelete_syncDataType and it is highlighted in red as it does not yet exist. Double click on this 
name – the name in red – to finally create a new data type that will be associated with this message type. 

Again a warning message will alert you to the fact that this data type does not yet exist. Click the Create 
button. Finally here you specify the sub elements for the request structure. Add the following sub-elements: 

Name Type Occurrence Max Length 

CorrelationId xsd:string 1  

SalesOrderSclKey xsd:string 1  

For the Input of the Delete we use a similar structure to the one we used in the read operation. It consists of 

the mandatory field CorrelationId and the key field SalesOrderSclKey. The data type 

SalesOrderDelete_syncDataType should look like this: 
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Save your changes. 

Response Message Type 

Return to the Service Interface. Make sure you select the DeleteSalesOrder operation. In the Messages area 
locate the Response row and double-click on the response message type SalesOrderDeleteResponse_sync 
to create the message type.   

Define the message type: In the Data Type Used field enter the name 
SalesOrderDeleteResponse_syncDataType and also enter you namespace. 

 

Next define the data type by double-clicking on the name SalesOrderDeleteResponse_syncDataType. Now 
define the data type by adding a sub-element: 

- Name:  result 

- Type:  xsd:string 

- Occurrence: 0..1 

So the response of the delete operation only contains a result field which is not used by SharePoint. 
However we need to have the field otherwise it is impossible to activate the data type.  

Make sure you save all your changes and activate all newly created objects. Ensure that you do not get any 
activation errors. 
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7. 3. Updating the Server Proxy 

In the previous step you added operations to the Service Interface in the ESR system. These enhancements 
are not yet reflected in the Server Proxy implementation on the SCL system. The existing server proxy still 
implements only the Query and Read operation. We can simply regenerate the proxy to generate the missing 
methods and data types. The code already available in the provider class will not be affected.  

Regenerating the Server Proxy 

Start the Enterprise Repository Browser (transaction SPROXY or SE80) and locate your Service Interface. 

Right-click the Service Interface ManageSalesOrder and select Regenerate Proxy.  

 

The system rebuilds all proxy data types. Save and activate the regenerated Service Interface. Make sure 
you see a information messsage „Proxy activated‟. It should contain the new operations now. Switch to the 
External View tab: 

 

Now the Service Interface contains all Query, Read and CRUD operations.  

Next you also need to re-adjust the Provider Class. Return to the Properties tab locate the provider class and 
double-click on the name (here ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER). The provider class opens and you should 
see the following popup window: 
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Click the Yes button to readjust your provider class. Save and activate the class. You should see an 
information message „Active object generated‟. 

7. 4. Implementing the Provider Class 

Now the Server Proxy and the Provider Class contain 3 new methods for create, update and delete. We will 
now add the missing code to delegate the processing from the Server Proxy to the SCL framework.  

7.4.1. Implementing the Create method  

In the ABAP Workbench open the Provider Class and navigate to the empty method CREATE_SALES_ORDER 

and add the following code:  

method zii_manage_sales_order~create_sales_order. 

data: 

  ls_input     like input-sales_order_create_sync-input, "all input parameters 

  ls_interface type /iwfnd/s_coc_esi_objects, " control struct. for framework 

  ls_key       type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, "new instance's key received from framework 

  lv_key_flat  type string. " flat string version of the key 

 

* copy all input parameter values to be passed to the framework 

move-corresponding input-sales_order_create_sync-input to ls_input. 

 

* define the fault message type, must match the signatures exception class 

ls_interface-exception_class_name   = 'ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT'. " 

 

* create method of the SCL framework 

call method /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>create 

  exporting 

    iv_request_uuid       = input-sales_order_create_sync-correlation_id 

    is_interface          = ls_interface "control struct. holdes the fault type 

    iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' "SCL Business Obj. (GSDO Type) 

    iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code 

  importing 

    es_output             = ls_key "IMPORTANT: must be of type /iwfnd/s_cor_id 

  changing 

    cs_input              = ls_input. 

* The ls_input structure's component names have to match the component names 

* of the model's create structure. They are copied by name. 

* The responds of the method call is the key of the new instance. 

* It has to be of type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. 

 

* convert the complex key to a string of format xx_xxx_xxxx_xxx 

lv_key_flat = /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_key_to_string_id( is_key = ls_key ). 

 

* fill the proxy's output structure with the flat key 

move lv_key_flat to output-sales_order_create_response_sy-sales_order_scl_key. 

endmethod.  
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The SCL framework uses the built-in mapping component to map the content passed in the ls_input structure 
to the GenIL Model‟s create structure. The names of the components have to match – mapping technique is 
similar to a move-corresponding command. In our example the model‟s create structure used in the create 
operation and the attribute structure used in query and read operations are the same structures.  

Remember the model looks as follows: 

 

In order to start the Create operation, in the coding we call the SCL class 
/IWFND/CL_COC_INBOUND_FACADE via method CREATE, and provide the following input: 

- iv_request_uuid: This is the Correlation ID coming in from SharePoint, which we modeled as part of 
our input structure 

- is_interface: This is the way to provide the exception class name to the SCL runtime. Verify the 
name of your fault message class. It might differ from the default name we are using here 

‘ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT’. 
- iv_cor_gsdo_type: This is the name of our SCL Business Object (see chapter 5. 8 SCL Business 

Object). 
- es_output: The Create operation creates a new instance of a Business Object identified by a unique 

key.  The importing parameter es_output contains this key. It is important that this key is delivered 
as data type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. Assigning any other data type to es_output leads to invalid key values 
or data type conversion errors. As es_output takes any data types there is no type checking at 
design time. 

- cs_input: Expects a flat data structure containing the attributes to create the new instance. It is 
important here that the component names must match exactly the names of the model’s create 
structure (the create structure of the root object of the GenIL model). If there is a mismatch in a 
component name the value will not be copied and will not be available in the backend abstraction 
layer’s create mapper.  The value will get lost on its way from the consumer abstraction to the 
model because the built-in mapper will ignore it and throw it away. 
 

… 

call method /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>create 

  exporting 

    iv_request_uuid       = input-sales_order_create_sync-correlation_id 

    is_interface          = ls_interface "control struct. holdes the fault type 

    iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' "SCL Business Obj. (GSDO Type) 

    iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code 

  importing 

    es_output             = ls_key "IMPORTANT: must be of type /iwfnd/s_cor_id 

  changing 

    cs_input              = ls_input. 

… 
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After calling the framework‟s create() method we have to transform the returned complex key (variable 
ls_key) into a flat string. We use the framework‟s utility method 
/iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_key_to_string_id()  

As a last step, we move the transformed flat key to the output structure. 

7.4.2. Implementing the Update method 

Next implement the update method UPDATE_SALES_ORDER: 
 

method zii_manage_sales_order~update_sales_order. 

* Define a data type that contains the input fields + the complex key. 

* The input structure contains the flat key, but the framework requires 

* a complex key of type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. 

types begin of zsales_order_update. 

        include type zsales_order_header_details as input. 

        include type /iwfnd/s_cor_id             as scl_key_complex. 

types end of zsales_order_update. 

 

data: 

  ls_input      type zsales_order_update, 

  ls_interface  type /iwfnd/s_coc_esi_objects, 

  ls_key        type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, 

  lv_dummy      type char1. 

 

* copy all input parameter values to the structure passed to the framework 

  move-corresponding input-sales_order_update_sync-input to ls_input. 

 

* transform the flat key passed by SharePoint to a complex key required 

* by the framework store the returned value directly into the structure 

* passed to the framework 

  try. 

      /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_string_id_to_key( 

          exporting iv_string = ls_input-sales_order_scl_key 

          importing es_key = ls_input-scl_key_complex ). 

    catch /iwfnd/cx_cod. 

  endtry. 

 

* name of fault message type must match the excpetion class name in signature 

  ls_interface-exception_class_name = 'ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT'. 

 

  call method /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>update 

    exporting 

      iv_request_uuid       = input-sales_order_update_sync-correlation_id 

      is_interface          = ls_interface 

      iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' 

      iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code 

      iv_key_path           = 'SCL_KEY_COMPLEX' "name of comp. that holds key 

    importing 

      es_output             = ls_key 

    changing 

      cs_input              = ls_input. 

 

* the return value of an update call can be ignored. SharePoint does 

* not expect any response from an update operation anyway. 

endmethod. 

The update method of /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade requires an additional parameter - iv_key_path - 
which was not used in the previously used methods (complex_query, bulk_read, create). The exporting 
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parameter iv_key_path should contain a value. The framework will use this value to look for the complex 
key within the cs_input structure. If you miss the parameter iv_key_path the framework will trigger a short 
dump. 

7.4.1. Implementing the Delete method 

The delete method looks similar to the read method. We have a key passed to the Server Proxy that has to 
be transformed to a complex data type (/iwfnd/s_cor_id) and that is the input parameter to the façade 

delete method. 

Here the code: 

method zii_manage_sales_order~delete_sales_order. 

  data ls_key_complex type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. 

  data ls_interface   type /iwfnd/s_coc_esi_objects. 

 

* Transform the flat key passed by SharePoint to a complex key  

* required by the framework  

  try. 

    /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_string_id_to_key( 

      exporting iv_string = input-sales_order_delete_sync-sales_order_scl_key 

          importing es_key = ls_key_complex ). 

    catch /iwfnd/cx_cod. 

  endtry. 

 

  ls_interface-exception_class_name = 'ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT'. 

 

  call method /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>delete 

    exporting 

      iv_request_uuid       = input-sales_order_delete_sync-correlation_id 

      is_interface          = ls_interface 

      iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' 

      iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code 

      iv_key_path           = '' 

    changing 

      cs_input              = ls_key_complex. 

 

endmethod. 

SharePoint does not expect any result from the delete call so we do not fill any value in the server proxy‟s 
output structure. If an error occurs during the deletion then this will be communicated via the fault message 
container. 

Ensure that you save and activate your changes. 

7. 5. Adding the Backend Implementation 

The GenIL Model is ready to serve all operations. We do not need any enhancements here so we can skip 
this part of the stack and directly move on to the backend implementation part. 

Earlier we examined the RFCs to create, update and delete a Sales Order in the backend. You will use the 
following backend RFCs: 

- Create:   BAPI_SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDAT2 

- Update:  BAPI_SALESORDER_CHANGE 

- Delete:  BAPI_SALESORDER_CHANGE 

7.5.1. Creating a Backend Operation Proxy for the Create Operation 

As you already know every RFC call to the backend is wrapped into a BOP. In order to create these BOPs, 
you will use a code generator that is provided by Duet Enterprise. Go to transaction SIMGH and select the 
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IMG structure “Service Consumption Layer Development”. Navigate to folder Backend Operation Proxy 
(BOP)  RFC and execute step Generate RFC BOPs. 

You have to provide the following input for the generator: 

- RFC Name: Enter the function module BAPI_SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDAT2 

- RFC destination for signature: Provide a name of a RFC connection which points to the actual SAP 

backend system where the RFC resides.  

- Base Class prefix:  Here we use the name ZCL_SOH_C_BOP, where the C stands for Create.  

- Additional parameters:  

o Target Package and Transport: Add your object to a development package and transport 

and select the checkbox Add to transport request. Makes sure you specify the main change 

request, not the task.  

o Node in the SCL CCMS Context: Accept the default value 

o Generate context: Do not select the option Generate content. 

 

Execute the program to generate the BOP. In case you encounter error “Error occurred when analyzing the 
remote signature of the RFC” you need to verify the RFC destination configuration (SM59) as well as 

authorizations assigned to your user in the destination system. 

The BOP consists of a set of 3 classes. You can check your package for the newly created classes using 
SE80: 

 

If the RFC interface changes in the SAP backend system, then re-run the generator to update the classes so 
they reflect these changes. The newly generated classes are activated automatically by the generator tool.  

7.5.2. Creating a Backend Operation Proxy for Update Operation 

Next we generate the second BOP for the update operation. Switch back to the BOP generator and alter 
your input: 
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- RFC Name: Provide the name of the Update BAPI, now use BAPI_SALESORDER_CHANGE 

- RFC destination for signature: Provide a name of a RFC connection which points to the actual SAP 

backend system where the RFC reside 

- Base Class prefix: Enter the name prefix of the BOP classes that will be generated. Here in this 

example we are using name ZCL_SOH_U_BOP, where the U stands for Update operation. 

 

7.5.1. Creating a Backend Operation Proxy for the Delete Operation 

The update and delete operation use the same backend RFC so we could reuse the update BOP 

ZCL_SOH_U_BOP. For simplicity we create a second BOP for delete and name it differently. 

-  RFC Name: Provide the name of the Update BAPI, now use BAPI_SALESORDER_CHANGE 

- RFC destination for signature: Provide a name of a RFC connection which points to the actual SAP 

backend system where the RFC reside 

- Base Class prefix: Enter the name prefix of the BOP classes that will be generated. Here in this 

example we are using name ZCL_SOH_D_BOP, where the D stands for Delete operation. 

 

7.5.2. Modifying the BOPs to commit the Changes 

The BOPs you generated contain the necessary code to call the backend RFC. In the query and read RFCs 
this is fully sufficient and usable as it is. For the „write‟ RFCs the transaction sometimes consists of the RFC 
call itself and a BAPI Commit call that finally commits the transaction and writes the open buffers to the 
persistency layer (database). 

We add the required call to the generated BOP classes.  
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Open the ABAP Workbench (SE80) and open the generated BOP Classes – the ones that end with the 
suffice _D (e.g. ZCL_SOH_C_BOP_D for the Create BOP). Find the redefined method 

/IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP~EXECUTE and open it. 

 

Find the RFC call within the method. Search for  
call function mv_rfc_name destination mv_destination 

Below the code for the RFC call you can place the RFC call for the commit. 

  if sy-subrc = 0. 

    call function 'BAPI_TRANSACTION_COMMIT' destination mv_destination. 

  endif. 

Save and activate the BOP class. Repeat this step for all 3 BOP classes that execute „write‟ RFC calls which 
need an additional commit call – class ZCL_SOH_C_BOP_D, class ZCL_SOH_U_BOP_D, and class 
ZCL_SOH_D_BOP_D. 

7. 6. Extending the Backend Specific Object (BSO) and create the Mapping 

Next you need to extend the Backend Service Object (BSO) and create a Mapping Specialist for each of the 
new operation in the SCL system: 

7.6.1. Creating the Mapping Specialists 

Create new classes for each Mapping Specialists within your package – one class each for the Create, 
Update and Delete operation. 

Create a new class ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER to act as the Mapping Specialist for the Create operation. In 
order to become a Create Mapper it has to implement the interface /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_CREATE, 
go ahead and insert this interface in the interfaces tab:  
 

class ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER definition 

  public 

  create public . 

 

public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

  interfaces /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP . 

  interfaces /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_CREATE . 

protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

ENDCLASS. 
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Next create a new class ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER to act as the Mapping Specialist for the Update operation. In 

order to become an Update Mapper it has to implement the interface 
/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_UPDATE:  
 

class ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER definition 

  public 

  create public . 

 

public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

  interfaces /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP . 

  interfaces /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_UPDATE . 

protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

ENDCLASS. 

Next create a new class ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER to act as the Mapping Specialist for the Delete operation. In 

order to become a Delete Mapper it has to implement the interface /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_DELETE: 

class zcl_soh_d_mapper definition 

  public 

  create public . 

 

  public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

    interfaces /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map . 

    interfaces /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_delete . 

  protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

  private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

endclass.                    "ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER DEFINITION 

Make sure to save and activate the new classes. 

7.6.2. Implementing the Create Pre Mapping 

Add the following code to the Create Pre Mapping method 

/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_CREATE~MAP_PRE_CREATE of class ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER: 

method /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_CREATE~MAP_PRE_CREATE. 

  data: 

        lo_bop_do                    type ref to zcl_soh_c_bop_do, " create BOP 

        lo_gsdo_root_node            type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node. 

  data: 

        ls_request                   type zcl_soh_c_bop=>_params_request, 

        lt_partners_in               like ls_request-order_partners, 

        ls_partners_in               like line of lt_partners_in, 

        ls_model_attributes          type zmdlzsales_order_header_detail. 

 

  clear ev_process_code. 

* get the gsdo root node to get access to the create structure of the model 
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  lo_gsdo_root_node = io_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

* the root node should always be bound 

  if lo_gsdo_root_node is not bound. 

    return. 

  endif. 

* get the model's create structure 

  call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_attributes 

    importing es_attributes = ls_model_attributes. 

* Copy the model's values to the input structure of the BOP 

* Sales Order Header information: 

* purchase number 

  ls_request-order_header_in-purch_no_c =  

                                ls_model_attributes-purchase_order_number. 

* sales organization 

  ls_request-order_header_in-sales_org  =  

                                ls_model_attributes-sales_organization. 

* delivery date 

  ls_request-order_header_in-req_date_h = ls_model_attributes-delivery_date. 

* document type 

  ls_request-order_header_in-doc_type   = ls_model_attributes-order_type. 

* currency  

  ls_request-order_header_in-currency   = ls_model_attributes-currency. 

* Partner information 

  clear ls_partners_in. 

  ls_partners_in-partn_role   = 'AG'. 

  ls_partners_in-partn_numb   = ls_model_attributes-sold_to_party.   "Sold-To 

  append ls_partners_in to lt_partners_in. 

  ls_request-order_partners = lt_partners_in. 

   

* get a reference of the BOP and cast it to the specific update BOP 

  lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* set the filled request structure 

  lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request ). 

endmethod. 

A reference to the GSDO object is passed as variable io_gsdo. You can get the model‟s root node using the 

method io_gsdo->get_root_node( ). From the root node you can obtain the model‟s create structure 

which contains the input values delivered by SharePoint.   

  call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_attributes 

    importing es_attributes = ls_model_attributes. 

Now the create structure ls_model_attributes is mapped component by component to the RFC‟s input 

structure. Here you can add additional logic which might be required for the special use case. In this example 

the sold_to_party attribute contains the customer number for which the sales order is to be created. The 

customer number is assigned to the “sold to” parameter in the RFC‟s partner structure.  

Do not forget to pass the RFC‟s request structure to the BOP data object using the set_request method 

lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request ). 

7.6.1. Implementing the Create Post Mapping 

After the request is mapped and the backend call is executed the response of the call is mapped back to the 

model. The post mapping is done in method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_create~map_post_create. 

 

method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_create~map_post_create. 

  data: 

    ls_response_rfc      type zcl_soh_c_bop=>_params_response, "RFC response 
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    ls_response_return   like line of ls_response_rfc-return, 

    ls_key               type /iwfnd/s_cor_id,"key for a new instance 

    lo_bop_do            type ref to zcl_soh_c_bop_do,"BOP data object 

    lo_gsdo_root_node    type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node,"Model root node 

    lo_message_container type ref to /iwfnd/if_message_container."msg container 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface do to the specific generated BOP 

  lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* fill key structure fields that are constant in the error or non error case 

  ls_key-scheme_id = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER'. 

  ls_key-scheme_agency_id = iv_system_alias. 

* message container holds messages sent back to SharePoint in case of error 

  lo_message_container = io_request_context->get_message_container( ). 

 

* if the instance was created 

  if io_gsdo is bound. 

* save the old id 

    es_id_mapping-old_id = io_gsdo->get_id( ). 

* get the root node 

    lo_gsdo_root_node = io_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

* get the RFC response 

    lo_bop_do->get_response( importing es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 

 

* if there were return results 

    if ls_response_rfc-return is not initial. 

* loop through the results 

      loop at ls_response_rfc-return into ls_response_return. 

* check for error conditions 

        if ls_response_return-type eq 'E' or ls_response_return-type eq 'A'. 

* if there was an error the key sales order document is not available so 

* the key is not available 

          ls_key-value = 'na'. 

* add a message to the message container. This is the message that will  

* be logged in SharePoint and shown in the SharePoint UI 

* as well so it is important to add a useful message here 

          call method lo_message_container->add_messages_from_bapi 

            exporting 

              is_object_key      = ls_key 

              it_bapi_messages   = ls_response_rfc-return  

              iv_message_creator = zcl_soh_constants=>gc_log_agent_name. 

* set the result code to failed in order to trigger creating a fault message 

          call method io_request_context->set_result_code 

            exporting 

              iv_result_code =  

                /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-failed_permanent. 

* this code controls the further flow so in case of an error code 

* no subsequent Mappers will be processed 

          ev_process_code =  

                         /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

        endif. 

      endloop. 

    endif. 

 

* if there was no error set the key with the value of the sales document 

   if ev_process_code <> /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

      ls_key-value = ls_response_rfc-salesdocument. 

      lo_gsdo_root_node->set_key( is_key = ls_key ). 

* set the new id, this is very important otherwise the key will not be  

* returned correctly to the calling server proxy 
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      es_id_mapping-new_id = io_gsdo->get_id( ). 

   endif. 

  endif. 

endmethod. 

The Post Mapper method takes care of 2 important tasks. It creates a unique key based on the key field – in 

our case the sales order number (sales document) – and assigns it to the GSDO instance. The value 

component of the key structure should contain a value that uniquely identifies a record in the backend – in 
this case the sales document or sales order number.  

lo_gsdo_root_node->set_key( is_key = ls_key ). 

The second important task the post mapper implementation has to perform is checking for errors in the RFC 
response and setting the control flags for the framework accordingly.  

… 

* set the result code to failed in order to trigger creating a fault message 

          call method io_request_context->set_result_code 

            exporting 

              iv_result_code =  

                /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-failed_permanent. 

* this code controls the further flow so in case of an error code 

* no subsequent Mappers will be processed 

          ev_process_code =  

                         /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

… 

Setting the return code to status “failed” triggers a SOAP fault message which leads to an exception on the 
SharePoint side. For setting the result code use the constants provided by the framework like the following: 

 ev_process_code = /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation 

The content of the SOAP message produced by the SCL framework is generated from the message 
container. Your code needs to fill that message container with adequate messages. Here we directly add the 
message coming from the backend BAPI to the message container. Therefore we use the container‟s 

method add_messages_from_bapi()and pass the BAPI‟s return table: 

 

… 

* add a message to the message container. This is the message that will  

* be logged in SharePoint and shown in the SharePoint UI 

* as well so it is important to add a useful message here 

          call method lo_message_container->add_messages_from_bapi 

            exporting 

              is_object_key      = ls_key 

              it_bapi_messages   = ls_response_rfc-return  

              iv_message_creator = zcl_soh_constants=>gc_log_agent_name. 

… 

Now the pre and post mapping for the create operation is complete. 

7.6.2. Implementing the Update Pre Mapping 

Use the following code sample to implement the pre mapping method 

/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_UPDATE~MAP_PRE_UPDATE of class ZCL_98_SOH_U_MAPPER. 

method /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_UPDATE~MAP_PRE_UPDATE. 

  data: 
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    lo_bop_do           type ref to zcl_soh_u_bop_do, 

    lo_gsdo_root_node   type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node. 

  data: 

    ls_request          type zcl_soh_u_bop=>_params_request, 

    ls_key              type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, 

    ls_model_attributes type zmdlzsales_order_header_detail. 

 

  clear ev_process_code. 

 

  lo_gsdo_root_node = io_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

  if lo_gsdo_root_node is not bound. 

    return. 

  endif. 

 

  call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_key  

         importing es_key = ls_key. 

  call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_attributes  

         importing es_attributes = ls_model_attributes. 

 

  ls_request-salesdocument = ls_key-value. 

* Only the delivery date will be update (in this use case)   

  ls_request-order_header_in-req_date_h = ls_model_attributes-delivery_date. 

  ls_request-order_header_inx-updateflag = 'U'. 

  ls_request-order_header_inx-req_date_h = 'X'. 

 

  lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

  lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request ). 

endmethod. 

The pre mapping method maps the model‟s attributes to the input structure of the backend RFC. First it 
extracts the unique id (here the sales order number or sales document) from the model‟s attribute structure 
and copies it to the RFC‟s input structure. Then it maps all other attributes – for simplicity reasons we are 

only updating the delivery date. In this case the delivery_date is mapped to the input parameter 

req_date_h. We hard code the control flags required by the RFC. 

  ls_request-order_header_inx-updateflag = 'U'. 

  ls_request-order_header_inx-req_date_h = 'X'. 

As the last step set the BAPI‟s request structure in the BOP data object.    

7.6.1. Implementing the Update Post Mapping 

The post mapping for the update operation is the simplest of all mappings. It only has to perform one task – 
error handling. See the following code sample: 

method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_update~map_post_update. 

  data: 

    ls_response_rfc      type zcl_soh_u_bop=>_params_response, "RFC response 

    ls_response_return   like line of ls_response_rfc-return, 

    ls_key               type /iwfnd/s_cor_id,"key for a new instance 

    lo_bop_do            type ref to zcl_soh_u_bop_do,"BOP data object 

    lo_gsdo_root_node    type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node,"Model root node 

    lo_message_container type ref to /iwfnd/if_message_container. 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface do to the specific generated BOP 

  lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

  lo_message_container = io_request_context->get_message_container( ). 

 

* get the RFC response 

  lo_bop_do->get_response( importing es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 
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* if there were results returned 

 

  if ls_response_rfc-return is not initial. 

*loop through the results 

    loop at ls_response_rfc-return into ls_response_return. 

* if there was an error 

      if ls_response_return-type eq 'E' or ls_response_return-type eq 'A'. 

* if the instance was created 

        if io_gsdo is bound. 

          " get the root node 

          lo_gsdo_root_node = io_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

          " get the key 

          call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_key 

            importing 

              es_key = ls_key. 

* add a message to the message container, that triggers a SOAP fault message 

          call method lo_message_container->add_messages_from_bapi 

            exporting 

              is_object_key      = ls_key  

              it_bapi_messages   = ls_response_rfc-return 

              iv_message_creator = zcl_soh_constants=>gc_log_agent_name. 

          call method io_request_context->set_result_code 

            exporting 

              iv_result_code =  

                /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-failed_permanent. 

* set the process code to failed so no other Mappers are processed 

          ev_process_code =  

                         /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

        endif. 

      endif. 

    endloop. 

  endif. 

endmethod. 

The most important piece of information here is the RFC‟s return table. It contains the results of the backend 
call. The BOP has already handled low level communication failures like authentication errors. This table 
contains the business related errors that can happen when you try to update a sales order. A typical case 
here is passing an invalid date as the delivery date. 

In the post mapper you loop through the return table and take decisions on how to handle the business 

errors. You set the result code of the io_request_context object and the return variable iv_result_code. 

7.6.2. Implementing the Delete Pre Mapping 

Use the following code sample to implement the pre mapping method 
/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_UPDATE~MAP_PRE_DELETE of class ZCL_98_SOH_D_MAPPER. 

method /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_DELETE~MAP_PRE_DELETE. 

  data: 

    lo_bop_do      type ref to zcl_soh_d_bop_do, "BOP data object 

    ls_request_rfc type zcl_soh_d_bop=>_params_request, "input structure of RFC 

    ls_key         type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. "gsdo key 

 

  if cs_id-id-value is not initial. 

      ls_request_rfc-order_header_inx-updateflag = 'D'. "set Delete flag 

      ls_request_rfc-salesdocument = cs_id-id-value. "set sales order number 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface to the interface of the generated BOP 

      lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* set the RFC input structure 
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      lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request_rfc ). 

  else. 

    io_request_context->get_message_container( )->add_message_text_only( 

    is_object_key           = cs_id-id 

      iv_msg_type           = 'E' 

      iv_msg_text           = 'Error no valid sales order number specified' 

      iv_is_leading_message = ABAP_TRUE 

      iv_message_creator    = zcl_soh_constants=>gc_log_agent_name ). 

 

    call method io_request_context->set_result_code 

      exporting 

         iv_result_code =  

                /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-failed_permanent. 

    ev_process_code = /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

  endif. 

endmethod. 

In this method obtaining the key is different to what we have seen in the other methods. There is an input 
parameter cs_id passed that contains the complex key in the component cs_id-id. 

The rest is all known: We map the value of the key to the sales document and set the control flag 

order_header_inx-updateflag to „D‟ for delete. 

7.6.3. Implementing the Delete Post Mapping 

The post mapping for the delete operation is again very simple and very similar to the update post mapper. It 
only has to perform one task – error handling. See the following code sample: 

method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_delete~map_post_delete. 

  data: 

    ls_response_rfc      type zcl_soh_d_bop=>_params_response, "RFC response 

    ls_response_return   like line of ls_response_rfc-return, 

    ls_key               type /iwfnd/s_cor_id,"key for a new instance 

    lo_bop_do            type ref to zcl_soh_d_bop_do,"BOP data object 

    lo_message_container type ref to /iwfnd/if_message_container. 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface do to the specific generated BOP 

  lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

  lo_message_container = io_request_context->get_message_container( ). 

 

* get the RFC response 

  lo_bop_do->get_response( importing es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 

* if there were results returned 

  if ls_response_rfc-return is not initial. 

*loop through the results 

    loop at ls_response_rfc-return into ls_response_return. 

* if there was an error 

      if ls_response_return-type eq 'E' or ls_response_return-type eq 'A'. 

* add a message to the message container, that triggers a SOAP fault message 

        call method lo_message_container->add_messages_from_bapi 

          exporting 

            is_object_key      = ls_key 

            it_bapi_messages   = ls_response_rfc-return 

            iv_message_creator = zcl_soh_constants=>gc_log_agent_name. 

        call method io_request_context->set_result_code 

          exporting 

            iv_result_code =  

                /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-failed_permanent. 

* set the process code to failed so no other Mappers are processed 

        ev_process_code =  
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                      /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

      endif. 

    endloop. 

  endif. 

endmethod. 

Similar to the update post mapper you loop through the return table and take decisions on how to handle the 
business errors. You set the result code of the io_request_context object and the return variable 
iv_result_code. 

7.6.4. Implementing the required methods in the BSO Class 

Now that we have one mapping specialist for each operation we can register the new Mappers with the 
framework. 

We redefine the following methods of class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO: 

- GET_BOP_MAP_GET_CREATE 

- GET_BOP_MAP_GET_UPDATE 

- GET_BOP_MAP_GET_DELETE 

Here is the implementation for the method get_bop_map_get_create: 

method get_bop_map_get_create. 

  data: lo_mapper type ref to zcl_soh_c_mapper." ref. to query mapper instance 

 

  create object lo_mapper. " create a new instance 

* create a BOP using the factory method and store instance reference in Mapper 

  lo_mapper->/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_create~mo_bop = me->create_rfc_bop( 

    iv_bop_id = 'ZCL_SOH_C_BOP' "this is the class name of the BOP 

  ). 

  ro_bop_map_create = lo_mapper. 

endmethod.                    "get_bop_map_get_create 

Here the code for get_bop_map_get_update: 

method get_bop_map_get_update. 

  data: lo_mapper type ref to zcl_soh_u_mapper." ref. to query mapper instance 

 

  create object lo_mapper. " create a new instance 

* create a BOP using the factory method and store instance reference in Mapper 

  lo_mapper->/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_update~mo_bop = me->create_rfc_bop( 

    iv_bop_id = 'ZCL_SOH_U_BOP' "this is the class name of the BOP 

  ). 

  ro_bop_map_update = lo_mapper. 

endmethod.                    "GET_BOP_MAP_GET_UPDATE "GET_BOP_MAP_GET_UPDATE  

And get_bop_map_get_delete 

method GET_BOP_MAP_GET_DELETE. 

  data: lo_mapper type ref to zcl_soh_d_mapper." ref. to query mapper instance 

 

  create object lo_mapper. " create a new instance 

* create a BOP using the factory method and store instance reference in Mapper 

  lo_mapper->/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_delete~mo_bop = me->create_rfc_bop( 

    iv_bop_id = 'ZCL_SOH_D_BOP' "this is the class name of the BOP 

  ). 

  ro_bop_map_delete = lo_mapper. 

endmethod. 
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Now the class definition of the BSO class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO should look like this: 

class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO definition 

  public 

  inheriting from /IWFND/CL_SRD_BSO_ADAP_BRW_ABS 

  create public . 

 

public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

  methods GET_BOP_MAP_GET_CREATE 

    redefinition . 

  methods GET_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJECTS 

    redefinition . 

  methods GET_BOP_MAP_GET_UPDATE 

    redefinition . 

  methods GET_BOP_MAP_QUERY_BY_ELTS 

    redefinition . 

  methods GET_BOP_MAP_GET_DELETE 

    redefinition . 

  private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

ENDCLASS.  

This completes the work for the BSO class. Save and activate your BSO class. For the „write‟ operations the 
methods‟ return value is a single Mapper object not a table of Mappers. In the current version of the SCL 
framework all write operations can have only one Mapper and one BOP whereas the read operations can 
have multiple Mappers and BOPs. 

7. 7. Testing the new operations with the ABAP Workbench 

Before continuing with the work on SharePoint, we make sure the new operations execute without errors. In 
the ABAP Workbench open the Server Proxy. 

7.7.1. Testing the Create operation 

Click on the Test button or press F8 and select the method name (here CREATE_SALES_ORDER). Switch to 

the XML Editor mode and provide a required input, including a valid SoldTo customer number (here C6120), 
a valid SalesOrganization (here BP01) and a CorrelationId: 

<n0:SalesOrderCreate_sync xmlns:n0="http://xiTest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG/SalesOrder"> 

 <CorrelationId>88777be8-db5e-43d0-aeb6-3f9ea64b5481</CorrelationId> 

 <Input> 

  <SalesOrderSclKey></SalesOrderSclKey> 

  <SalesOrderNumber></SalesOrderNumber> 

  <PurchaseOrderNumber>12345</PurchaseOrderNumber> 

  <SoldToParty>C6120</SoldToParty> 

  <SalesOrganization>BP01</SalesOrganization> 

  <DeliveryDate>20110520</DeliveryDate> 

  <OrderType>TA</OrderType> 

  <NetValue>0</NetValue> 

  <Currency>USD</Currency> 

 </Input> 

</n0:SalesOrderCreate_sync> 

In contrast to the read-only operations where the format of the correlation id did not really matter here in the 

write operations it is very important. You have to provide a proper CorrelationId in the correct format. You 
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can copy and paste a valid correlation id from the logs (or use the one provided above). Go to transaction 

/iwfnd/view_log and display the latest logs, e.g. from a query operation before. 

 

If you double click on the row containing the message with the correlation id you will get the message in the 
detailed view. Here you can copy the correlation id. 

 

Make sure you do not paste the single quotes (contrary to what you see in the screen shot). They should not 
be part of the correlation id. 

In case you use an invalid correlation id you will receive the following response: 

<n0:StandardMessageFault xmlns:n0="http://xiTest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG/SalesOrder"> 

 <standard> 

  <faultText>Proxy Class (generated)</faultText> 

  <faultDetail> 

   <severity>error</severity> 

   <text>Non-

Retriable Exception with message:  IDP framework failed to convert Request ID 88

777be8-db5e-43d0-aeb6-

3f9ea64b54. Diagnosis To ensure that the request is successfully executed exactl

y once when requested, in case of successful</text> 

   <id>110(/IWFND/CM_COS)</id> 

  </faultDetail> 

 </standard> 

</n0:StandardMessageFault> 

Press F8 to execute the method. If all goes well, you should see a response containing the new key, similar 
to the response below: 
 

<n0:SalesOrderCreateResponse_sync xmlns:n0="http://xiTest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG/Sales

Order"><SalesOrderSclKey>1019_0000000232_ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_E05_400</SalesOrder

SclKey></n0:SalesOrderCreateResponse_sync> 
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You created a new Sales Order with the new sales order number 0000000232.  

Note: If you execute a new request with the same correlation id as in the previous request you will not create 
a new sales order instance because your request will not be processed by the framework. It is important to 
use a different unique correlation id for every new create and update request. For query and read 
operations the format and the uniqueness of the correlation id is not validated. 

7.7.1. Testing the Update operation 

In order to test the update operation you need to provide a valid key – the flat SCL key. To obtain a key 
execute a query operation first and copy out the key information as shown below: 

<n0:SalesOrderByCustomerIDResponse_sync xmlns:n0="http://xiTest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG

/SalesOrder"> 

<SalesOrder> 

<SalesOrderSclKey>1019_0000000232_ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_E05_400</SalesOrderSclKey>

<SalesOrderNumber>0000000232</SalesOrderNumber> 

<PurchaseOrderNumber>12345</PurchaseOrderNumber> 

<SoldToParty>C6120</SoldToParty> 

<SalesOrganization>BP01</SalesOrganization> 

</SalesOrder> 

Now execute the update method (here UPDATE_SALES_ORDER): 

<n0:SalesOrderUpdate_sync xmlns:n0="http://xiTest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG/SalesOrder"> 

 <CorrelationId>28f3c4da-3ee7-4942-bbe7-145b91058a57</CorrelationId> 

 <Input> 

  <SalesOrderSclKey>1019_0000000232_ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_E05_400</SalesOrderSclKe

y> 

  <SalesOrderNumber>0000000255</SalesOrderNumber> 

  <PurchaseOrderNumber>12345</PurchaseOrderNumber> 

  <SoldToParty>C6120</SoldToParty> 

  <SalesOrganization>BP01</SalesOrganization> 

  <DeliveryDate>20110521</DeliveryDate> 

  <OrderType>TA</OrderType> 

  <NetValue>0</NetValue> 

  <Currency>USD</Currency> 

 </Input> 

</n0:SalesOrderUpdate_sync> 

In the update mapper we only map the delivery date to the backend RFC call so only this field will end up in 

the backend. You need to provide correct values for the CorrelationId, the SalesOrderSclKey and the 
DeliveryDate. 

The response should look like the following: 

<n0:SalesOrderUpdateResponse_sync xmlns:n0="http://xiTest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG/Sales

Order"/> 

In the update operation we do not provide any result text so the response structure is empty. Log on to your 
backend system and verify via transaction VA02 to verfy the changed delivery date. 

In case of an error a fault message should be created. We can check that by providing an invalid delivery 
date for the sales order. Execute the update test again but provide an invalid date for the element 

<DeliveryDate>20110229</DeliveryDate>. Here we provide the 29
th
 of February which does not 

exist in the year 2011 and should get the following result: 

<n0:StandardMessageFault xmlns:n0="http://xiTest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG/SalesOrder"><s

tandard><faultText>Proxy Class (generated)</faultText><faultDetail><severity>err

or</severity><text>Non-

Retriable Exception with message:  Factory calendar AM does not exist</text><id>
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110(/IWFND/CM_COS)</id></faultDetail><faultDetail><severity>error</severity><tex

t> Factory calendar AM does not exist</text><id>001(BL)</id></faultDetail></stan

dard></n0:StandardMessageFault> 

Here we prove that our error handling in the post mapper works correctly. Every business error that is 
returned from the backend RFC is mapped to a fault message. Later on in SharePoint we will see how this 
fault message appears in the UI. 

Reminder: Each CorrelationId can only be used once. Don‟t forget to change the CorrelationId for each test 
run in the ABAP Workbench. 

7.7.2. Test the Delete Operation 

Now test the Delete operation - DELETE_SALES_ORDER. You need to provide a key in the form of a flat 
SCL key as well as a unique and proper CorrelationId: 

<n0:SalesOrderDelete_sync xmlns:n0="http://xiTest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG/SalesOrder"> 

 <CorrelationId>28f3c4da-3ee7-4942-bbe7-145b91058a59</CorrelationId> 

 <SalesOrderSclKey>1019_0000000255_ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER_E05_400</SalesOrderSclKey

> 

</n0:SalesOrderDelete_sync> 

The response should look like this: 

<n0:SalesOrderDeleteResponse_sync xmlns:n0="http://xiTest.com/xi/IWCNT/RIG/Sales

Order"><result/></n0:SalesOrderDeleteResponse_sync> 

In the case of an error an exception is raised and the fault message container should be displayed, which 
could look like this: 

 

7. 8. Recreate the Web Service Endpoint 

Now that we have changed the web service and have added three operations, we need to delete the 
previously created endpoint and create a new one so the changes are properly reflected.  

Start transaction SOAMANAGER and navigate to your service ManageSalesOrder. Locate the previously 
created endpoint and delete it: 
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Important: If you have created multiple endpoints then you need to delete all of them in order for the change 
to take place.  

Next create a new Endpoint. Follow the sames steps as outline in chapter 5. 10 Exposing the Server Proxy’s 

Endpoint. 

For the subsequent steps in SharePoint Designer you have to retrieve the new WSDL and Endpoint URL. If 

you are not sure about how to retrieve these URLs, then take a look at section 5.10.2 Retrieving WSDL and 

Endpoint URL. 

Note: The WSDL URL will have changed from the previous one. A new binding key has been generated for 
the new WSDL document. The Enpoint URL will be the same if you have chosen the same endpoint name 
(here we used the name „binding‟). 

Now verify the WSDL file. Once the WSDL document opens look for the new operations (e.g. search for 
UpdateSalesOrder): 

 

Retrieve the new WSDL URL and Service Endpoint URL. We need them in the next chapter when modifying 
the ECT. 
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7. 9. Adding the new operations to the SharePoint BCS Model 

Now as we have 3 new operations in our exposed Web Service we have to extend the SharePoint BCS 
model to be able to use them.  

Note: If you have made major changes to your web service interface, then it might be advisable to rather 
create a new ECT instead of modifying an existing one. Here in our example we have added 3 operations 
but have not modified the existing ones, therefore we will continue to work with the previously created ECT. 

Open the SharePoint Designer and open the previously created Sales Order External Content Type (ECT). 
In a first step you need to update the Connection Properties with the new URLs. Click on the Edit Connection 
Properties button: 

 

Carefully replace the Service Endpoint URL and the Service Metadata URL with the new URLs. 

Replace the Service Endpoint URL with the Endpoint URL (the one that ends with the endpoint name – here 
„binding‟). 

Replace the Service Metadata URL with the WSDL URL (the one that has the …/wsdl/… in the URL). 
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Click the the OK button. Your change will be immediately saved. 

From the Summary View, now double-click on one of the existing operations (e.g. ReadSalesOrder) to force 
an update. Since we have changed the Service Metadata URL the previous connection is no longer valid. 
You should be prompted to create a connection: 

 

Click the Yes button to create a new connection based on the new WSDL document. Eventually the 
Operations Property window opens. You can close it immediately without making any changes. 

Now locate the newly created connection in the Data Source Explorer. You should see the complete list of all 
operations for your web service: 
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Optional step: You migh have noticed that you now have two connections with the name 
SCLManageSalesOrder. One entry is referencing the old WSDL URL, which is no longer valid and 
therefore could be deleted. To deterimin which one is no longer required you can either verify the 
WSDL URL (shown towards the bottom) or you can attempt a Refresh which will fail for the old 
connection. Right-click the obsolete connection and selete the Delete option from the context menu. 

 

 

So far you have mapped 2 operations – Read and Query: 

 

Before adding the three new operations we will make a change to the Read operation. Here we will set the 
SCL key and Sales Order Number as „Read Only‟ attributes. We are doing this in preparation for the Create 
and Update operation. For these operations we do not want the user to enter or modify information for the 
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SCL key or the Sales Order Number. These numbers are assigned by the SAP Backend and should not be 
entered by the user. 

From the Operations Design View open the ReadSalesOrder operation by double-clicking on it. Advance to 

the Return Parameter window. Select the SalesOrderSclKey element and verify that the Read-Only attribute 
is selected. 

 

Next select the SalesOrderNumber element and select the Read-Only attribute: 

 

Click the Finish button and save your changes. Now we are ready to add the three new operations. 

7.9.1. Mapping the Create operation 

Switch to the Operations Design View and map the create operation to the web service method 

CreateSalesOrder. Right click CreateSalesOrder Web Method and select New Create Operation. 
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In the screen Input Parameter Configuration make the following selections: 

- CorrelationId is not checked 

- The complex type Input is not checked 

- All other attributes are checked 

- The attribute CorrelationId is assigned to an Activity Id filter 

 

Click the Next button to move to the screen Return Parameter Configuration 

Here expand the root node and map the only attribute (here SalesOrderSclKey) to the identifier. The Error 

messages in the Error and Warnings panel should now disappear and only one warning should remain. 
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Click on the Finish button to end the wizard. You will be directed to the Operations Design View. 

7.9.1. Mapping the Update operation 

Now right click the web service method UpdateSalesOrder and select New Update Operation. In the Input 
Parameter Configuration screen make sure you configure the following: 

- CorrelationId is not checked 

- The complex type Input is not checked 

- All other attributes are checked 

- Element SalesOrderSclKey is mapped to the identifier 

- The attribute CorrelationId has an Activity Id Filter assigned 
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Two warning message might remain. Click on the Finish button to return to the Operations Design View 

7.9.1. Mapping the Delete operation 

Now right-click the web service method DeleteSalesOrder and select New Delete Operation. In the Input 
Parameter Configuration screen make sure: 

- The attribute CorrelationId has an Activity Id filter assigned 

- The attribute SalesOrderSclKey is mapped to the identifier 
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Click on the Finish button.  

Save the model. 

7. 10. Regenerate the External List 

In order for the new operations to surface in an exertnal list you have to replace the existing External List or 
create a new one. From the Lists & Forms ribbon chose Create Lists & Forms button. 

 

In the subsequent popup window chose to replace the existing form: 

 

The new operations (create, update and delete) will now be available in the form. 

7. 11. Testing the new operations 

Now you are ready to test the External List with the three new operations. 

 

 

Testing the Update operation 
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From the context menu click on the Edit Item menu option. A form is launched that displays the instance and 
its attributes in edit mode: 

 

As defined in the model, fields SalesorderSclKey and SalesOrderNumber are non-modifiable. Make a change 

to the Delivery Date and click on the Save button to send the updated value to the SCL system.  

Note: We have only implemented coding to update the Delivery Date in the SAP Backend system. Here in 
this form you can also edit other values, but only the modified delivery date will be stored in the backend. 

The delivery date has to be entered in the format yyyymmdd (e.g. 20110131 for Jan 31
st
, 2011). This format 

is because the field is currently of type System.String. 

If you enter an invalid date you will receive an error in the Backend RFC which is transferred back to 
SharePoint via the SCL system. The following screen shot shows how an error is handled in the SharePoint 
UI. 
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Looking at the error message you will notice that this is the original message coming from the Backend RFC. 
Depending on the use case it might be recommended to wrap this message into a message that better 

caters to your audience. This topic is explained in the chapter 6 Supportability and Troubleshooting End to 

End Flow. 

Testing the Create operation 

To create a new Sales Order item use the SharePoint Ribbon. In the List Tools tab click on Items: 

 

Click on New Item: 

 

This launches an empty create form. Fill out the form and click Save button: 
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The create operation is triggered and a new sales order created in the backend. The new sales order is 

located at the end of the list. You can sort on the column SalesOrderNumber descending and will see the last 

sales order at the top. 

 

Testing the Delete operation 

To delete an entry from the External List open the context menu and select Delete Item as shown in the 
following screen shot: 

 

After deleting the sales order, the list is refreshed again and the deleted entry should disappear. 

7. 12. Recap 

At the end of this chapter we achieved a full-blown Business Object Sales Order Header that consists of a 
set of flat attributes and 5 operations – query, read, create, update, and delete. Every operation is mapped to 
a Backend RFC.  
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On the consumer side we made some of the attributes read only. For example the attribute 
SalesOrderNumber, as this number is determined by the Backend and not the end user. The 
SalesOrderSclKey field is also generated and cannot be modified in the SharePoint UI. This behavior is 
controlled by the BCS Runtime and the configuration of the BCS model. 

8. Other Development Examples – Starter Services 

Throughout this guide we have used the Sales Order business entity to show various aspect of the Duet 
Enterprise Platform. We have provided sample coding and step-by-step explanations on how to build a 
custom solution. 

If you want to see further samples and get ideas on how to utilize the platform then you can use the SAP 
delivered Starter Services. In this chapter we will provide you with some hints and tips on how to find these 
pre-delivered samples. 

Here a list of available Starter Services: 

- Customer:  

o Good example of how to provide different BSOs depending on the version of backend 

system (web service enabled backend and RFC based backend). 

o Supports query, read and change operation (web service enabled backend) and query and 

read (for RFC based backend). 

o Association: Two examples on how to build associations (e.g. country code and form-of-

address) 

o Example of a flattened data structure (e.g. dependent object ADDRESS) 

o GenIL structure also contains an Extension container 

o SharePoint: See how to configure Associations 

- Contact:  

o Good example on how to provide different BSOs depending on the version of backend 

system (web service enabled backend and RFC based backend). 

o Good example of how to develop all CRUD operations 

o Associations: Account, Contact Title, Job Function 

- Documents 

o Full CRUD 

o Example of Multi Destination BSO 

- Product, Inquiry, Quotation: 

o Simple entities that only provide query and read operations 

o Example of Multi Destination BSO 

- Reporting 

o Reporting is the only example with a complex data structure exposed to SharePoint.  

Flattening has not been applied here.  

o A custom UI has been developed as SharePoint External Lists do not handle complex data 

structures.  

- Employee 

o Only example where you can see the handling of data type Date and the conversion to 

xsd:DateTime for SharePoint consumption. 

- CodeList 
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o This is the generic implementation of object CodeList. See class 

/IWTNG/CL_IWXMANAGE_CUSTOMERIN and methods FIND_COUNTRY_BY_ELEMENTS or 

FIND_COUNTRY_BY_ELEMENTS for examples on how to use CodeList. 

Now that you have a list of examples you could use, next we will explain how to find these examples in your 
SCL system. Start transaction SIMGH and display IMG structure Service Consumption Layer Development. 
Navigate to folder Generic Service Data Object (GSDO) and execute step GSDO Types & GSDO Contexts & 
GSI Implementations. 

 

This list should look familiar to you. Here earlier you have configured your own SCL Business Object. You 
might have already noticed that there are a number of pre-delivered entries in this table. These entries are 
the pre-delivered Starter Services: 

 

Here you can find a number of interesting pieces of information which might help you in building your own 
solution. You can find: 

- Name of the GenIL Model used by this business object 
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- Verify if there are multiple GSI Implementations (for different versions of backend systems) 

- Lookup the BSO Class name for this business object 

- With the help of the BSO class you can find the BOPs and Mapper Classes 

It is important to understand that the Starter Services have been built in the same way we have outlined 
throughout this guide. Therefore these objects will serve as good examples if you find yourself in need of 
additional sample coding and ideas on how to address a specific problem. 

With the help of the business object Customer, we will demonstrate how you can look up the various 
components (e.g. GenIL, BSO, BOP …) and easily find samples for your own development. In the 
subsequent steps we use Customer, but you can do this for any of the business objects listed above. 

GenIL Model 

Let‟s look at the Customer example. Select the Customer row. The GenIL model that is being used by the 
business object Customer is IW_BPC: 

You can go to the GenIL Model Editor (see same IMG folder or transaction GENIL_MODEL_EDITOR) and 
take a look at this model. 

BSO Class 

After selecting the row, double-click on the folder GSI Implementation: 

Here you can see that the business object CUSTOMER has been delivered with two different code lines – 
one serving web service enabled backend system (ECC_604) and one serving older backend systems that 
only support RFC calls (DEFAULT). You can see the BSO class names. Copy the class names of the 
second entry – /IWCNT/CL_BSO_ADAP_BPC_CUST_2 – the one for web service enabled systems. 

Mapper Class and BOP 

Start transaction SE24 and enter the class name /IWCNT/CL_BSO_ADAP_BPC_CUST_2. Take a look at 
the implemented methods. These should look familiar. Use these as samples for your own coding.  

Take a look at method GET_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJECTS: 
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Here you can find some valuable information on what are the mapper classes (in case you want to look up 
the PRE and POST methods for sample coding). You can also see the BOP ID and find out what the BOP 
class name is. Also note the method used here is create_ws_bop, which we have been using earlier. This is 
an indication that this BSO class is tailored for web service enabled backend systems. 

Side Note 

Also note that two mappers are being registered here and therefore the read operation will gather all 
required attributes for business object customer via two separate web service calls. We have not 
covered this mechanism in this guide. Utilizing multiple mappers and BOPs is only possible for the 
query and read operation. 

Mapper Class 

Copy the name of the second mapper class - /IWCNT/CL_BOPWR_CUST_CHGST_MAP. Start transaction 
SE24, enter the name of the class and take a look at the methods. Again this should look familiar. There is a 
PRE and a POST method which you can use to look up sample coding. 

BOP 

Let‟s follow the BOP. In case you want to find out which BOP is being used then look up constants 
gc_bop_erp_cust_wr2_byid: 

 

Now you know that the BOP class name is /IWCNT/CL_BOPWR2_CUST_ID. Keep in mind that the BOP 
actually always consists of a number of classes. Go to transaction SE24 and perform a F4 look up for search 
string /IWCNT/CL_BOPWR2_CUST_ID*.  You should find two classes: 
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Select the first one and navigate to the Attributes tab to look up the generated constants. This will finally lead 
you to the information which web service consumer proxy and operation is being called by this BOP: 

 

Take the name of the constant GC_WS_PROXY_CLASS, open SOAMANAGER and search for a Consumer 
Proxy by this name, which should finally lead you to the information on what web service is being called in 
the backend system: 

 

In this case the ERP web service to be consumed by the SCL system is 
CustomerERPBasicDataByIDQueryResponse_Out_V2. 

If you want to find out the RFC behind a certain RFC BOP you can follow similar steps to arrive at this 
information. 
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Server Proxy 

To find the web services that are being consumed by SharePoint go to transaction SE80, click on the Edit 
Object button and in the Object Selection  window navigate to the Enterprise Services tab. Select radio 
button Service Definition and enter the following search string *IWXManage*: 

 

Click the F4 button. You should see a list of all the web service exposed to SharePoint: 

 

Here the list of web services: 

/IWCNT/IWXManageReports_In Report (up to SP01) 

/IWCNT/IWXManageReports_In_V1 Report (from SP02) 

/IWTNG/IWXManageCustomerIn Customer and Contacts 

/IWTNG/IWXManageCustomerInquir Inquiries 

/IWTNG/IWXManageCustomerQuotat Quotations 

/IWTNG/IWXManageEmployeeIn Employees 

/IWTNG/IWXManageProductIn Products 

Let‟s look at how to find sample coding on how to implement the methods of a web service. As for an 
example select the /IWTNG/IWXManageCustomerIn service definition: 
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Double-click on the Referenced Object to get to the Provider Class information: 

 

Double-click on the Provider Class name to finally arrive at the class behind this web service. This class has 
a number of methods. All of those can be consumed by SharePoint. Let‟s look at the read operation, which 
corresponds to method READ_CUSTOMER_BY_ID. Open the method to see sample coding you can use for 
your own read method. Here you can also see the SCL Business Object ID (here CUSTOMER): 
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Web Service Endpoint 

In transaction SOAMANAGER you can look up the web services like /IWTNG/IWXManageCustomerIn 
(internal name) and you should find the configured end points. There should be at least one endpoint 
configured for SAML authentication – that is if you have configured Start Services in your landscape.  

SharePoint BDC Model 

You can also look up the BDC models for all the Starter Services, if you have deployed them in your 
SharePoint system. From SharePoint Designer navigate to the External Content Types folder. Here you 
should see a list of all deployed ECTs – if you have the required permissions. If you have deployed Start 
Services, then you should see the ECTs for the SAP pre-delivered business entities: 
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Here we have highlighted the examples of Customers (called Account in SharePoint) and Contacts. Select 
the Account (Customer) entry. Here you can see the configured operations and the web service operations 
that are mapped to each operation: 

 

For example the Read Item operation is mapped to web service operation ReadCustomerByID (the one we 
looked at earlier). You can also see that besides the Read Item operation also a Read List, an Update as 
well as two Associations have been defined here, which might serve as examples for your development. 

Double –click on the Read Item operation to see more details. You might get prompted by a warning 
message. Click on Yes to continue. Next the definition of the Read Item operation opens. Here you can see 
the configuration of the Input and Return parameters (see screenshot for an example): 
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This concludes the walk-through of the various components of the Customer Starter Service. You can use 
these pre-delivered objects as samples to help you build your own custom solution. 

9. Appendix: ABAP Source Code 

9. 1. BSO Class 

class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO definition 

  public 

  inheriting from /IWFND/CL_SRD_BSO_ADAP_BRW_ABS 

  create public . 

 

public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

  methods GET_BOP_MAP_GET_CREATE 

    redefinition . 

  methods GET_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJECTS 

    redefinition . 

  methods GET_BOP_MAP_GET_UPDATE 

    redefinition . 

  methods GET_BOP_MAP_QUERY_BY_ELTS 

    redefinition . 

  methods GET_BOP_MAP_GET_DELETE 

    redefinition . 

  private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

ENDCLASS. 

 

 

 

CLASS ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO IMPLEMENTATION. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Protected Method ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO->GET_BOP_MAP_GET_CREATE 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [<-()] RO_BOP_MAP_CREATE              TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_CREATE 

* | [!CX!] /IWFND/CX_EXTENSION 

* | [!CX!] /IWFND/CX_BEC_BOP 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method get_bop_map_get_create. 

  data: lo_mapper type ref to zcl_soh_c_mapper." ref. to query mapper instance 

 

  create object lo_mapper. " create a new instance 
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* create a BOP using the factory method and store instance reference in Mapper 

  lo_mapper->/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_create~mo_bop = me->create_rfc_bop( 

    iv_bop_id = 'ZCL_SOH_C_BOP' "this is the class name of the BOP 

  ). 

  ro_bop_map_create = lo_mapper. 

endmethod.                    "get_bop_map_get_create 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Protected Method ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO->GET_BOP_MAP_GET_DELETE 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [<-()] RO_BOP_MAP_DELETE              TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_DELETE 

* | [!CX!] /IWFND/CX_BEC_BOP 

* | [!CX!] /IWFND/CX_EXTENSION 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method GET_BOP_MAP_GET_DELETE. 

  data: lo_mapper type ref to zcl_soh_d_mapper." ref. to query mapper instance 

 

  create object lo_mapper. " create a new instance 

* create a BOP using the factory method and store instance reference in Mapper 

  lo_mapper->/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_delete~mo_bop = me->create_rfc_bop( 

    iv_bop_id = 'ZCL_SOH_D_BOP' "this is the class name of the BOP 

  ). 

  ro_bop_map_delete = lo_mapper. 

endmethod. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Protected Method ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO->GET_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJECTS 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [<-()] RT_BOP_DO                      TYPE        TY_GT_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJECTS 

* | [!CX!] /IWFND/CX_BEC_BOP 

* | [!CX!] /IWFND/CX_EXTENSION 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

  method get_bop_map_get_objects. 

    data: lo_mapper type ref to zcl_soh_r_mapper." reference to a query mapper instance 

 

* a BOP is instantiated using a factory method 

    create object lo_mapper. " create a new instance 

 

* create a BOP using the factory method and store the instance reference in the Mapper 

    lo_mapper->/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj~mo_bop = me->create_rfc_bop( 

        iv_bop_id           = 'ZCL_SOH_R_BOP' "this is the class name of the BOP 

    ). 

 

* append it to the return table containing the BOPs, you can 

* create multiple BOPs if the operation requires multiple backend 

* calls 

 

    append lo_mapper to rt_bop_do. 

  endmethod.                    "get_bop_map_get_objects 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Protected Method ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO->GET_BOP_MAP_GET_UPDATE 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [<-()] RO_BOP_MAP_UPDATE              TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_UPDATE 

* | [!CX!] /IWFND/CX_BEC_BOP 

* | [!CX!] /IWFND/CX_EXTENSION 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method get_bop_map_get_update. 

  data: lo_mapper type ref to zcl_soh_u_mapper." ref. to query mapper instance 
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  create object lo_mapper. " create a new instance 

* create a BOP using the factory method and store instance reference in Mapper 

  lo_mapper->/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_update~mo_bop = me->create_rfc_bop( 

    iv_bop_id = 'ZCL_SOH_U_BOP' "this is the class name of the BOP 

  ). 

  ro_bop_map_update = lo_mapper. 

endmethod.                    "GET_BOP_MAP_GET_UPDATE 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Protected Method ZCL_SALES_ORDER_HEADER_BSO->GET_BOP_MAP_QUERY_BY_ELTS 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IV_QUERY_NAME                  TYPE        STRING(optional) 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [<-()] RT_BOP_DO                      TYPE        TY_GT_BOP_MAP_QUERY 

* | [!CX!] /IWFND/CX_BEC_BOP 

* | [!CX!] /IWFND/CX_EXTENSION 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

  method get_bop_map_query_by_elts. 

    data: lo_mapper type ref to zcl_soh_q_mapper_errhand. " reference to a query mapper instance 

 

    create object lo_mapper. " create a new instance 

* a BOP is instantiated using a factory method 

* create a BOP using the factory method and store the instance reference in the Mapper 

    lo_mapper->/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~mo_bop = me->create_rfc_bop( 

        iv_bop_id           = 'ZCL_SOH_Q_BOP' "this is the class name of the BOP 

    ). 

 

* append it to the return table containing the BOPs, you can 

* create multiple BOPs if the operation requires multiple backend 

* calls 

    append lo_mapper to rt_bop_do. 

  endmethod.                    "get_bop_map_query_by_elts 

ENDCLASS. 

9. 2. Query Mapper Class (including Error Handling) 

class zcl_soh_q_mapper_errhand definition 

  public 

  create public . 

 

  public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER_ERRHAND 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

    interfaces /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map . 

    interfaces /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query . 

  protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER_ERRHAND 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

    constants gc_log_agent_name type /iwfnd/sup_iw_agent value 'Dev Guide Sales Order'. "#EC NOTEXT 

    constants gc_log_msg_id type symsgid value 'ZDUET_SCL_SO'. 

  private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER_ERRHAND 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

ENDCLASS. 

 

 

 

CLASS ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER_ERRHAND IMPLEMENTATION. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER_ERRHAND-

>/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_QUERY~MAP_POST_QUERY_BY_ELEMENTS 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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+ 

* | [--->] IO_BOP_DO                      TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IT_PROCESSED_BOP_DO            TYPE        /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP=>TY_GT_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_DATA                TYPE REF TO /IWFND/CL_SRD_REQUEST_DATA 

* | [--->] IV_QUERY_NAME                  TYPE        STRING 

* | [--->] IT_PARAMETERS                  TYPE        /IWFND/T_IFL_SELECTION_PAR 

* | [--->] IS_QUERY_PARAMETERS            TYPE        /IWFND/S_IFL_QUERY_PARAMETERS 

* | [--->] IV_SYSTEM_ALIAS                TYPE        /IWFND/DEFI_SYSTEM_ALIAS 

* | [<---] EV_PROCESS_CODE                TYPE        /IWFND/SRD_PROCESS_CODE 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

  method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~map_post_query_by_elements. 

 

    data: 

    ls_response_rfc               type zcl_soh_q_bop=>_params_response, "Backend RFC response 

    ls_response_rfc_sales_order   like line of ls_response_rfc-

sales_orders,"Backend RFC response Sales Order structure 

    ls_key                        type /iwfnd/s_cor_id,"key for a new instance 

    ls_mdl_sales_order_header     type zmdlzsales_order_header_detail,"GenIL model attr structure 

    ls_parameters                 type /iwfnd/s_ifl_selection_par,"query parameters 

    lo_bop_do                     type ref to zcl_soh_q_bop_do,"BOP data object 

    lo_gsdo                       type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo,"GSDO instance 

    lo_gsdo_root_node             type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node,"Model root node 

    lv_msg_handle                 type balmsghndl,"handle to log entry 

    lo_logger                     type ref to /iwfnd/cl_logger,"logger singleton 

    lo_message_container          type ref to /iwfnd/if_message_container,"message container 

    lv_message                    type bapi_msg, 

    lv_log_sales_organization     type symsgv, 

    lv_log_customer_id            type symsgv, 

    lv_instance_counter           type i, 

    lv_previous_sd_doc            type char10. 

 

* Get logger 

    call method /iwfnd/cl_logger=>get_logger 

      receiving 

        ro_logger = lo_logger. 

* initialize the post mapper log step 

    lo_logger->log_step_init( 

    exporting 

      iv_msg_number   = 000 "Post Mapping started for Sales order Header Query 

      iv_msg_id       = gc_log_msg_id " message class 

      iv_system_alias = iv_system_alias "Backend System Alias 

      iv_agent        = gc_log_agent_name "Dev Guide Sales Order 

    receiving 

      rv_msg_handle   = lv_msg_handle ). 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface do to the specific generated BOP 

    lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* get the RFC response 

    lo_bop_do->get_response( importing es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 

* if there were results returned 

    if ls_response_rfc-sales_orders is not initial. 

      sort ls_response_rfc-sales_orders by sd_doc ascending. 

* loop through the results 

      loop at ls_response_rfc-sales_orders into ls_response_rfc_sales_order. 

* to avoid duplicate sales order in the query list check that sales order 

* number differs from previous record, otherwise skip record 

        check ls_response_rfc_sales_order-sd_doc <> lv_previous_sd_doc. 

        lv_previous_sd_doc = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-sd_doc. 

**-> Populate the GSDO key structure, every GSDO instanc requires a unique key like this 

        ls_key-value            = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-sd_doc. "Sales Order Number 

        ls_key-scheme_id        = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER'. "this is the GSDO type name 

        ls_key-scheme_agency_id = iv_system_alias." this is the System Alias to the Backend 

 

**-> Create a new GSDO instance based on Sale Order ID as key 

        lo_gsdo = io_request_data->/iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_list~add_object( 

           is_object_key = ls_key ). 

**-> get the root node of the newly created instance 

        lo_gsdo_root_node = lo_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

 

**-> Populate Sales Order header attribute structure 

* fill the model structure from the RFC response 

* convert the key structure to a flat string and store it in the model's attribute structure 

        /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_key_to_string_id( exporting is_key = ls_key 
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                                                     receiving rv_id = ls_mdl_sales_order_header-

sales_order_scl_key ). 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_order_number  = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

sd_doc."sales order number 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-currency            = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

currency."currency 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-delivery_date       = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

doc_date."order date 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-net_value           = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

net_value."net value 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-order_type          = 'unknown'. "order type 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-purchase_order_number = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

purch_no. "purchase order number 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_organization  = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

sales_org."sales org 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sold_to_party       = ls_response_rfc_sales_order-

sold_to."buyer party 

 

**-> Set the Sale Order Attributes structure in the GSDO instance 

        lo_gsdo_root_node->set_attributes( 

          is_attributes =  ls_mdl_sales_order_header ). 

 

        lv_instance_counter = lv_instance_counter + 1. 

      endloop. 

 

      lo_logger->log_message( 

      exporting 

          iv_msg_type      = /iwfnd/cl_logger=>info    " Message Type 

          iv_msg_id        = gc_log_msg_id    " Message Class 

          iv_msg_number    = 006    " Message Number 

          iv_msg_v1        = lv_instance_counter    " Message Variable 

          iv_system_alias  = iv_system_alias    " System Alias 

          iv_agent         = gc_log_agent_name    " IW Agent 

        ). 

 

    else. 

* read through the input parameters for logging query parameters 

      read table it_parameters into ls_parameters with key attr_name = 'SALES_ORGANIZATION'. 

      lv_log_sales_organization = ls_parameters-low. 

 

      read table it_parameters into ls_parameters with key attr_name = 'CUSTOMER_ID'. 

      lv_log_customer_id = ls_parameters-low. 

 

* get the message container to add messages 

      lo_message_container = io_request_data->get_message_container( ). 

 

* set the request result code to failed so a fault message can be created 

      call method io_request_data->set_result_code 

        exporting 

          iv_result_code = /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-failed_permanent. 

 

* add the message to the message container, this will create an error log entry automatically 

      call method lo_message_container->add_message 

        exporting 

          is_object_key         = ls_key 

          iv_msg_type           = 'E' "Error 

          iv_msg_id             = gc_log_msg_id 

          iv_msg_number         = 004 "Query for Customer Id &1 and Sales Org &2 returned no results

. 

          iv_msg_v1             = lv_log_customer_id 

          iv_msg_v2             = lv_log_sales_organization 

          iv_is_leading_message = abap_true 

          iv_message_creator    = gc_log_agent_name. 

 

* set the process code to failed so no other Mappers are processed 

      ev_process_code = /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

    endif. 

 

* end this post mapper log step 

  lo_logger->log_step_completion( exporting 

    iv_msg_type      = /iwfnd/cl_logger=>info 

    iv_msg_id        = gc_log_msg_id 

    iv_msg_number    = 002 "Post Mapping finished for Sales order Header Query 

    iv_system_alias  = iv_system_alias 
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    iv_agent         = gc_log_agent_name 

    iv_msg_handle    = lv_msg_handle ). 

 

  endmethod.                    "/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~map_post_query_by_elements 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_SOH_Q_MAPPER_ERRHAND-

>/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_QUERY~MAP_PRE_QUERY_BY_ELEMENTS 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_DATA                TYPE REF TO /IWFND/CL_SRD_REQUEST_DATA 

* | [--->] IV_QUERY_NAME                  TYPE        STRING 

* | [--->] IT_PARAMETERS                  TYPE        /IWFND/T_IFL_SELECTION_PAR 

* | [--->] IS_QUERY_PARAMETERS            TYPE        /IWFND/S_IFL_QUERY_PARAMETERS 

* | [--->] IT_PROCESSED_BOP_DO            TYPE        TY_GT_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IO_BOP_DO                      TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IV_SYSTEM_ALIAS                TYPE        /IWFND/DEFI_SYSTEM_ALIAS 

* | [<---] ET_ADDITIONAL_BOP_DO           TYPE        /IWFND/T_IF_BOP_DO 

* | [<---] EV_PROCESS_CODE                TYPE        /IWFND/SRD_PROCESS_CODE 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

  method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~map_pre_query_by_elements. 

 

*---------------------------Data Declaration----------------------------* 

    data: 

    ls_parameters               type /iwfnd/s_ifl_selection_par, "input parameter table 

    ls_request_rfc              type zcl_soh_q_bop=>_params_request, "BOP interface 

    lv_msg_handle               type balmsghndl, "handle to a log entry 

    lo_bop_do                   type ref to zcl_soh_q_bop_do, "reference BOP data object 

    lo_logger                   type ref to /iwfnd/cl_logger, "reference to Logger 

    lo_message_container        type ref to /iwfnd/if_message_container. "reference to message conta

iner 

*---------------------------Data Declaration----------------------------* 

 

* get a reference to the logger singleton 

    call method /iwfnd/cl_logger=>get_logger receiving ro_logger = lo_logger. 

 

* initiate pre mapper log step 

    lo_logger->log_step_init( exporting 

      iv_msg_number   = 001 "Pre Mapping started for Sales order Header Query 

      iv_msg_id       = gc_log_msg_id "message class 

      iv_system_alias = iv_system_alias "System alias 

      iv_agent        = gc_log_agent_name "log category 

      receiving  rv_msg_handle   = lv_msg_handle ). 

 

* find the query parameter sales organization 

    read table it_parameters into ls_parameters with key attr_name = 'SALES_ORGANIZATION'. 

* if found 

    if sy-subrc = 0. 

* fill the sales organisation RFC input parameter 

      ls_request_rfc-sales_organization = ls_parameters-low. 

    else. 

      "******************** 

      " error handling here 

      "******************** 

    endif. 

 

* find the query parameter customer id 

    read table it_parameters into ls_parameters with key attr_name = 'CUSTOMER_ID'. 

* if found 

    if sy-subrc = 0. 

* fill the sales organisation RFC input parameter 

      ls_request_rfc-customer_number = ls_parameters-low. 

    else. 

      "******************** 

      " error handling here 

      "******************** 

    endif. 

 

* set additional mandatory parameters of the RFC, e.g. transaction_group 

* needs a default value of 0 

    ls_request_rfc-transaction_group = 0. 
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* if input parameters were filled 

    if ls_request_rfc is not initial. 

      lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* initialize the BOP with the input parameter 

      lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request_rfc ). 

    endif. 

* end this pre query step successfully 

    lo_logger->log_step_completion( exporting 

      iv_msg_type      = /iwfnd/cl_logger=>info 

      iv_msg_id        = gc_log_msg_id 

      iv_msg_number    = 003 "Pre Mapping finished for Sales order Header Query 

      iv_system_alias  = iv_system_alias 

      iv_agent         = gc_log_agent_name 

      iv_msg_handle    = lv_msg_handle ). 

 

  endmethod.                    "/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_query~map_pre_query_by_elements 

ENDCLASS. 

9. 3. Read Mapper Class 

class zcl_soh_r_mapper definition 

  public 

  create public . 

 

  public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_SOH_R_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

    interfaces /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map . 

    interfaces /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj . 

  protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_SOH_R_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

  private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_SOH_R_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

ENDCLASS. 

 

 

 

CLASS ZCL_SOH_R_MAPPER IMPLEMENTATION. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_SOH_R_MAPPER->/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJ~MAP_POST_GET_OBJECTS 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_BOP_DO                      TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IT_REQUEST_DESCRIPTION         TYPE        /IWFND/T_IFL_REQUEST_DESCRIPT 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_DATA                TYPE REF TO /IWFND/CL_SRD_REQUEST_DATA 

* | [--->] IT_PROCESSED_BOP_DO            TYPE        /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP=>TY_GT_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IV_SYSTEM_ALIAS                TYPE        /IWFND/DEFI_SYSTEM_ALIAS 

* | [<---] EV_PROCESS_CODE                TYPE        /IWFND/SRD_PROCESS_CODE 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

  method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj~map_post_get_objects. 

 

    data: 

    lo_gsdo_list                  type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_list, 

    lo_gsdo                       type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo, 

    lo_gsdo_root_node             type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node, 

    lo_bop_do                     type ref to zcl_soh_r_bop_do, 

    ls_response_rfc               type zcl_soh_r_bop=>_params_response, 

    ls_response_rfc_soh           like line of ls_response_rfc-order_headers_out, 

    ls_partners                   like line of ls_response_rfc-order_partners_out, 

    ls_key                        type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, 

    ls_mdl_sales_order_header     type zmdlzsales_order_header_detail. 

 

*-------------------------End   of Data Declaration--------------------* 
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* cast generic BOP data object to specific generated BOP data object 

    lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* get the specific RFC response 

    lo_bop_do->get_response( importing  es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 

* cast request data to gsdo list 

    lo_gsdo_list ?= io_request_data. 

* get the gsdo instance generated by the framework 

    lo_gsdo = lo_gsdo_list->get_first( ). 

 

* if the instance was created 

    if lo_gsdo is bound. 

      " get the root node 

      lo_gsdo_root_node = lo_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

      " get the key 

      call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_key 

        importing 

          es_key = ls_key. 

      " if the response has some records 

      if ls_response_rfc-order_headers_out is not initial. 

        " read first row 

        read table ls_response_rfc-order_headers_out index 1 into ls_response_rfc_soh. 

        " convert the the structured key to a flat string understood by SharePoint 

        /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_key_to_string_id( exporting is_key = ls_key 

                                                     receiving rv_id = ls_mdl_sales_order_header-

sales_order_scl_key ). 

        " fill the other values, this is the mapping here 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_order_number  = ls_response_rfc_soh-doc_number. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-currency            = ls_response_rfc_soh-currency. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-delivery_date       = ls_response_rfc_soh-req_date_h. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-net_value           = ls_response_rfc_soh-net_val_hd. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-order_type          = ls_response_rfc_soh-doc_type. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-purchase_order_number = ls_response_rfc_soh-purch_no. 

        ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sales_organization  = ls_response_rfc_soh-sales_org. 

 

        " check if there is a orresponding partner record and get the details 

        loop at ls_response_rfc-order_partners_out into ls_partners where sd_doc eq ls_key-

value and itm_number eq '00000' and partn_role eq 'WE'. 

          ls_mdl_sales_order_header-sold_to_party = ls_partners-customer. 

        endloop. 

        " set the attribute structure in the gsdo 

        lo_gsdo_root_node->set_attributes( is_attributes =  ls_mdl_sales_order_header ). 

      else. 

        " do error handling here 

      endif. 

    endif. 

 

 

  endmethod.                    "/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj~map_post_get_objects 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_SOH_R_MAPPER->/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_GET_OBJ~MAP_PRE_GET_OBJECTS 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_DATA                TYPE REF TO /IWFND/CL_SRD_REQUEST_DATA 

* | [--->] IT_REQUEST_DESCRIPTION         TYPE        /IWFND/T_IFL_REQUEST_DESCRIPT 

* | [--->] IT_PROCESSED_BOP_DO            TYPE        /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP=>TY_GT_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IO_BOP_DO                      TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IV_SYSTEM_ALIAS                TYPE        /IWFND/DEFI_SYSTEM_ALIAS 

* | [<---] ET_ADDITIONAL_BOP_DO           TYPE        /IWFND/T_IF_BOP_DO 

* | [<---] EV_PROCESS_CODE                TYPE        /IWFND/SRD_PROCESS_CODE 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

  method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj~map_pre_get_objects. 

*---------------------------Data Declaration----------------------------* 

    data: 

    lo_bop_do                type ref to zcl_soh_r_bop_do, "BOP data object 

    lo_gsdo                  type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo, "GSDO instance 

    lo_gsdo_list             type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_list, "list of GSDO instances 

    lo_gsdo_root_node        type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node," root node of the GSDO instance 

    ls_request_rfc           type zcl_soh_r_bop=>_params_request, "input structure of the Backend RF

C 
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    ls_key                   type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. "gsdo key 

*    lt_sales_order_ids       type zcl_soh_r_bop=>_params_request-

sales_documents. "RFC input structure for 

*---------------------------Data Declaration----------------------------* 

 

* cast the request data into a GSDO list interface 

    lo_gsdo_list ?= io_request_data. 

* get the GSDO instance 

    lo_gsdo = lo_gsdo_list->get_first( ). 

* the framework has created at least one instance 

* if the instance is not null 

    if lo_gsdo is bound. 

      "get the root node 

      lo_gsdo_root_node = lo_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

      " get the instance key 

      call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_key importing es_key = ls_key. 

      " key contains a sales order number ? 

      if ls_key-value is not initial. 

        " fill the RFC input structure with default values. We want header and partner information b

ack 

        "get back the the sales order header information 

        ls_request_rfc-i_bapi_view-header =  'X'. 

        " get back the partner information 

        ls_request_rfc-i_bapi_view-partner =  'X'. 

        " add the sales order number to the input structure of the RFC 

        append ls_key-value to ls_request_rfc-sales_documents. 

        " cast the generic BOP interface to the interface of the generated BOP 

        lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

        "set the RFC input structure 

        lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request_rfc ). 

      endif. 

    else. 

********************* 

* error handling here 

********************* 

    endif. 

  endmethod.                    "/iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_get_obj~map_pre_get_objects 

ENDCLASS. 

9. 4. Create Mapper Class 

class ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER definition 

  public 

  create public . 

 

public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

  interfaces /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP . 

  interfaces /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_CREATE . 

protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

ENDCLASS. 

 

 

 

CLASS ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER IMPLEMENTATION. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER->/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_CREATE~MAP_POST_CREATE 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [--->] IO_BOP_DO                      TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IT_PROCESSED_BOP_DO            TYPE        TY_GT_BOP_DO 
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* | [--->] IO_GSDO                        TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_GSDO 

* | [--->] IV_SYSTEM_ALIAS                TYPE        /IWFND/DEFI_SYSTEM_ALIAS 

* | [<---] EV_PROCESS_CODE                TYPE        /IWFND/SRD_PROCESS_CODE 

* | [<---] ES_ID_MAPPING                  TYPE        /IWFND/S_IFL_ID_MAPPING 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_create~map_post_create. 

  data: 

    ls_response_rfc      type zcl_soh_c_bop=>_params_response, "RFC response 

    ls_response_return   like line of ls_response_rfc-return, 

    ls_key               type /iwfnd/s_cor_id,"key for a new instance 

    lo_bop_do            type ref to zcl_soh_c_bop_do,"BOP data object 

    lo_gsdo_root_node    type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node,"Model root node 

    lo_message_container type ref to /iwfnd/if_message_container."msg container 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface do to the specific generated BOP 

  lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* fill key structure fields that are constant in the error or non error case 

  ls_key-scheme_id = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER'. 

  ls_key-scheme_agency_id = iv_system_alias. 

* message container holds messages sent back to SharePoint in case of error 

  lo_message_container = io_request_context->get_message_container( ). 

 

* if the instance was created 

  if io_gsdo is bound. 

* save the old id 

    es_id_mapping-old_id = io_gsdo->get_id( ). 

* get the root node 

    lo_gsdo_root_node = io_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

* get the RFC response 

    lo_bop_do->get_response( importing es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 

 

* if there were return results 

    if ls_response_rfc-return is not initial. 

* loop through the results 

      loop at ls_response_rfc-return into ls_response_return. 

* check for error conditions 

        if ls_response_return-type eq 'E' or ls_response_return-type eq 'A'. 

* if there was an error the key sales order document is not available so 

* the key is not available 

          ls_key-value = 'na'. 

* add a message to the message container. This is the message that will 

* be logged in SharePoint and shown in the SharePoint UI 

* as well so it is important to add a useful message here 

          call method lo_message_container->add_messages_from_bapi 

            exporting 

              is_object_key      = ls_key 

              it_bapi_messages   = ls_response_rfc-return 

              iv_message_creator = zcl_soh_constants=>gc_log_agent_name. 

* set the result code to failed in order to trigger creating a fault message 

          call method io_request_context->set_result_code 

            exporting 

              iv_result_code = 

                /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-failed_permanent. 

* this code controls the further flow so in case of an error code 

* no subsequent Mappers will be processed 

          ev_process_code = 

                         /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

        endif. 

      endloop. 

    endif. 

 

* if there was no error set the key with the value of the sales document 

   if ev_process_code <> /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

      ls_key-value = ls_response_rfc-salesdocument. 

      lo_gsdo_root_node->set_key( is_key = ls_key ). 

* set the new id, this is very important otherwise the key will not be 

* returned correctly to the calling server proxy 

      es_id_mapping-new_id = io_gsdo->get_id( ). 

   endif. 

  endif. 

endmethod. 
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* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_SOH_C_MAPPER->/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_CREATE~MAP_PRE_CREATE 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [--->] IO_BOP_DO                      TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IO_GSDO                        TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_GSDO 

* | [--->] IT_PROCESSED_BOP_DO            TYPE        TY_GT_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IV_SYSTEM_ALIAS                TYPE        /IWFND/DEFI_SYSTEM_ALIAS 

* | [<---] EV_PROCESS_CODE                TYPE        /IWFND/SRD_PROCESS_CODE 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_CREATE~MAP_PRE_CREATE. 

  data: 

        lo_bop_do                    type ref to zcl_soh_c_bop_do, " create BOP 

        lo_gsdo_root_node            type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node. 

  data: 

        ls_request                   type zcl_soh_c_bop=>_params_request, 

        lt_partners_in               like ls_request-order_partners, 

        ls_partners_in               like line of lt_partners_in, 

        ls_model_attributes          type zmdlzsales_order_header_detail. 

 

  clear ev_process_code. 

* get the gsdo root node to get access to the create structure of the model 

  lo_gsdo_root_node = io_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

* the root node should always be bound 

  if lo_gsdo_root_node is not bound. 

    return. 

  endif. 

* get the model's create structure 

  call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_attributes 

    importing es_attributes = ls_model_attributes. 

* Copy the model's values to the input structure of the BOP 

* Sales Order Header information: 

* purchase number 

  ls_request-order_header_in-purch_no_c = 

                                ls_model_attributes-purchase_order_number. 

* sales organization 

  ls_request-order_header_in-sales_org  = 

                                ls_model_attributes-sales_organization. 

* delivery date 

  ls_request-order_header_in-req_date_h = ls_model_attributes-delivery_date. 

* document type 

  ls_request-order_header_in-doc_type   = ls_model_attributes-order_type. 

* currency 

  ls_request-order_header_in-currency   = ls_model_attributes-currency. 

* Partner information 

  clear ls_partners_in. 

  ls_partners_in-partn_role   = 'AG'. 

  ls_partners_in-partn_numb   = ls_model_attributes-sold_to_party.   "Sold-To 

  append ls_partners_in to lt_partners_in. 

  ls_request-order_partners = lt_partners_in. 

 

* get a reference of the BOP and cast it to the specific update BOP 

  lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* set the filled request structure 

  lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request ). 

endmethod. 

ENDCLASS. 

9. 5. Update Mapper Class 

class ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER definition 

  public 

  create public . 

 

public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

  interfaces /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP . 
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  interfaces /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_UPDATE . 

protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

ENDCLASS. 

 

 

 

CLASS ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER IMPLEMENTATION. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER->/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_UPDATE~MAP_POST_UPDATE 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [--->] IO_BOP_DO                      TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IT_PROCESSED_BOP_DO            TYPE        TY_GT_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IO_GSDO                        TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_GSDO 

* | [--->] IV_SYSTEM_ALIAS                TYPE        /IWFND/DEFI_SYSTEM_ALIAS 

* | [<---] EV_PROCESS_CODE                TYPE        /IWFND/SRD_PROCESS_CODE 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_update~map_post_update. 

  data: 

    ls_response_rfc      type zcl_soh_u_bop=>_params_response, "RFC response 

    ls_response_return   like line of ls_response_rfc-return, 

    ls_key               type /iwfnd/s_cor_id,"key for a new instance 

    lo_bop_do            type ref to zcl_soh_u_bop_do,"BOP data object 

    lo_gsdo_root_node    type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node,"Model root node 

    lo_message_container type ref to /iwfnd/if_message_container. 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface do to the specific generated BOP 

  lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

  lo_message_container = io_request_context->get_message_container( ). 

 

* get the RFC response 

  lo_bop_do->get_response( importing es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 

* if there were results returned 

 

  if ls_response_rfc-return is not initial. 

*loop through the results 

    loop at ls_response_rfc-return into ls_response_return. 

* if there was an error 

      if ls_response_return-type eq 'E' or ls_response_return-type eq 'A'. 

* if the instance was created 

        if io_gsdo is bound. 

          " get the root node 

          lo_gsdo_root_node = io_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

          " get the key 

          call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_key 

            importing 

              es_key = ls_key. 

* add a message to the message container, that triggers a SOAP fault message 

          call method lo_message_container->add_messages_from_bapi 

            exporting 

              is_object_key      = ls_key 

              it_bapi_messages   = ls_response_rfc-return 

              iv_message_creator = zcl_soh_constants=>gc_log_agent_name. 

          call method io_request_context->set_result_code 

            exporting 

              iv_result_code = 

                /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-failed_permanent. 

* set the process code to failed so no other Mappers are processed 

          ev_process_code = 

                         /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

        endif. 

      endif. 

    endloop. 

  endif. 
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endmethod. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_SOH_U_MAPPER->/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_UPDATE~MAP_PRE_UPDATE 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [--->] IO_BOP_DO                      TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IT_PROCESSED_BOP_DO            TYPE        TY_GT_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IO_GSDO                        TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_GSDO 

* | [--->] IV_SYSTEM_ALIAS                TYPE        /IWFND/DEFI_SYSTEM_ALIAS 

* | [<---] EV_PROCESS_CODE                TYPE        /IWFND/SRD_PROCESS_CODE 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_UPDATE~MAP_PRE_UPDATE. 

  data: 

    lo_bop_do           type ref to zcl_soh_u_bop_do, 

    lo_gsdo_root_node   type ref to /iwfnd/if_srd_gsdo_node. 

  data: 

    ls_request          type zcl_soh_u_bop=>_params_request, 

    ls_key              type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, 

    ls_model_attributes type zmdlzsales_order_header_detail. 

 

  clear ev_process_code. 

 

  lo_gsdo_root_node = io_gsdo->get_root_node( ). 

  if lo_gsdo_root_node is not bound. 

    return. 

  endif. 

 

  call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_key 

         importing es_key = ls_key. 

  call method lo_gsdo_root_node->get_attributes 

         importing es_attributes = ls_model_attributes. 

 

  ls_request-salesdocument = ls_key-value. 

* Only the delivery date will be update (in this use case) 

  ls_request-order_header_in-req_date_h = ls_model_attributes-delivery_date. 

  ls_request-order_header_inx-updateflag = 'U'. 

  ls_request-order_header_inx-req_date_h = 'X'. 

 

  lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

  lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request ). 

endmethod. 

ENDCLASS. 

9. 6. Delete Mapper Class 

class ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER definition 

  public 

  create public . 

 

public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

  interfaces /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP . 

  interfaces /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_DELETE . 

protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

ENDCLASS. 

 

 

 

CLASS ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER IMPLEMENTATION. 
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* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER->/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_DELETE~MAP_POST_DELETE 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [--->] IO_BOP_DO                      TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IT_PROCESSED_BOP_DO            TYPE        TY_GT_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IV_SYSTEM_ALIAS                TYPE        /IWFND/DEFI_SYSTEM_ALIAS 

* | [<---] EV_PROCESS_CODE                TYPE        /IWFND/SRD_PROCESS_CODE 

* | [<---] ES_ID                          TYPE        /IWFND/S_IFL_GSDO_SUCCESS 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map_delete~map_post_delete. 

  data: 

    ls_response_rfc      type zcl_soh_d_bop=>_params_response, "RFC response 

    ls_response_return   like line of ls_response_rfc-return, 

    ls_key               type /iwfnd/s_cor_id,"key for a new instance 

    lo_bop_do            type ref to zcl_soh_d_bop_do,"BOP data object 

    lo_message_container type ref to /iwfnd/if_message_container. 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface do to the specific generated BOP 

  lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

  lo_message_container = io_request_context->get_message_container( ). 

 

* get the RFC response 

  lo_bop_do->get_response( importing es_response = ls_response_rfc ). 

* if there were results returned 

  if ls_response_rfc-return is not initial. 

*loop through the results 

    loop at ls_response_rfc-return into ls_response_return. 

* if there was an error 

      if ls_response_return-type eq 'E' or ls_response_return-type eq 'A'. 

* add a message to the message container, that triggers a SOAP fault message 

        call method lo_message_container->add_messages_from_bapi 

          exporting 

            is_object_key      = ls_key 

            it_bapi_messages   = ls_response_rfc-return 

            iv_message_creator = zcl_soh_constants=>gc_log_agent_name. 

        call method io_request_context->set_result_code 

          exporting 

            iv_result_code = 

                /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-failed_permanent. 

* set the process code to failed so no other Mappers are processed 

        ev_process_code = 

                      /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

      endif. 

    endloop. 

  endif. 

endmethod. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_SOH_D_MAPPER->/IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_DELETE~MAP_PRE_DELETE 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] IO_REQUEST_CONTEXT             TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_SRD_REQUEST_CONTEXT 

* | [--->] IO_BOP_DO                      TYPE REF TO /IWFND/IF_BEC_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IT_PROCESSED_BOP_DO            TYPE        TY_GT_BOP_DO 

* | [--->] IV_SYSTEM_ALIAS                TYPE        /IWFND/DEFI_SYSTEM_ALIAS 

* | [<---] EV_PROCESS_CODE                TYPE        /IWFND/SRD_PROCESS_CODE 

* | [<-->] CS_ID                          TYPE        /IWFND/S_IFL_GSDO_SUCCESS 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method /IWFND/IF_SRD_BOP_MAP_DELETE~MAP_PRE_DELETE. 

  data: 

    lo_bop_do      type ref to zcl_soh_d_bop_do, "BOP data object 

    ls_request_rfc type zcl_soh_d_bop=>_params_request, "input structure of RFC 

    ls_key         type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. "gsdo key 

 

  if cs_id-id-value is not initial. 

      ls_request_rfc-order_header_inx-updateflag = 'D'. "set Delete flag 
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      ls_request_rfc-salesdocument = cs_id-id-value. "set sales order number 

 

* cast the generic BOP interface to the interface of the generated BOP 

      lo_bop_do ?= io_bop_do. 

* set the RFC input structure 

      lo_bop_do->set_request( ls_request_rfc ). 

  else. 

    io_request_context->get_message_container( )->add_message_text_only( 

    is_object_key           = cs_id-id 

      iv_msg_type           = 'E' 

      iv_msg_text           = 'Error no valid sales order number specified' 

      iv_is_leading_message = ABAP_TRUE 

      iv_message_creator    = zcl_soh_constants=>gc_log_agent_name ). 

 

    call method io_request_context->set_result_code 

      exporting 

         iv_result_code = 

                /iwfnd/if_srd_request_context=>cs_result_code-failed_permanent. 

    ev_process_code = /iwfnd/if_srd_bop_map=>cs_process_code-fail_operation. 

  endif. 

endmethod. 

ENDCLASS. 

9. 7. Server Proxy Provider Class 

class zcl_manage_sales_order definition 

  public 

  create public . 

 

  public section. 

*"* public components of class ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

 

    interfaces zii_manage_sales_order . 

  protected section. 

*"* protected components of class ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

  private section. 

*"* private components of class ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER 

*"* do not include other source files here!!! 

ENDCLASS. 

 

 

 

CLASS ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER IMPLEMENTATION. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER->ZII_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER~CREATE_SALES_ORDER 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] INPUT                          TYPE        ZSALES_ORDER_CREATE_SYNC 

* | [<---] OUTPUT                         TYPE        ZSALES_ORDER_CREATE_RESPONSE_1 

* | [!CX!] ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method zii_manage_sales_order~create_sales_order. 

data: 

  ls_input     like input-sales_order_create_sync-input, "all input parameters 

  ls_interface type /iwfnd/s_coc_esi_objects, " control struct. for framework 

  ls_key       type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, "new instance's key received from framework 

  lv_key_flat  type string. " flat string version of the key 

 

* copy all input parameter values to be passed to the framework 

move-corresponding input-sales_order_create_sync-input to ls_input. 

 

* define the fault message type, must match the signatures exception class 

ls_interface-exception_class_name   = 'ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT'. " 

 

* create method of the SCL framework 

call method /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>create 
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  exporting 

    iv_request_uuid       = input-sales_order_create_sync-correlation_id 

    is_interface          = ls_interface "control struct. holdes the fault type 

    iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' "SCL Business Obj. (GSDO Type) 

    iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code 

  importing 

    es_output             = ls_key "IMPORTANT: must be of type /iwfnd/s_cor_id 

  changing 

    cs_input              = ls_input. 

* The ls_input structure's component names have to match the component names 

* of the model's create structure. They are copied by name. 

* The responds of the method call is the key of the new instance. 

* It has to be of type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. 

 

* convert the complex key to a string of format xx_xxx_xxxx_xxx 

lv_key_flat = /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_key_to_string_id( is_key = ls_key ). 

 

* fill the proxy's output structure with the flat key 

move lv_key_flat to output-sales_order_create_response_sy-sales_order_scl_key. 

 

endmethod. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER->ZII_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER~DELETE_SALES_ORDER 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] INPUT                          TYPE        ZSALES_ORDER_DELETE_SYNC 

* | [<---] OUTPUT                         TYPE        ZSALES_ORDER_DELETE_RESPONSE_1 

* | [!CX!] ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method zii_manage_sales_order~delete_sales_order. 

  data ls_key_complex type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. 

  data ls_interface   type /iwfnd/s_coc_esi_objects. 

 

* Transform the flat key passed by SharePoint to a complex key 

* required by the framework 

  try. 

    /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_string_id_to_key( 

      exporting iv_string = input-sales_order_delete_sync-sales_order_scl_key 

          importing es_key = ls_key_complex ). 

    catch /iwfnd/cx_cod. 

  endtry. 

 

  ls_interface-exception_class_name = 'ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT'. 

 

  call method /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>delete 

    exporting 

      iv_request_uuid       = input-sales_order_delete_sync-correlation_id 

      is_interface          = ls_interface 

      iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' 

      iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code 

      iv_key_path           = '' 

    changing 

      cs_input              = ls_key_complex. 

 

endmethod. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Private Method ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER->ZII_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER~GET_CURRENCIES 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method ZII_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER~GET_CURRENCIES. 

 

*data: begin of ls_currency, 

*    code type c length 3, 

*    display_name type c length 20, 

*end of ls_currency. 
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data:  ls_currency like line of output-currency_query_response_messag-items. 

 

 

 

ls_currency-currency_code = 'USD'. 

ls_currency-currency_display_name = 'US Dollar'. 

 

append ls_currency to output-currency_query_response_messag-items. 

 

ls_currency-currency_code = 'EUR'. 

ls_currency-currency_display_name = 'Euro'. 

 

append ls_currency to output-currency_query_response_messag-items. 

 

endmethod. 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER->ZII_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER~QUERY_SALES_ORDER 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] INPUT                          TYPE        ZSALES_ORDER_BY_CUSTOMER_IDQU1 

* | [<---] OUTPUT                         TYPE        ZSALES_ORDER_BY_CUSTOMER_IDRE1 

* | [!CX!] ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

  method zii_manage_sales_order~query_sales_order. 

 

    data: "table of sales orders for output 

          lt_output    like output-sales_order_by_customer_idresp-sales_order, 

          "tmp structure that contains the query parameters 

          ls_input     like input-sales_order_by_customer_idquer, 

          "response structure contains one sales order item 

          ls_output    like line of output-sales_order_by_customer_idresp-sales_order, 

          ls_interface type /iwfnd/s_coc_esi_objects. "control structure for the SCL runtime 

 

* fault message class to be thrown in case of an error. Must match the exception class in the 

* signature 

    ls_interface-exception_class_name = 'ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT'. 

 

* copy values from the server proxy to a local structure 

    move-corresponding input-sales_order_by_customer_idquer to ls_input. 

 

* call the SCL runtime 

    /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>complex_query( 

      exporting 

        iv_request_uuid       = ls_input-correlation_id " unique request id provided by SharePoint 

        is_interface          = ls_interface " control structure containing the fault msg class 

        iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' " GSDO type as defined in SIMGH 

        iv_gifl_object_id     = 'QUERY_BY_CUST_SALESORG' "dynamic query object name of the GenIL mod

el 

        iv_max_hits           = 100 " max hits value, not used, must be implemented in the mappers 

        iv_last_id            = space " not used 

        iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code "SHAREPOINT_INT, used

 gor logging 

      importing 

        et_output             = lt_output 

      changing 

        cs_input              = ls_input ). 

 

* move the response of the complex query into the server proxy output 

    loop at lt_output into ls_output. 

      append ls_output to output-sales_order_by_customer_idresp-sales_order. 

    endloop. 

 

  endmethod.                    "zii_manage_sales_order~query_sales_order 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER->ZII_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER~READ_SALES_ORDER 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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+ 

* | [--->] INPUT                          TYPE        ZSALES_ORDER_BY_IDQUERY_SYNC 

* | [<---] OUTPUT                         TYPE        ZSALES_ORDER_BY_IDRESPONSE_SY1 

* | [!CX!] ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method zii_manage_sales_order~read_sales_order. 

 

    data: ls_interface  type /iwfnd/s_coc_esi_objects, 

          lt_ids        type /iwfnd/t_cor_id, " table of keys to pass to the SCL Runtime 

          ls_key        type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, " key required by the runtime 

          ls_key_soldtoparty type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, 

          ls_output     like output-sales_order_by_idresponse_sync-sales_order_header, 

          lt_output     like table of ls_output. 

 

 

    try. 

        " the runtime expects a key of type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. SharePoint provides a flat string 

        " there is a conversion utility 

        /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_string_id_to_key( 

            exporting iv_string = input-sales_order_by_idquery_sync-sales_order_scl_key 

            importing es_key = ls_key ). 

      catch /iwfnd/cx_cod. 

        " error handling here, exceptions occur if the format of the SharePoint key is invalid 

    endtry. 

 

* add the key to the table of keys. There should be only one row in the table 

    append ls_key to lt_ids. 

 

* this is the fault message type. Should be exactly the same name as the exception 

* parameter in the signature 

    ls_interface-exception_class_name = 'ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT'. 

 

* the method is a bulk read but we provide only one key because the response can only contain 

* one result in a SharePoint Read operation 

    /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>bulk_read( 

       exporting 

         iv_request_uuid       = input-sales_order_by_idquery_sync-correlation_id "unique request id 

         is_interface          = ls_interface " control structure 

         iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' " GSDO type name as configured in SIMGH 

         iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code " not used, for logg

ing only 

       importing 

         et_output             = lt_output " response table, should contain only one row 

       changing 

         ct_input              = lt_ids " key table, should contain only one row 

     ). 

* we expect only one instance as a response. If the mapper provides 

* multiple instances we should raise an exception 

    read table lt_output into ls_output index 1. 

    move-corresponding ls_output to output-sales_order_by_idresponse_sync-sales_order_header. 

 

  endmethod.                    "zii_manage_sales_order~read_sales_order 

 

 

* <SIGNATURE>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | Instance Public Method ZCL_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER->ZII_MANAGE_SALES_ORDER~UPDATE_SALES_ORDER 

* +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+ 

* | [--->] INPUT                          TYPE        ZSALES_ORDER_UPDATE_SYNC 

* | [<---] OUTPUT                         TYPE        ZSALES_ORDER_UPDATE_RESPONSE_1 

* | [!CX!] ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT 

* +--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

</SIGNATURE> 

method zii_manage_sales_order~update_sales_order. 

* Define a data type that contains the input fields + the complex key. 

* The input structure contains the flat key, but the framework requires 

* a complex key of type /iwfnd/s_cor_id. 

types begin of zsales_order_update. 

        include type zsales_order_header_details as input. 

        include type /iwfnd/s_cor_id             as scl_key_complex. 

types end of zsales_order_update. 
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data: 

  ls_input      type zsales_order_update, 

  ls_interface  type /iwfnd/s_coc_esi_objects, 

  ls_key        type /iwfnd/s_cor_id, 

  lv_dummy      type char1. 

 

* copy all input parameter values to the structure passed to the framework 

  move-corresponding input-sales_order_update_sync-input to ls_input. 

 

* transform the flat key passed by SharePoint to a complex key required 

* by the framework store the returned value directly into the structure 

* passed to the framework 

  try. 

      /iwfnd/cl_id_util=>convert_string_id_to_key( 

          exporting iv_string = ls_input-sales_order_scl_key 

          importing es_key = ls_input-scl_key_complex ). 

    catch /iwfnd/cx_cod. 

  endtry. 

 

* name of fault message type must match the excpetion class name in signature 

  ls_interface-exception_class_name = 'ZCX_STANDARD_MESSAGE_FAULT'. 

 

  call method /iwfnd/cl_coc_inbound_facade=>update 

    exporting 

      iv_request_uuid       = input-sales_order_update_sync-correlation_id 

      is_interface          = ls_interface 

      iv_cor_gsdo_type      = 'ZSALES_ORDER_HEADER' 

      iv_consumer_type_code = /iwtng/if_common_const=>gcv_consumer_type_code 

      iv_key_path           = 'SCL_KEY_COMPLEX' "name of comp. that holds key 

    importing 

      es_output             = ls_key 

    changing 

      cs_input              = ls_input. 

 

* the return value of an update call can be ignored. SharePoint does 

* not expect any response from an update operation anyway. 

endmethod. 

ENDCLASS. 
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10. Related Content 

For more information, visit Duet Enterprise 

  

http://www.sap.com/solutions/duetenterprise/index.epx
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